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Executive summary

The issues the world currently faces with regard to energy and climate
change demand a rapid response. Many potential solutions have been pro-
posed over the years, of which Smart Grids is one. Rather than directly
reducing emissions or increasing sustainability levels, a Smart Grid facili-
tates the use of other technologies that are more suited for this. It does so
by enabling a two-way flow of information and electricity, which allows more
successful integration of renewable energy sources and has the potential to
reduce energy losses, lowing both costs and emissions. The difficulty with
Smart Grids is that there is no consensus of what a Smart Grid is or should
achieve, meaning that it becomes difficult to determine when a Smart Grid
is successful and should serve as an example for future grids. This thesis
attempts to judge the performance of Smart Microgrid project A1 Deventer,
which is based on a novel concept called Modienet, by looking at two im-
portant components: the financial feasibility and the social context in which
the project operates. This has led to the research question:

How does Modienet pilot project A1 Deventer perform with regard to eco-
nomic feasibility as well as its social context?

The financial feasibility study required a full techno-economic analysis, and
the social context study required the creation of a new assessment frame-
work. The data used for the techno-economic analysis offered the opportu-
nity of adding a simulation of storage to the mix and to analyze the effect
it had on both the technical and economic side of the project.

Methodology
Due to the two different components, two separate methodologies were em-
ployed. For the techno-economic analysis supply data was created by making
use of the KNMI weather data for 2014, and demand data from a diversity
of companies was used to create three distinct demand profiles. One profile
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contained commercial spaces, one contained industrial plants, and one com-
bined both in a 50/50 demand mix.

For the social context analysis a literature study was performed on the cur-
rently employed methodologies. As these were insufficient to create insight
into the full social context, a framework was created based on additional
literature on the Multi-Level Perspective and Smart Grids. This framework
attempts to create insight into how conducive the current regime is to Smart
Grids, as well as whether all relevant niche processes are employed within
a project. This framework was subjected to experts in the field of Smart
Grids through interviews, before being revised and applied to the A1 De-
venter project and its context.

Techno-economic analysis
The techno-economic analysis makes use of simulations to determine a num-
ber of technical input variables. These are combined with value propositions
to translate the influence of the Smart Grid solutions into monetary gains.
The value propositions are based on the Modienet (MODular Intelligent En-
ergy NETwork) concept, for which the A1 Deventer project serves as test
case. Two roles are recognized within the Modienet concept: the aggregator
and the energy service provider. The aggregator makes use of flexibility
available in demand at individual firms to employ Demand Side Manage-
ment. The energy service provider attempts to optimize the matching of
supply and demand on the business park through local renewable energy
production and energy exchange. The possibilities offered by employing
these roles lead to two value propositions:

• Reduced transport tariff : Consuming energy that is produced locally
significantly reduces grid losses, which will be stimulated using a dy-
namic transport tariff that provides a discount for consuming locally
produced renewable energy

• Collective peak reduction: The DSO wants to reduce peaks in demand
over the main connection instead of peaks at individual firms, which it
charges them for now. Collective peak reduction creates an incentive
for reducing the peak over the main connection instead, by creating a
new tariff system that holds firms accountable for the peak over the
main connection instead.

Cost-benefit analyses were created for the energy service provider, the aggre-
gator, and the combination of both in Modienet. The results are visualized
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in Figure 1. The blue lines represent costs, the red lines benefits and the
green represents the results. As can be noted, all the results are negative
over the thirty year expected run time of the project. Especially in the case
of the aggregator, benefits are very low while costs are significantly larger.
Over the course of thirty years the cumulative net result for the aggregator
is -e539.358, against -e364.121 for the energy service provider. However,
the total benefits for the energy service provider are e1.825.296, compared
to only e26.497 for the aggregator. Considering the fact that there is still a
high degree of uncertainty, this means that there is still potential for, espe-
cially the energy service provider, to end with a net positive result. In order
to find out what this potential is a Monte Carlo simulation was employed.

(a) Energy service
provider

(b) Aggregator (c) Modienet

Figure 1: Cumulative cost-benefit analyses for the energy service
provider, aggregator, and Modienet over thirty years

Based on uncertainties in a number of input variables, value propositions,
and costs, probability distributions were created and 10.000 random samples
were employed to forecast the net result at year 20 of the cost-benefit anal-
ysis. This year was chosen as it is the moment supply and demand on the
business park stabilize. The results can be found in Figure 2. The Monte
Carlo results of the aggregator show that a positive result will happen under
no uncertainty condition currently utilized. In the case of the energy service
provider, a positive result is obtained in 56.73% of cases, and in the case
of the combination in 39.81% of the cases. This means that the aggregator
role will never return a profit, but that the situation is much less bleak for
the energy service provider, where the negative cost-benefit analysis result
was mainly the result of conservative estimates being employed. The energy
service provider is also the main contributor to the result of Modienet as a
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whole, and has the potential to compensate losses incurred by the aggrega-
tor.

Figure 2: Monte Carlo forecasts on year 20 of the cost-benefit analysis for
the energy service provider (left), the aggregator (middle) and Modienet as
a whole (right)

To find out what the cause of these results is, a sensitivity analysis was
performed on each of these. A number of observations were drawn from this
analysis. Firstly, the aggregator result was dominated by the operational
costs. The benefits that can be obtained are low and not very impactful, as
the variability is marginal. Therefore, even a significant reduction in costs
will not be enough to generate high revenues. The energy service provider
result was mainly dominated by the height of the dynamic transport tariff.
This component was responsible for 92.2% of the end result, compared to
only 5.2% being the result of the operational costs and 2.2% by the height
of the incentive for peak reduction. This means that local optimization by
matching local supply and demand is the financially most interesting op-
tion. The sensitivity analysis for Modienet as a whole confirms this, as the
dynamic transport tariff is also the major contributor to that result. A
favorable dynamic transport tariff would therefore mean that the project
could become financially viable, and will most likely be the most interesting
option for the consumers to pursue. However, the question is whether this
is what the DSO wishes to achieve. If the DSO instead prefers a focus on
peak shaving, the incentive structure will have to change.

Storage
Electricity storage was added to the mix of supply and demand. The storage
unit was utilized to check every during every 15 minute data measurement
whether a there was a surplus or a deficit in supply compared to demand. If
there was a surplus, the storage unit would attempt to capture it. If there
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was a deficit, it would attempt to discharge. The storage unit was therefore
most suitable for increasing the amount of supply matched to demand, and
contained no further intelligence or optimization aimed at peak reduction.
A number of characteristics were varied: the storage capacity was varied
between 0.5 MWh and 5 MWh in increments of 0.5 MWh, the power rating
was varied between 0.5 MW and 5 MW in increments of 0.5 MW, and the
round trip-efficiency was varied from 50% to 95% in increments of 5%. Ad-
ditionally, a number of simulations were re-done with a supply composition
that contained additional solar energy production.

On a purely technical level these simulations led to a number of interesting
results. Increasing the storage capacity has a large degree of influence on the
performance of the storage unit under the A1 Deventer, while increasing the
power rating does not. If these could be decoupled effectively, keeping the
power rating low might reduce costs. Furthermore, there is a ratio between
supply and demand at which a storage unit performs optimally. Larger units
tend to favor ratios with more supply than smaller units. And finally, all
units prefer a composition with a large degree of solar production over wind
production. The combination of these insights means that it is possible to
find a optimum combination of supply and storage characteristics. Based
on the goals of the storage unit, both of these could be tweaked to create a
custom optimal situation.

Drawing economic conclusions from the addition of storage is difficult at this
point in time. Based on the value propositions employed, marginal benefits
are relatively low. However, storage has not been applied to all value propo-
sitions and more might arise in the future, for example when a market gets
created for flexible demand. In the case of this project, marginal benefits are
higher for small storage units. However, a linear scaling of costs and storage
capacity can’t be assumed. More information on both costs and benefits is
necessary before definitive conclusions can be drawn.

Social context analysis
The social context analysis made use of interviews to create insight into the
workings of both the electricity supply regime and the A1 Deventer project.
This allowed for an evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of each, and
how they influence the potential for development of A1 Deventer.

In the case of the regime, there are a number of positives and a number
of potential barriers. The main positives are that a lot of different par-
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ties and stakeholders are taking an interest in Smart Grids and are actively
researching or pursuing development. Plenty of resources are available for
experimentation, and many pilot projects have already been set up.

However, most of these pilot projects are ineffective at the moment. Many
have no concrete learning goals or concrete guidance on where and how to
pursue further development. Furthermore, the knowledge that they do gain
is not shared enough and is not shared effectively. Legislation is outdated
and limits many potential value propositions, especially with regard to ap-
plying them outside of pilot projects. As a result, incentives are lagging
behind and projects like A1 Deventer are difficult to make financially vi-
able. Tension exists between the government and the DSOs on who should
take the initiative and provide incentives. The DSOs are willing to take
action, but lack legislative space or incentives of their own.

These issues could be circumvented by the government formulating a more
concrete vision on how they foresee the future of Smart Grids. If they de-
cide Smart Grids are worth pursuing, they should either provide incentives
directly or provide the DSOs the space to do so. Furthermore, they should
create additional legislative space for value propositions and for the appli-
cation of these propositions outside of pilot projects.

Even if all these changes take place, there is no guarantee that the A1 De-
venter project will become a success, as it has its own issues. In this specific
project the main issue lies in the fact that the two main partners, Allian-
der and Cofely, have diverged in their visions for the project. Cofely has
commercial intentions and wishes to apply the Modienet concept broadly
in order to increase revenues and decrease costs. Alliander on the other
hand looks at the project in isolation and has no concrete plan for broader
application, and actually wishes to prevent setting unwanted precedents.
However, both agree that their cooperation is mutually beneficial and the
option for finding common ground exists. Alliander should formulate a more
concrete vision on what they wish to gain from the project, and which parts
of the project would be beneficial to apply elsewhere. Cofely should take
into account the reason why Alliander is more conservative, and look for
value propositions that do not set potentially unwanted precedents.

Conclusions
A number of conclusions can be drawn from these analyses. Based on the
cost-benefit analysis, the project does not appear to be financially viable.
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However, closer inspection through the use of Monte Carlo simulations and
a sensitivity analysis reveals that reality is more nuanced. While the aggre-
gator role is not financially viable under any of the uncertainty conditions,
the negative result for the energy service provider was the result of con-
servative estimates, and a positive result is expected in over half the cases
in year 20. This means that there is still plenty of potential, especially if
costs can be brought down through broader application of the concept on
other business parks. However, the costs incurred during the development
phase exceed the benefits by a higher margin, so application to brownfield
business parks seems more feasible based on current data. The benefits that
can be obtained through the Modienet concept are mostly dependent on the
height of the dynamic transport tariff, which should therefore be the eco-
nomically most interesting option to pursue. If Alliander instead wishes to
pursue other components of the project, such as peak shaving, the incentive
structure in place should be re-evaluated.

As mentioned, broader application of the energy service provider would be
the best way of ensuring financial viability. However, creating this possi-
bility requires a number of changes to the current regime. At the moment,
legislation is outdated and limiting. This means that a dynamic transport
tariff can not be employed outside of pilot projects. Additionally, it is not
yet generally allowed to connect wind turbines to the local loop of a busi-
ness park, which is key for local optimization. A final barrier for the broader
application of the energy service provider could be the hesitance on the side
of Alliander, who wish to avoid setting unwanted precedents. Setting clear
goals on what they wish to achieve using the energy service provider, and
how they see development of the concept in the future is necessary. The
project partners should create a planning which extends beyond the current
project in order to provide them guidance towards the future.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Since the 1970’s the world has faced a myriad of problems regarding en-
ergy. It started with the oil crises in ’73 and ’79, and continues to this
day. However, the nature of these issues has changed over time, as well as
our attitude to them. Where the oil crises were caused by a lack of access
to fossil fuel in the form of oil, the current energy crisis can be said to be
the result of an overabundance of access. During most of the 20th century,
demand for energy has seen a steady growth worldwide in parallel with the
growth of the worldwide economies. This came with a mandate provided to
the power industry to provide any amount of power consumers required any-
where, any time, and at any price [4]. This attitude started to change after
the release of the Club of Rome’s Limits to Growth in 1972 and the IPCC’s
First Assessment Report in 1990. Actual changes to policy, supported by
the technology to make them possible, would however not take off until the
dawn of the 21st century.

Despite the progress that has been made in creating awareness and in the
development of sustainable technologies, the energy crisis is nowhere near
averted. Notwithstanding the best efforts of some, energy demand has kept
increasing, especially fueled by economic growth in developing countries such
as China. This development has happened in parallel with an increasing
electrification of our energy demand that will continue in the near future,
fueled by technological developments such electric vehicles and electric heat
pumps. This has led to a problematic stand-off for the electricity sector:
increasing the total potential for the supply of electricity, while at the same
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time having to increase the level of sustainability for the existing supply.
One possible way of solving both of these issues at the same time is a transi-
tion from a centralized supply system to a more decentralized system using
renewable energy sources, such as solar PV and wind energy. However, such
a transition does not come without difficulties. Decentral generation (DG)
of electricity mostly happens using intermittent and uncontrollable sources
such as wind and solar power, meaning that an additional transition is re-
quired in the energy sector: instead of having the supply of electricity always
follow demand, these should be more balanced by creating the possibility of
demand following supply.

Both of these transitions can be made possible by adding intelligence to the
electricity grid and creating a so-called ’smart’ grid. While no consensus
exists on the exact nature of what these ’Smart Grids’ consist of and what
falls within or outside the scope of such a grid, agreement exists that the
minimum requirement is the addition of IT to the grid to enable two-way
communication and power exchange. This means that, instead of only hav-
ing the consumers supply data to the generators, both parties share and
receive information about the status of the other. This means that con-
sumers receive information on the expected generation of locally generated
renewable energy, allowing for the possibility of adjusting their demand to
the level supply through the use of Demand Side Management (DSM) or
Demand Response (DR) [5]. This means that DG can be integrated into
the electricity grid without causing problems with power quality and over-
loading. This has a number of advantages for society as a whole. These
advantages are often divided into variations of the following categories [6]:

• Sustainability : Smart Grids allow for easier integration of DG, mak-
ing our energy supply more sustainable. Using DSM to match local
demand with local supply reduces grid loading, transmission distances
and demand peaks, all leading to lower grid losses

• Reliability : Using IT and two-way communication can improve mea-
surement, monitoring and control of power flows. Lower peaks and
grid loading can also decrease the amount of outages

• Economics: Grid losses and costs are correlated, as losses have to be
compensated by the grid owner through the purchase and generation
of extra electricity. Because this cost reduction depends on consumer
participation, economic incentives can be provided to consumers to
stimulate participation, creating a mutually beneficial arrangement
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• Energy security : A reduction of grid loading and peaks can help sup-
port additional electrification of the energy demand of a nation in the
long run, through technologies such as electric vehicles, decreasing the
dependency on oil

1.1.1 Assessing Smart Grid performance

Over the past few years, investment programs have taken off worldwide,
paving the way for many different Smart Grid projects. In 2009, the Amer-
ican Recovery and Reinvestment Act led to the establishment of the Smart
Grid Investment Grant program, which allocated a total of $8 billion to a
total of 99 projects in the United States [7]. The EU Joint Research Center
Smart Grid Outlook 2014 indexed a grand total of 459 projects across Eu-
rope, totaling an investment of $3.15 billion [8]. The value of all combined
global investments has been estimated at $197 billion in 2015, a number
that has been steadily rising over the past few years [9].

The focus of these Smart Grid projects varies widely, covering the entire
electricity value chain: generation, transmission, distribution, markets, and
consumers. When such a proliferation of projects, ideas, and concepts is
left to the market, a shakeout generally takes place [10]. This shakeout is
a self-selecting and self-regulating market mechanism that, in theory, weeds
out weaker initiatives and leaves only the strongest and most commercially
viable. However, in the case of Smart Grids this will not happen in the near
future. Smart Grids are generally developed within protective spaces called
’niches’. This has the advantage of giving the technologies within the niche
time to grow without being subject to the heavy competition of the market,
but it also means that there is no self-selection to help determine what
technologies and projects are the most viable. This means that it becomes
necessary to develop an alternative method of selection, such as assessing
Smart Grid project performance. Ideally, this would lead to a selection of
’best practices’ and lessons to be learned for future projects, so investments
can be used more effectively. Several attempts have been made to create a
framework suitable for making this assessment. However, no consensus has
been reached yet on a single framework or even on what is and is not part
of Smart Grid project performance. Two important issues can be identified
with regard to the different existing frameworks:

1. Large fundamental differences exist between the approaches used by
the U.S. and EU respectively
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2. No agreement exists on the scope used by these frameworks, often
excluding social factors in favor of a focus on techno-economic perfor-
mance

The first issue is one that has plagued policy makers on both sides of the
Atlantic for years, but will not be part of the scope of this thesis. However,
some headway can potentially be made with regard to the second issue.
Whereas the current frameworks all seem to have a slightly different scope,
most have decided to focus on the techno-economic side of Smart Grids,
with only a few venturing towards the social side of technology. However,
this would appear to be a significant oversight. According to innovation
studies, technological performance is only one of the factors influencing dif-
fusion rates. Another important determining factor is how well a technology
or industry can deal with potential barriers, such as market failure, policy,
and possibly users [11][12][13].

1.1.1.1 Research scope

One Smart Grid project suffering from this issue has formed the basis for
this research. This thesis has been based on an assignment from Cofely
Nederland NV to judge the performance of one of its projects: the pilot
project A1 Deventer. This project is aimed at testing the implementation
of a new conceptual approach to Smart Grids called Modienet, and is also
the subject of PhD research at the TU Eindhoven performed by Frits Wat-
tjes. Before the start of the project, Cofely had already created a financial
model that could make a quick-scan of the financial viability of the project.
However, this model was based on a number of assumptions and suffered
from a lack of accurate data, prompting the request for a more accurate
cost-benefit analysis based on data from simulations of the technical input
data. Additionally, the input data used for this thesis presented the oppor-
tunity of simulating electricity storage. The goal of this simulation was to
find out what the effect of storage was under different demand and supply
circumstances, as well as to find out whether it can add to the financial
viability.

However, this the aim of this thesis is to extend beyond this purely techno-
economical approach and to combine the methodologies from the master
Sustainable Energy Technology with methodologies from Innovation Sci-
ences and integrate them into a single thesis. Based on the possibilities
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offered by this widened scope, interest was raised into complementing the
financial feasibility assessment with insights into the social context of Smart
Grid development in order to determine potential barriers for the project.
However, as existing frameworks were deemed inadequate for social con-
text assessment, the decision was made to create a framework from scratch.
Starting from scratch meant that it was also possible to extend the scope
of the framework beyond the A1 Deventer project and create a framework
that is generally and easily applicable to other projects and their respective
contexts, regardless of the nation in which they are based. Applying it can
be done by making use of interviews with actors involved in a project, sup-
plemented with knowledge of the social context. This framework has been
based on the Multi-Level Perspective, which will be elaborated on in the
next section. The methodology employed will not be applied to the techno-
economic side of Smart Grids, as such techno-economic frameworks already
exist. The thesis will end with a discussion on the integration of the two
research fields.

1.1.2 Research framework

The framework, or rather theoretical lens, this thesis will use to create in-
dicators of performance with regard to the social context of Smart Grids is
the Multi-Level Perspective. The MLP divides the context of a technology
in three different levels: the niches (micro-level), regime (meso-level) and
the socio-technical landscape (macro-level) [1]. These levels are structured
using a nested hierarchy as can be seen in Figure 1.1.

A niche is a protective space where new and innovative technologies have
time to develop without being influenced by selection pressures. Due to its
status as a new technological concept, and implementation through subsi-
dized pilot projects, Smart Grids can be considered such a niche technol-
ogy. Technological regimes are the agglomeration of all current routines
and practices with regard to a certain technology. Regimes contain all the
rules and institutions currently in place, such as legislation and protocols.
When viewing Smart Grids as a niche, the current electricity transmission
and distribution system can be seen as the regime. A single regime can
span and influence multiple niches. This specific regime isn’t limited to just
the physical grid, but also includes the different electricity markets, such as
the day-ahead, intra-day and balancing markets and all parties involved with
the generation and supply of electricity. The landscape is the socio-technical
context in which the technology exists. This level is the most abstract and
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Figure 1.1: Levels of the MLP in a nested hierarchy [1]

most difficult to clearly define. It can be said to be a slow-changing envi-
ronment that contains everything that influences the regime and on which
the regime and niches have little to no influence.

The MLP recognizes multiple types of interactions, of which two are relevant
for the context of this thesis: pressure from the landscape on the regimes and
interactions between niches and regimes. An example of pressure from the
landscape is climate change, which forces the regime to change and adopt
more policies with regard to sustainability. When enough pressure is put on
the regime, and the regime ca not adjust quick enough, space can be created
within the regime for niche technologies to break through. When doing so,
different types of trajectories can be discerned [14]: based on the amount
of pressure and the level of development of the niche technology, the niche
can either become a new complementary part of the regime (transformation
pathway), break down the original regime and rebuild it using the niche tech-
nology that becomes dominant after internal competition (de-alignment and
re-alignment pathway), or replace part of the regime (substitution pathway).

When reviewing Smart Grids using the MLP, it becomes clear that there is
a certain degree of pressure from the landscape on the regime of electricity
transmission and distribution, as well as a lot of development happening
in the Smart Grid niche. Fueled by, among others, the prospect of climate
change, efforts to increase the amount of sustainability in the electricity
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supply systems have increased in most countries around the world. The
sharp rise in the amount of Smart Grid initiatives and projects is one of
the efforts resulting from this sustainability goal. An ideal assessment of
the performance of such initiatives and projects should not be restricted
to making comparisons between projects. Ideally, judging the performance
of projects should include an assessment of the current state of both the
regime and niche. The assessment of the regime can provide insight into
how well the projects perform with regard to the weaknesses in the cur-
rent regime, and the assessment of the niche can help determine whether a
niche has developed enough to be viable once it secures a place in the regime.

In order to make such an assessment, the assessment framework should take
into account all different regime dimensions that are relevant for the type
of niche technology and the kind of transition into the regime the niche
technology stakeholders foresee. Smith and Raven recognize six different
regime dimensions that can be taken into account [15]:

• Industry structure

• Technologies and infrastructures

• Knowledge base

• Users relations and markets

• Public policies and political power

• Cultural significance and associations of the regime

With regard to the niche, Kemp et al. have defined three important processes[16]:

• The building of social networks

• Visions and expectations of stakeholders

• Learning processes

Not all of these regime dimensions and niche processes are equally relevant
and applicable to every kind of technology. However, the MLP is what can
be described as an ‘appreciative theory’, where a theory is used as a tool
for inquiry, which can be bent to the fit problem and can be complemented
by other tools when necessary [17]. The result of this is that the regime
dimensions can be made to fit the Smart Grid niche, without losing analytic
relevance.
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1.1.3 Research question

In order to allow the creation of a comprehensive framework, a number of
questions will need to be answered. The main question to be answered is
How does Modienet pilot project A1 Deventer perform with regard to eco-
nomic feasibility as well as its social context?

This leads to a number of subquestions, some of which are aimed at techni-
cal simulations, financial feasibility and storage, while others are aimed at
creating and applying the social context framework.

• Q1 : What technical input variables for the cost-benefit analysis of A1
Deventer can be obtained through the use of simulations?

• Q2 : What is the outcome of a cost-benefit analysis performed on A1
Deventer?

• Q3 : What findings can be discerned from a sensitivity analysis and
stochastic Monte Carlo simulation performed based on the cost-benefit
analysis?

• Q4 : What is the influence of electricity storage on the technical pa-
rameters and cost-benefit analysis of A1 Deventer?

• Q5 : What non-technical indicators for Smart Grid performance can
be distinguished from literature on the Multi-Level Perspective and
Smart Grids?

• Q6 : How do these indicators match up to the experiences of experts
in the field of Smart Grids?

• Q7 : How conducive is the current electricity supply regime for Smart
Grids, based on the indicators distinguished?

• Q8 : How well does Modienet pilot project A1 Deventer perform based
on the non-technical indicators?

1.1.4 Scientific contribution

There are a number of lessons that can be learned from answering these re-
search questions. The scientific contribution can be found in both the fields
on Innovation Sciences and in Smart Grids.
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The cost-benefit analysis will create insight into the financial feasibility of
A1 Deventer in particular, but will also lead to lessons that can be gener-
alized to other projects. The research field with regard to storage has been
gaining traction lately, but tends to run in to a lack of economic viability.
The addition of storage to the changing demand and supply on the business
park can indicate under what conditions what type of storage performs op-
timally, as well as whether current value creation mechanisms are sufficient
to make an economic impact.

The application of both the regime dimensions and niche processes in the
social context framework to the field of Smart Grids is a new approach that
can provide relevant insight on the possible transition of Smart Grids into
the current electricity regime, as well as provide valuable lessons about the
application of the Multi-Level Perspective in general. The creation of a
full range on non-technical performance indicators is also completely new in
the world of Smart Grids and could lead to a whole range of new insights.
Especially if the framework gets applied to multiple different projects it will
become easy to compare projects in multiple dimensions, which will allow
for the creation of a number of best practices. In the future these best
practices could then become part of what can be called THE Smart Grid.

1.1.5 Reading guide

Chapter 2 will discuss the theoretical background and methodology used.
Chapter 3 will consist of a techno-economic analysis and includes an overview
of the case study used. This will lead into the analysis of the added value of
storage in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 goes in depth on the social context analysis
of the regime and A1 Deventer. Conclusions and reflections can be found
in Chapter 6. The appendices contain the literature study on the existing
frameworks, as well as the building of the social context framework.
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Chapter 2

Methodology

2.1 Methodology

The main research question consists of two very different components: the
financial feasibility and the social context. Due to inherent differences in
the nature of these components, the two parts of the main question will
be answered using different types of methodology. The performance with
regard to social context is a purely qualitative question and will be answered
using a form of archival analysis. The financial feasibility is something that
will require quantitative methodology through a techno-economic analysis.
For the sake of legibility, the methodology and analysis will both be split
into a qualitative and a quantitative part.

2.1.1 Techno-economic analysis

The test case for this thesis is the Modienet pilot project A1 Deventer.
Modienet is a new type of concept that provides guidance for the deployment
of intelligent grids on business parks. The methodology will be elaborated
upon in detail in Chapter 5. The pilot project A1 Deventer is meant to be
the test case for the entire concept. This means that getting an accurate
assessment of the performance of this project is essential for the success of
the concept as a whole. Cofely has already made a start with evaluation the
potential techno-economic performance of the project through a cost-benefit
analysis, that uses both common and unique value propositions to translate
the technical input data into potential monetary benefits. However, much
of the data on the input side is still uncertain, especially as the project has
not started yet. Furthermore, no specific attention has yet been paid to the
social side of the technology that is to be implemented, making it a suitable
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test-case for the full framework.

2.1.1.1 Data collection and recording

In order to assess the performance of the A1 Deventer project, input data
had to be collected with regard to both the technical and non-technical per-
formance indicators.

For the technical indicators, data collection was done using quantitative
methods. As mentioned, Cofely already made a start with evaluation based
on techno-economic indicators. This was done in the form of a financial
model, which makes use of value propositions for translating the techni-
cal input variables into monetary gains. These value propositions required
input variables such as profiles for the demand and the production of renew-
able energy. The scope of the necessary data was determined beforehand
through the goal the municipality had for the project, which was net energy
neutrality over a period of thirty years. In addition to this, wind turbines
had already been placed on the business park, and an analysis was per-
formed at the start of the project with regard to the expected demand and
the expected speed with which the business park would fill up. Using the
municipal goal a minimum amount of solar production necessary could be
calculated, and supply profiles could be created using local meteorological
data provided by the KNMI. As there is still uncertainty as to what firms
will settle in the area, multiple demand profiles were created. These were
based on actual data from firms, provided by Cofely. Three different poten-
tial typologies for the business park were created: a park filled with only
commercial spaces, only industrial plants, and a 50/50 mix based on total
demand.

Using the supply and demand data, representative business parks were sim-
ulated. These included demand and supply profiles over a period of thirty
years, incorporating expected growth. This was used to calculate several
variables necessary to determine value creation, such as the amount of elec-
tricity demand that was supplied using locally generated renewable energy.
A full overview of the simulations can be found in Chapter 3.

After completion of the original analysis, the data available also provided
the opportunity to test the effect of electricity storage on the business park.
In order to do this, a storage unit was simulated and added to the mix of
supply and demand. The characteristics of the storage unit and the compo-
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sition of the renewable energy supply were varied, providing insight into the
behavior of different storage units under different conditions. Variations in
characteristics included the storage capacity, the power rating or maximum
charging power and efficiency.

2.1.1.2 Analysis

The most important part of a techno-economic analysis is to turn the techni-
cal data into monetary values using a cost-benefit analysis. This will provide
insight into the viability of the project and determine whether Cofely should
go through with the deployment of Modienet or not. The simulated data on
supply and demand was used to calculate the monetary gains that could be
generated for society based on the value propositions. These were combined
with the costs of development and deployment associated with the project
to create a full cost-benefit analysis.

However, the cost-benefit analysis only provides a cross-section using singu-
lar values, while there is an inherent uncertainty that comes with some of
the variables. Because of this, the cost-benefit analysis has also been sub-
jected to a sensitivity analysis and a stochastic Monte Carlo simulation.

For the Monte Carlo simulation, stochastic profiles were created for the vari-
ance that can be expected in variables with uncertainty, such as the peaks
in demand, tariffs used for value creation or the costs involved. These were
used to create 10.000 random samples for the input variables, providing in-
sight into the robustness of the cost-benefit analysis.

A sensitivity analysis was performed based on the Monte Carlo variables to
determine the relative impact each of the input variables has on the output
forecast. These were used to determine the most influential variables, which
should be used as focal point for the project partners during further devel-
opment. This was done by determining the impact changes in individual
variables have on the outcome of the Monte Carlo simulation. The correla-
tion coefficients that result from the sensitivity analysis were analyzed and
utilized to recommend a course of action based on the variables that can
potentially be influenced by the stakeholders.

The storage data was analyzed using three dimensional visual representa-
tions of the behavior under differing conditions over time. Trends over time
were analyzed, as well as differences between different parameters within a
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single year. The results were also normalized and applied to value proposi-
tions to provide insight into the potential economic performance.

2.1.2 Social context analysis

The other side of the Smart Grid coin is the social context analysis. While
often overlooked in research on technology, taking into account the social
context is vital for the diffusion of innovation. Even if the technology func-
tions perfectly it will not spread throughout society if it does not meet the
wishes or expectations of consumers, ca not compete on the market or does
not adhere to the standards set in place by legislation. In the case of A1
Deventer, the social context will consist of the developments that happen
within the project itself, as well as related developments within the electric-
ity supply regime as a whole. In order to get a good grasp on the entire
social context, both of these will have to be considered by making use of a
holistic framework.

2.1.2.1 Data collection and recording

In order to create a holistic framework it was first necessary to determine
a place to start from. In order to achieve this, a literature study on the
different existing performance assessment frameworks has been performed.
This determined the ideal basis based on two criteria:

1. The framework should allow for the assessment of individual projects

2. The framework should be as broad as possible

However, as none of the frameworks were adequate starting points for a
holistic framework, one had to be built from the ground up. This was done
using the Multi-Level Perspective methodology elaborated upon in Chapter
1. The regime dimensions defined by Smith and Raven [15] and the niche
processes defined by Kemp et al. [16] will provide the foundation for the
eventual list of non-technical performance indicators. However, all of these
are relatively abstract and defined as broadly as possible to include all kinds
of technologies. This does not automatically make them applicable to Smart
Grids. Because of this, the regime dimensions and niche processes were in-
stead used as categories, for which more specific indicators were created. In
order to determine these indicators, a content analysis was performed based
on literature on the specific regime dimensions, niche processes, and Smart
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Grids in general. The full extent of this analysis can be found in Chapter 3.

Before being able to apply a framework that is based on literature in practice,
it first needs to be validated. In order to do so, interviews were conducted
with stakeholders in Smart Grid projects. Based on these outcome of these
interviews, the framework was adapted. The interviews were done in a semi-
structured and in-depth manner. The structure was based on the evaluation
criteria and the original list of indicators, but space was maintained for dis-
cussing matters outside of the existing framework.

The stakeholders were chosen based on their respective role within Smart
Grid projects. It has been attempted to interview individuals representing
all these stakeholder parties, as they all have different views on the de-
velopment of Smart Grids and their different interests mean that they have
differing opinions on what constitutes good Smart Grid project performance.
These initial interviews were later supplemented using additional interviews,
which were specifically aimed at collecting data on the situation pertaining
A1 Deventer.

The interviews were all recorded using an audio device. The results were
interpreted and summarized. The summaries were then sent back to the in-
terviewees in order to check whether the interpretation matched their point
of view.

2.1.2.2 Analysis

Once feedback was received on the interviews and the interviewees agreed
that the data could be used, the results were coded. Two coding loops were
used for this process, due to the large number of different indicators in the
framework. The first loop consisted of structural coding, in which coding
took place along the regime dimensions and niche processes used as cate-
gories in the framework. The second loop consisted of pattern coding along
the individual indicators. Both coding loops contained an open code and
were subjected to inter-coder agreement by having Frits Wattjes, business
developer at Cofely, PhD-student at the Eindhoven University of Technol-
ogy and tutor for this project, use the same coding maps on a number of
interviews.

The results of this coding process were then analyzed in order to revise the
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original framework. Indicators and categories that were not deemed rele-
vant or useful for distinguishing between different regimes or projects were
removed, and important indicators not previously in the framework were
added.

After analysis of the interviews pertaining A1 Deventer, the combined re-
sults were used to create an evaluation of both the regime and A1 Deventer
based on the revised framework. This analysis was done based solely on
the interviews and own insights. This led to an understanding of the areas
where the regime is conducive to Smart Grid development, where potential
blocking factors could lie, and how these can be realigned to match the goals
of Smart Grids. A similar analysis was performed on the pilot project, de-
tailing where the project has performed well and what should be improved
to increase the odds of the project succeeding.
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Chapter 3

Techno-economic analysis

3.1 Techno-economic analysis

3.1.1 Modienet

The most important determinant for the success of any project or technology
that involves commercial firms is the financial feasibility. While subsidies
can alleviate issues temporarily, being able to earn back investments is a
requirement for successful application and eventually for broader diffusion.
In the case of Smart Grids, financial feasibility will be built on a number of
value propositions. These propositions make use of the technical possibil-
ities Smart Grids offer, such as matching supply and demand through the
use of flexibility, and translate them into monetary benefits. These will be
compared to the costs required for development, deployment, operation and
maintenance. For the A1 Deventer project a number of value propositions
have been created based on the opportunities the business park offers, but
most of it has been based on a novel concept called Modienet, or MODular
Intelligent Electricity NETwork [2]. Before going into depth on what these
value propositions are and how the costs and benefits are calculated, it is
important to first introduce this overarching concept in order to provide the
necessary context.

The Modienet concept is aimed at the deployment of Smart Microgids on
business parks in the form of what will be referred to as a ‘local loop’, a
ring shaped grid with renewable energy integrated into it. The reason this
is aimed at business parks is because the high degree of electricity usage in
industry and commercial offices provides a large potential for value creation,
in comparison to households. Additionally, there are a number of business
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parks in the Netherlands that could profit directly from the solutions offered
by Modienet, as it can help reduce congestion issues. And finally, applying
Smart Grids to business parks provides more legislative space than in the
case of domestic applications. Modienet creates an extra layer of techno-
logical, economic, and organizational intelligence on top of the traditional
(simplified) value chain of electricity generation, distribution, and consump-
tion. By doing so, it can be applied in a number of ways depending on
the specific situation on the business park to which it is applied. It can,
for example, help create custom solutions for achieving energy neutrality.
Additionally, it can also provide specific services, such as solving the afore-
mentioned congestion on existing business parks. The layer of intelligence
is visualized in Figure 3.1, and can be translated into three different com-
ponents:

• A description of system architecture (institutions, actors, organization
and technology)

• A protocol and a way of thinking that enables the creation of such
system architecture

• A framework for a business proposition that will allow the testing of
the financial feasibility of a local smart grid on the architecture level

The first two components have led to the creation of the specifics of the
A1 Deventer project, whereas the second has led to the creation of a finan-
cial model that allows for the creation of a quick-scan, translating project
specifics into monetary costs and benefits [18]. The specifics will be discussed
in paragraph 3.1.2, the financial model in section 3.2.
The goal of the Modienet concept is to enable smart and efficient exchange
of energy within the local loop. Additionally, three sub-goals have been
defined:

1. Enable the grid to flexibly grow along with the local demand

2. Match local supply and demand through the use of flexibility and
renewable energy production

3. Achieve cooperation between all parties involved

The way Modienet attempts to achieve their main goal is by adapting the
traditional grid layout for a business park to create a more socially optimal
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Figure 3.1: Extra layers of intelligence on top of the traditional value chain
[2]

Figure 3.2: Example of a traditional grid architecture on a business park [3]

situation where electricity losses are reduced, reducing emissions as well as
costs. An example of such a traditional grid can be found in Figure 3.2.
In such a traditional grid layout companies are connected through a ring
shaped grid topology, although radial and meshed grids are also a possibil-
ity. Wind turbines are present in the vicinity, but have to be connected to
the main grid traditionally as a result of the Dutch Netcode, rather than
allowing the electricity produced to flow through the business park. In the
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case of A1 Deventer, an exception to this regulation was created by the
ACM [19]. An example of a grid layout that has the potential to be more
socially optimal can be found in Figure 3.3. This example integrates renew-
able energy production into the business park grid. The result of this is that
the electricity produced locally can immediately be consumed by the com-
panies on the business park. This provides technical, economical and social
benefits. Matching supply and demand locally means that the electricity
consumed does not have to travel over large distances, and that the renew-
able electricity generated does not have to be fed back into the grid. All of
this reduces the average transport distances for electricity and the loading
of the grid infrastructure, significantly reducing losses. This loss reduction
provides major financial benefits to the DSO, part of which can flow back to
the firms on the business park. This will incentivize them to participate in
the creation of flexible demand, and to invest in sustainable energy produc-
tion on the business park, thus helping make it energy neutral. While this
method of operation is mainly aimed at greenfield business parks, which are
not fully in operation yet and provide the opportunity to be planned in a
non-conventional manner, solutions such as placing wind turbines on a local
loop and incentivizing firms to invest in renewable production can also be
very beneficial to brownfield business parks, which are already in operation.

Figure 3.3: A more socially optimal grid architecture [3]

What the Modienet concept does is add a form of additional intelligence to
the socially optimized grid in Figure 3.3, as well as provide a service to the
companies in the business park. In order to do so, two additional roles are
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added to the traditional supply chain, acting as mediating partners between
the DSO and the consumer: the Aggregator and the Energy Service Provider
(ESP). Their respective focus within the business park is visualized in Fig-
ure 3.6. Their position in the electricity supply chain can be made clear by
comparing the traditional supply chain in Figure 3.4 to the Modienet sup-
ply chain in Figure 3.5. In these figures the black arrows represent flows of
electricity, and the green arrows flows of data. The blue components repre-
sent the traditional components of the supply chain, the green components
are new in the more social optimal system and microgrid employed at A1
Deventer. In the traditional chain, electricity flow was unidirectional from
producer down to consumer, and the data from unidirectional in the other
direction. The socially optimal situation contains additional production of
DG, and adds the aggregator and energy service provider roles as a form of
data brokers to facilitate the integration of DG, as well as to help generate
additional value.

Figure 3.4: Traditional (simplified) electricity supply chain

The aggregator as a facilitator of flexible demand is a role found in many
Smart Grid projects. The aggregator uses flexibility available in the elec-
tricity demand of its customers, and shifts or sheds this flexible demand
based on price signals. The aggregator combines data on the demand of
individual companies with predictions of renewable energy production and
uses flexibility in demand to optimize demand utilization for only that spe-
cific company. The price signals used for this optimization can come from a
number of sources or markets. It can for example be based on the intra-day
or day-ahead price in the APX market, peak demand reduction incentives,
maximizing the amount of renewable electricity consumed, or the imbal-
ance market. The visualization in Figure 3.5 shows the interchange of data
between the aggregator and the ESP, which manages the data on the com-
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Figure 3.5: Simplified electricity supply chain including ESP and aggregator

bined demand of the business park. The aggregator algorithm determines
the most optimal way to shift demand based on this data and the expected
demand of the individual firm, and communicates the optimal shifting pat-
tern back to the firm. An energy management system (EMS) located at the
firm will then automatically turn on an off individual electronic appliances
at the desired moment in time.

As can be seen in Figure 3.6, the ESP is positioned on the main grid con-
nection and uses data from the business park as a whole for so-called ’local
optimization’. This optimization is based on a number of value propositions,
which will be discussed in depth in paragraph 3.2.2. The financial incen-
tives for local optimization are meant to outweigh the incentives the aggre-
gator traditionally uses, allowing the ESP to steer the flexibility provided by
aggregators while individual companies retain the freedom to choose their
own aggregator. Furthermore, the service part of the term ‘energy service
provider’ refers to the fact that it has the potential to fully unburden its
customers. It can manage its clients’ data, take care of necessary billing,
and provide individual companies insight into measures that can be taken to
save energy, as well as arrange the financing required to make these changes,
in exchange for part of the savings. Combining these services with the in-
centives it can offer for local optimization makes the ESP complementary
to the aggregator, rather than a direct competitor. The aggregator makes it
possible for the ESP to optimize locally, and the ESP can make optimization
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for aggregators more financially attractive.

Whereas the aggregator is a more typical and well-defined role within such
projects, the ESP is designed specifically based on the Modienet system ar-
chitecture. It makes use of an actor analysis that was done to map out all
stakeholders involved in Smart Grid projects, to make sure that everything
it does is either beneficial to every individual stakeholder or does not affect
their respective operations and business cases. In order to perform its task,
the ESP makes use of a series of IT systems. These are aimed at collect-
ing and analyzing data, and communication with the individual aggregators
participating on the business park.

Figure 3.6: An example of grid architecture for a Modienet project [3]

3.1.2 A1 Deventer

The A1 Deventer project will be the test case for the Modienet concept.
The scope of the test case will encompass all three Modienet components
described earlier. The protocols associated with Modienet have led to the
creation of a system architecture that is deemed suitable to support the
expected demand and supply of electricity with a strong focus on the local
exchange of energy. The goal of this case study was to supplement the sys-
tem architecture with an quick-scan of the financial feasibility of the project
using a simplified cost-benefit analysis. However, before this can be done,
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four necessities will be elaborated upon: the scope of the project, the tech-
nical variables providing the input for the cost-benefit analysis, the value
propositions that monetize these variables, and the associated costs.

The municipality of Deventer has set the goal of founding a business park
that is net energy neutral over a period of thirty years. This means that
the total energy supply over a period of thirty years has to be equal to
or larger than the total energy demand over the same period. In order to
achieve this, the amount of renewable energy produced will need to match
or exceed the expected demand. However, as the project has not started
yet, no conclusive data on demand is available yet. In order to counter this,
an analysis was performed beforehand based on expectations of company
types and the amount of space necessary. This analysis concluded that the
expected demand for the business park will be 13.85 GWh per year after
reaching full capacity. Cofely has assumed that the growth in the business
park will happen linearly, increasing step wise over a period of ten years,
after which it will remain constant.

Figure 3.7: Cumulative supply and demand over thirty years, ending in
exact net energy neutrality

This expectation allows for the calculation of the total expected demand
over the project lifetime. Two types of renewable energy will be present
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on the business park to counter this demand: wind and solar. The amount
of expected wind production has already been provided: two Enercon E-92
turbines have been placed on the grid, with a total rated power of 4.6 MW.
The turbine operator has determined that the expected yearly production
of these turbines will be 9.40 GWh. This means that the amount of so-
lar electricity production can be made a function of the expected demand
and wind production. The assumption made by Cofely is that the amount
of solar panels present in the area will grow linearly and step wise over a
period of twenty years. That means that the total solar production, after
reaching its full capacity in year twenty, can be calculated. This is done by
taking into account the size of the demand surplus that exists over thirty
years, and the linear growth of the solar production over the first twenty
years, and amounts to be at least 3.60 GWh per year to reach net energy
neutrality. In order to achieve energy neutrality on a yearly basis, produc-
tion should equal at least 4.45 GWh per year. Not only are these growth
rates expected to be a realistic representation of the reality of the business
park, but it will also allow the observation of the business park in three
different phases. During the first ten years, the business park will act as
a pure greenfield: both demand and supply are still growing. During the
second decade of operation demand has reached its full capacity, but supply
will continue growing, simulating a brownfield that is increasing its share of
renewables. In the final decade both supply and demand have reached their
full capacity, and the park acts as a regular brownfield. The cumulative
total supply and demand for the business park can be found in Figure 3.7.
The growth of demand and renewable production sources, along with the
different phases of development, are displayed in Figure 3.8.

The expected demand and supply amounts can be used to generate demand
and supply profiles. These are necessary for the cost-benefit analysis, as they
are the basis for the value propositions that make up the benefit side. In
the next section, these value propositions will be elaborated upon, as well as
the financial model they are part of. An elaboration on the data necessary
for the simulations will be provided, before moving on to the process of
generating the data and ending with the calculation of the benefits.
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Figure 3.8: Growth of supply and demand over time, and differing phases
of development

3.2 The financial model

In order to determine the full scale of costs and benefits associated with
the pilot project A1 Deventer, Cofely has created a financial model. This
financial model offers a set of tools for a wide range of cost-benefit analy-
ses, ranging from a complete overview of all societal costs and benefits, to
calculations for a specific market party. However, for the purpose of the
financial feasibility of Modienet, the scope will be limited to calculating the
total potential costs and benefits for the consumers on business park A1
Deventer. The reason for this is that they will be carrying the burden of
costs for making the project possible, and the project will not succeed if
they do not end up with a net benefit. Additional revenues made by third
parties are not included in the cost-benefit analysis.

The structure of the model is visually represented in Figure 3.9. The founda-
tion consists of four sections that will be discussed separately and in depth:
the technical potential, the value propositions, the costs, and the eventual
cost-benefit analysis. The technical potential consists of all the input vari-
ables that determine the outcome of the project, and is made up of data
that will be created using simulations of demand and supply. The value
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Figure 3.9: Structure of the financial model used to calculate the financial
feasibility of A1 Deventer

propositions are the benefits that can be provided by the Modienet concept
for its users; the way value can be generated. The amount of value that
can be created depends on the variables making up the technical potential.
Combined with the costs for the project, this will allow the creation of a
full cost-benefit analysis. These were then supplemented using Monte Carlo
uncertainty simulations and a sensitivity analysis, as elaborated upon in the
section on methodology.

3.2.1 Technical potential

Table 3.1 contains the variables necessary for the calculation of the potential
value that can be generated in project A1 Deventer. A number of values for
these variables have been based on analyses of literature or on analyses done
be external parties before the start of the project, while others have required
calculation based on data. The total expected demand was based on an
analysis of the business park done at the start of the project, the total supply
on an analysis for the potential for wind power by the wind turbine operator
in combination with the goal of the project to be energy neutral over a period
of thirty years. The peak demand, as well as the amount of supply consumed
locally, were based on profiles representing demand, solar production and
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wind production. These will be covered in subsections 3.2.1.1 to 3.2.1.3. The
amount of flexible demand available will be covered in subsection 3.2.2.2.4.

Variable Unit

Yearly peak demand kW
Average monthly peak demand kW
Total yearly demand kWh
Total yearly supply kWh
Percentage of consumed demand produced locally %
kW demand shifting available kW
kWh yearly demand shifting possible kWh

Table 3.1: Relevant input variables

3.2.1.1 Solar profiles

The solar production profile can be created using the solar irradiation data
provided by the KNMI. Unfortunately, there is no data from Deventer itself,
so data was used from the nearest KNMI measuring station in Heino, which
is about 25 kilometers away. The data used was for all of 2014. Before turn-
ing the irradiation data into a production profile, the structure of the solar
data had to be adjusted to match the demand data structure. The demand
data used has a temporal resolution of 15 minutes, whereas measurements of
solar irradiation happen once every ten minutes. In order to circumvent this,
every second measurement of the 15-minute data (measurements at xx:15
and xx:45 every hour) were created by averaging every second and third
data point from the 10-minute data (xx:10 & xx:20, and xx:40 & xx:50).
This way, six measurements were turned into four data points.

The total surface area and type of solar panels that will be present on the
business park is still uncertain, and the assumption for the amount of pro-
duction that will happen has been based on the minimum required to meet
the municipal goal of net energy neutrality over a thirty year period, as dis-
cussed in Paragraph 3.1.2. Because of this, the irradiation data in Watt per
data point can immediately be converted into a production profile in Watt,
without having to consider surface area and efficiency. This can be done
by assuming that every measurement, which takes place at only one specific
moment in time, was representative for the average irradiation during the
corresponding 15 minute period. These calculations lead to a production
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Figure 3.10: Solar production profile in kW per 15 minute period for a single
year

Figure 3.11: Solar production profile in kW per 15 minute period over a
period of 30 years

profile per m2, which can be scaled up to match the total expected pro-
duction of 3.60 GWh per year after reaching full capacity. The production
profile for a single year is displayed in Figure 3.10. As mentioned, the growth
assumption for PV is linear growth over a period of twenty years. In order
to create such a profile, the finalized production curve is scaled up over a
period of twenty years, starting at 5% of the expected full capacity and in-
creasing production by 5% of full capacity per year. This growth has been
taken into account during the calculation of the expected full capacity. The
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Figure 3.12: Power curve for the Enercon E-92

production profile over the thirty year run time of the project is displayed
in Figure 3.11.

3.2.1.2 Wind profile

The wind production profile can also be created using the 2014 data from
the KNMI weather station in Heino, but requires a few extra steps in be-
tween. Firstly, the data has to be converted from a 10-minute resolution to
a 15-minute resolution in a similar fashion to the solar data. The next step
is to convert the wind speed at measurement height (10 meters) to turbine
height, which is 85 meters for the 2.35 MW Enercon E-92 turbines used.
This can be done using the following formula [20]:

v2 = v1 × [
z2
z1

]α (3.1)

In this formula v2 represents the speed at hub height, v1 the measured speed,
z2 the hub height, z1 the measurement height, and α the so-called wind shear
exponent. The wind shear exponent is generally assigned a value of 0.143
for the type of flat terrain typically found in the Netherlands [20].
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(a) Unscaled (b) Scaled

Figure 3.13: Production profiles for 2014 in Heino before and after being
scaled by a factor 1.542

After using this formula to scale up the wind speed to the speed at hub
height, the wind speed can be combined with the turbine power curve to
create a production profile. As there was no suitable power curve readily
available, a power curve approximation had to be created. This was done by
making use of the turbine parameters: the 2.35 MW rated power, a cut-in
speed of 3.5 m/s, rated power generation from 14 m/s, a cut-out speed of
25 m/s, and a third-power dependence on wind speed between cut-in and
rated speeds. This power curve can be found in Figure 3.12. Wind speeds
were rounded up to the nearest 0.5 m/s, as this was the resolution used for
the power curve approximation. Combined, this led to the wind production
profile found in Subfigure 3.13a.

If 2014 was an average wind year, the summed production over the entire
profile should be very similar to the P50 prediction of the wind turbine op-
erator, which indicates the average wind production expected. However, the
calculated production was significantly lower than expected. When looking
at the distribution of wind speeds, it could be noted that rated speed was
barely ever achieved. Based on the low wind speeds found in the distribu-
tion, it was assumed that the wind turbine operator’s prediction was most
likely still accurate, and that the issue was that 2014 might have been a very
low wind year in the area surrounding the measurement station. In order
to achieve the expected amount of production, the turbine output power
could not be scaled up, as this would exceed the turbine rated power. A
more realistic solution is to instead scale up the wind speed, turning the
wind distribution into one that represents an supposedly average wind year.
It was found that this could be achieved by multiplying all wind speeds by
a factor of 1.542 before applying the turbine power curve in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.14: Wind speed count histograms before and after being scaled by
a factor 1.542

The differences in occurrences of specific wind speeds can be found in Fig-
ure 3.14, where the purple on the left represents the old speeds, and the red
on the right represents the new, scaled, speeds. The difference in production
profile over the course of a year based on the wind speeds being applied to
the power curve can be found in Figure 3.13. Because the wind turbines are
already present on the business park, and will remain unchanged throughout
the thirty year duration of the project, this profile will be repeated for every
year of the project duration.

3.2.1.3 Demand profiles

As the business park has not started filling up yet, and there is still a lot of
uncertainty with regard to the types of firms that will eventually settle on
the park, three different demand profiles have been generated to represent
three different potential scenarios:

1. Commercial, mainly offices and a distribution center

2. Industrial, only small industrial plants

3. Mixed, a mix of commercial and industrial profiles with each con-
tributing 50% of total demand

Because of the lack of settled firms, no data is available for the actual busi-
ness park in Deventer. These demand profiles therefore had to be created
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(a) Commercial
(σ = 731.23 kW)

(b) Mixed
(σ = 581.24 kW)

(c) Industrial
(σ = 553.77 kW)

Figure 3.15: Demand profiles for the three different business park
compositions for one full year (σ = standard deviation)

from data elsewhere. Cofely was able to provide anonymized data from ten
different commercial buildings and three industrial plants.

The commercial buildings differed in peak demand from about 200 kW to
2500 kW, thus representing different sizes. A number of commercial build-
ings came with separate profiles for heating demand, which was provided
using natural gas. Therefore, this had to be converted into an electrical de-
mand using a hypothetical heat pump with a Coefficient of Performance of 4
[21]. The data for 8 out of the 10 commercial buildings was from 2014, with
the other two containing data from 2013. Despite the possible influence of
temperature differences between the data from 2013 and 2014, no attempt
was made to correct these. Temperature influences on demand might pro-
vide differences on a daily basis, but profiles showed similar patterns on a
seasonal basis. Furthermore, due to the dominating influence of the 2014
data, which included the offices with the largest peaks and base loads, cor-
rection for temperature differences was deemed unnecessary.

The data from the industrial plants provided even more difficulty. The first
issue was that only three profiles could be attained, as data from industrial
plants is much more privacy sensitive. Secondly, the data available ran
from January 1st to November 30th, meaning there was no data available
for December. Therefore, this data had to be extrapolated. In order to
take into account temperature differences on the profile, and to avoid not
taking into account the Christmas period, it was decided not to extrapolate
using the profile from January or November. Rather, December was split
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into four periods: the first three representing the first three weeks, and
the last representing the period surrounding Christmas up to New Year’s
Eve. For the first three periods, the average temperature was calculated and
compared to weeks in January, February, and November. This was necessary
due to significant fluctuations in the temperature during December. The
profiles from the weeks matching these first three periods best based on
average temperature, were re-used. The Christmas period was based on the
period between January 1st and January 5th. This period showed a much
lower overall load than the rest of the month and year, with New Year’s
Day having a near zero base load. Therefore, the period between January
2nd and January 5th was used as basis for the Christmas period, with the
January 1st profile being re-used for December 25th and 26th, the two days
of Christmas in the Netherlands. A final issue that remains in the case of
the purely industrial business park, and to a lesser extent the mixed business
park, is that data from only three companies is used. This means that the
defining moments of each of these three company profiles is over-represented
in the final profile, meaning that results obtained from the industrial park
are most likely less accurate and should only be used as an indication. As
a result of this, any differences between the industrial park and reality will
also have a significant influence on the mixed park, reducing its accuracy
as well. Because of this, only the data from the commercial park will be
used for the cost-benefit analysis itself. The value generated through the
value propositions will still be calculated, in order to gain insight into the
cohesion between the different demand profiles and the value propositions.
The different demand profiles can be seen in Figure 3.15, where σ indicates
the standard deviation of each profile. An example of what the demand
profile looks like over the course of thirty years can be found in Figure 3.16,
which displays the commercial profile.

3.2.1.4 Flexible demand available

In order to calculate the potential value that can be generated using flexible
demand, it must first be determined how much flexible power in kW and
flexible energy in kWh are available. Unfortunately, the fact that the busi-
ness park is not up and running yet makes it impossible to determine the
amount of flexible demand available with any degree of certainty. To add to
this problem there is the fact that the amount of studies on concrete amounts
of flexible demand potential are limited, and often conflicting. Therefore,
and assumption will have to be made that is as realistic as possible. In or-
der to do so, two separate pieces of literature have been combined: a paper
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Figure 3.16: Demand profile for the commercial park over a period of 30
years

by Lund et al. detailing the potential that exists within specific electronic
appliances used for matters such as ventilation, heating and cooling [22],
and a report by Berenschot and CE Delft on the composition of demand for
different types of users, such as office spaces [23]. As differences between
different industrial plants are too diverse to take into account, this assump-
tion will be built upon the data available for office spaces only. The results
of this section will be a percentage peak power shaving and a length of time
demand shifting can be employed daily, these will be converted into kW and
kWh respectively in the cost-benefit analysis, before being used as input to
calculate monetary benefits.

In the Berenschot report it can be found that 22% of the demand in offices
consists of what they define as demand with a high potential for shifting,
and 35.5% as demand with a reasonable potential for shifting. Demand with
a high potential for shifting consists of applications such as ventilation, heat-
ing and cooling. Reasonably shiftable demand consists of applications such
as IT appliances and water heating. These numbers can be combined with
the numbers found in Lund et. al with regard to the potential for shifting
found in these individual applications.

According to Lund et al. the highly shiftable appliances have the following
shifting potentials:

• Ventilation: 5% negative, 0.6-3% positive
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• Air conditioning: 8% negative, 0.6-3% positive

Notice that these appliances can be used for both increasing and decreasing
demand, depending on what is necessary. In practice, peak shifting will gen-
erally be done using negative shifting during the peak, decreasing demand,
which will have to be compensated using positive shifting elsewhere. The
peak shifting potential will therefore depend on the negative shifting poten-
tial available. Because data is not available on the individual contributions
of ventilation and air conditioning to total demand, so it is assumed that
these will be used in equal measure on average. This leads to an average
negative shifting potential of 6.5%. Combined with the Berenschot conclu-
sion that these make up 22% of total demand, the highly shiftable part of
demand amounts to a total demand shifting potential of 1.43%

Lund et al. also go into detail on a part of what Berenschot considers to be
demand with a reasonable potential for shifting:

• Water heating, 3% negative, 0.1-0.7% positive

Unfortunately they do not provide data for the shifting potential of the other
important component, IT applications. However, as they reside in the same
category according to the Berenschot report, it will be assumed that they
have a similar shifting potential. This brings the average demand reduction
potential for these applications to 3%. Based on the Berenschot conclusion
that these applications make up 35.5% of the total demand, this amounts
to an additional 1.065% total demand shifting potential.

Combined with the shifting potential as the result of ventilation and air
conditioning, this amounts to a total of 2.495% demand shifting. As it is
safe to assume that these appliances will be the main processes responsible
for causing peaks in demand in a company’s load profile, meaning that the
full shifting potential can be employed during peaks. The cost-benefit anal-
ysis will therefore employ 2.50% peak power shifting in kW for firms with
flexible demand available during every monthly and yearly peak.

In order to determine the potential for energy shifting, data is necessary
on how often the shifting potential can be employed. The difficulty with
this is that no concrete information was found in literature for the specific
electronic appliances used to build the percentage peak shaving potential.
The main foundation to build upon is the Berenschot report, which men-
tions that appliances used for ventilation and heating/cooling can be used
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for a timescale of 15-30 minutes. Considering the relatively low impact of
shifting ventilation and air conditioning, as well has water heating and in
some cases IT for 15-30 minutes, it can be assumed that this can be done
multiple times a day. How often this can be done is difficult to say, but as-
suming a relatively conservative scenario with a 1:4 ratio between demand
reduction (negative shifting) and necessary recovery (positive shifting), neg-
ative demand shifting for 30 minutes will require 2 hours of recovery time
before it can be employed again. This still means demand can be shifted
four times in a ten hour working day. In this scenario a 15 minute neg-
ative shift would require a 1 hour recovery, meaning that the process can
be employed eight times per day. In both of these cases, negative demand
shifting can be employed for a total of two hours per day. This scenario
is conservative, as positive shifting can also be employed for matching sup-
ply and demand, as locations with a supply of solar power can experience
both a demand surplus and supply surplus on the same day. However, as
the positive shifting potential is lower than the negative shifting potential,
and the necessity of positive shifting is difficult to determine, the cost-benefit
analysis will make use of a potential of two hours of demand shifting per day.

These numbers will only apply to firms with flexible demand available that
also wish to actively participate in the project. Cofely has estimated that
this will be about 20% of the total number of firms on the business park,
with some degree of variance. An overview of the variables that will be used
in the model can be found in Table 3.2.

Variable Value

Percentage flexible power available 2.5%
Hours of flexible demand available 2 hours
Percentage of users with flexible demand 20%

Table 3.2: Flexible demand input variables used in the model

3.2.1.5 Financial model input

The variables that make up the technical potential in Table 3.1 have to be
translated into concrete values based on the profiles previously mentioned,
in order to be usable in the cost-benefit analysis. In the case of the peak
demand, this was done by determining the highest peak of each month. The
highest of these was the year peak in kW, and all peaks were averaged to
make up the average monthly peak. The total yearly demand and supply
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were based on their respective expectations. The rate of internal supply for
each year was determined by considering the demand and supply for each
15 minute interval and determining the amount of overlap that existed. The
percentage was generated using the following formula:

Percentage internal supply =

∑
Demand supplied internally∑

Total demand
× 100%

(3.2)

The amount of flexible power available was determined by multiplying the
percentage calculated in section 3.2.1.4 with the yearly peak for each year.

kW shiftable power = %Flexible power × Y early peak (3.3)

The amount of flexible energy available was calculated by multiplying the
flexible power potential by the amount of hours of demand shifting possible.

kWhshiftable energy = kW shiftable power×Hours of shifting available
(3.4)

3.2.2 Value propositions

Once all the input data has been established and with the same tempo-
ral resolution, the value propositions can be calculated. This section will
introduce the different value propositions and offer the outcomes of the sim-
ulations used to calculate the monetary value generated. This will be done
for all three types of demand profile. Additionally, these value propositions
will serve as a basis for judging the impact of electricity storage economi-
cally, which will be discussed in the next chapter.

Value propositions are methods of creating value trough the use of technol-
ogy. In the case of electricity supply, the potential methods of value creation
can be determined by considering the typical make up of the energy bill for
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companies and households in the Netherlands. Three different components
can generally be distinguished:

• Electricity transport

• Energy trade & supply

• Balancing

Value propositions can potentially be created for each of these, but dif-
ferences do exist in the technology or legislation necessary to make value
propositions possible. In the case of the energy trade & supply component,
the most important costs are the tax that exists on all electricity supplied.
An argument can be made that this tax, which exists to discourage en-
ergy demand from fossil fuels, should not apply to electricity produced from
renewable sources. However, a discount on the energy tax currently only
exists for electricity produced by the consumer, not on electricity produced
from renewable sources by external parties. In the case of A1 Deventer, no
certainty exists on who the owner of the solar production will be. Part of if
could be owned by the consumers, but municipal or external ownership are
also a possibility.

The balancing component consists of the compensation that has to be paid
to the TSO, TenneT, in return for any imbalance created as the result of dif-
ferences between expected demand or supply, and actual demand or supply.
Flexible demand available at the consumer could be used to aid the TSO
in maintaining this balance, in return for a fee. However, flexible demand
used for balancing ca not be used for both balancing and optimizing value
propositions related to transport at the same time.

In the case of project A1 Deventer, a choice was made to instead only focus
on the last remaining component, the transport or transmission of electric-
ity. The transport component consists of two different parts: a part that is
transport independent and a part that is transport dependent. The reason
for this is that different types of costs are incurred by the DSO as the result
of the transport of electricity.

The transport dependent part consists of fees that have to be paid per kWh
of electricity supplied. As losses are incurred as a result of transport over
large distances, additional energy will have to be produced for every kWh
supplied, which is paid through the transport tariff. A reduction in the
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distance over which electricity is transported means a reduction in costs.
Because of this, a dynamic transport tariff can be employed to compen-
sate users for consuming electricity that is produced locally. This is value
proposition A in Table 3.3. Using flexible demand can help match supply
to demand, and increase the value generated. The value of this proposition
is explained in detail and calculated in section 3.2.2.1.

The transport independent part contains fees that have to be paid as the
result of peaks in demand, as these increase the amount of loading of a
connection, increasing losses. This is a component that has to be paid per
kW of the highest peak of the month and makes up the contracted power
costs for a consumer based on the highest peak of the past twelve months.
However, in the case of a business park the individual peaks over the main
connection are not necessarily the cause of the largest loss components for
the DSO, as this is the result of the peak in demand over the connection
to the main grid. Value proposition B, and section 3.2.2.2 explore the pos-
sibility of creating an incentive structure for minimizing the peak over this
main connection instead and calculate the added value of flexible demand
used for peak reduction.

Topic Value proposition

(A) Reduced electricity transport tariff
(A1) Reduced transport tariff
for internally supplied RES
(A2) Additional internal supply
through flexible demand

(B) Peak reduction
(B1) Main connection peak
reduction through RES production
(B2) Additional peak reduction
through flexible demand

Table 3.3: Value propositions for A1 Deventer

3.2.2.1 Value proposition A: Reduced transport tariff

The first value proposition concerns the value that can be generated by con-
suming locally supplied renewable energy in return for receiving a transport
tariff reduction. This section will first look at the percentage of demand that
can be supplied internally, before looking at the addition of flexible demand.
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3.2.2.1.1 A1: Reduced transport tariff for internally supplied
RES

The first value proposition concerns the rate of internal supply, or the
amount of locally produced renewable electrical energy that is consumed on
site. This can generate value as consuming locally produced energy reduces
the average transport distances and the amount of conversion necessary from
higher voltages, reducing losses and therefore costs. In return for this cost
reduction, and to stimulate further matching of supply and demand, a dy-
namic transport tariff will be employed at A1 Deventer. This will take the
shape of a reduction in the tariff per kWh for electricity that is produced
and consumed locally.

Figure 3.17 shows what percentage of demand is supplied internally on a
yearly basis. The general trend found in these curves is one that will be
found in most future figures and is a direct result of the changes in composi-
tion in the business park over the thirty years this figure represents. Because
of this, the general trend in other figures will not be specified unless it dif-
fers from this one. During the first ten years, the percentage internal supply
decreases rapidly. This is because total demand for the business park in-
creases, and increases at a much higher rate than the amount of additional
renewables added (1.40 GWh per year vs 0.17 GWh per year). During the
second decade the growth of demand stops, but the addition of extra re-
newables continues in the form of the linear addition of solar panels. This
causes the percentages of internal supply to increase once again, but not as
steeply, considering the limited size of the growth. The final decade sees a
flattening off of all curves, as both demand and supply have reached their
full capacities and are assumed to remain constant.

However, despite the linear increases in solar production and demand, the
curves themselves are not linear: both the drop off during the first decade
and the increase during the second suffer from a slope that becomes less
steep over time. The decreasing drop off in the first decade is logical: no
matter how high demand gets, if there is an amount renewables produced
at the same time, part of the demand will remain supplied internally. The
small amount of solar production and solar production increase means that
the supply profile is almost linear, while demand rises quickly. The graph
will therefore continue to slow down its decrease, but never reach 0%. The
decreasing upward slope in the second decade is more interesting, mainly be-
cause of the difference between the commercial and industrial curves, with
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Figure 3.17: Percentage of electricity demand supplied through locally gen-
erated renewable energy over thirty years for the three different demand
compositions, also indicating the different development phases

the slope of the industrial curve decreasing at a much higher rate. What
this means is that the increase of solar energy has less of a positive effect on
the industrial profile than the commercial profile. This can be explained by
the fact that the industrial profile has more peaks or higher peaks than the
commercial profile. This means that an increase in the base amount of solar
production, but not a massive increase in the production peaks, will be less
effective than in the case of a higher base load and lower peaks, such as the
commercial profile.

The amount of internally supplied renewable electricity is high overall. Dur-
ing the first year, when production exceeds demand by a ratio of about 6:1,
the percentages of internal supply are about 75-80%, which is not surprising.
However, during the last decade, when the ratio of total demand to total
supply is only 1:1.11, the percentage internal supply is still in the 55-60%
range. Even during the time of the worst ratio, year 10 with a ratio of
1:1.27, the number never drops below 50% for any of the demand profiles.
This means that the demand and supply tend to follow relatively similar
patterns and variations. What makes this remarkable is that this innate
matching of supply and demand takes place despite the production of renew-
able energy sources being highly irregular and the changes that take place
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over time with regard to the composition of the renewable energy sources.
In this specific situation, the amount of wind being produced exceeds the
amount of solar energy being produced by quite a margin (9.4 GWh of wind
vs about 3.2 GWh of solar after year 20). Normally, solar energy would
be the source that follows variations in demand for companies much better
than wind. The peak in solar production is during the afternoon, when all
companies are in full operation, and the seasonal peak is in the summer,
when most companies experience peaks in demand due to air conditioning.
Wind speeds tend to favor the fall and winter seasons, and do not tend to
decrease at night when company demand is low [24].

Figure 3.18: kWh of electricity demand supplied through locally generated
renewable energy over thirty years for the three different demand composi-
tions, compared to the base demand

Commercial Industrial Mixed

Single year after saturation e37,666 e35,028 e36,912
Cumulative over thirty years e947,574 e891,604 e933,797

Table 3.4: Savings using the dynamic tariff assumption for a single satura-
tion year and cumulative over thirty years
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The percentages in Figure 3.17 do not represent the monetary value neces-
sary for the cost-benefit analysis yet. In order to calculate the actual costs
and benefits, the amount of energy (in kWh) supplied internally is required,
as well as a financial conversion method. Figure 3.18 shows the amount
of energy supplied internally for each of the different demand profiles on a
yearly basis. Despite the curves in Figure 3.17 decreasing during the first
decade, Figure 3.18 shows that the amount of energy supplied internally
keeps increasing. This is because of the large surplus of production that
exists during the first years as a result of the low demand not consuming
all energy supplied by the wind turbines, and the fact that an increased
production will be better at filling in the surplus.

These amounts of energy can be converted into monetary gains using a dy-
namic transport tariff. Locally generated and consumed electricity only has
to be transported over very short distances and does not require transfor-
mations from high voltage to lower voltages. Because transport and voltage
transformations always incur electricity losses, consuming locally supplied
renewable energy on site will reduce losses. Based on this preposition, Al-
liander and Cofely have agreed on a dynamic transport tariff, which includes
a reduced transport tariff for locally consumed renewable energy. This dy-
namic tariff should provide an incentive to consumers to use any flexible
demand they have available to match their demand to the existing supply
and therefore increase the amount of internal supply that takes place, as
well as increase the financial attractiveness of investing in renewable energy
sources. Unfortunately it is difficult to determine what the reduced tariff
should be, as there are still losses and additional costs involved. However,
Cofely has assumed a reduction of 50% of total costs per kWh to be rea-
sonable. The dynamic transport tariff used on the business park could be
higher or lower, or even be varied over time as part of the experimental na-
ture of the project. For 2014, Alliander determined the tariff for large scale
consumers to be e0.0089 per kWh, meaning that the 50% cost reduction
would amount to e0.00445 per kWh of locally produced renewable electric-
ity consumed locally [25]. Combined with the data from Figure 3.18, this
leads to the values in Table 3.4. The table shows the amount that could be
saved in a single year after reaching full capacity of both supply and demand
in year 20, as well as the cumulative amount that can be saved over a period
of thirty years. The amounts that can be saved are significant, irrespective
of the type of demand. Considering the fact that creating this type of value
is possible regardless of the composition of the type or size of demand on
a business park, it could be worthwhile to employ on other business parks,
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irrespective of the application of Modienet.

3.2.2.1.2 A2: Internal supply through flexible demand

This part of the value proposition makes use of the same dynamic tariff em-
ployed in the previous section. The main difference is that flexible demand
can be employed to create a better match between supply and demand. The
calculation of this value proposition does not make use of any simulation of
flexible demand, but assumes that the potential for increasing the level of
matched supply and demand exists on a daily basis and that the full po-
tential for demand shifting can be employed. It therefore makes use of the
flexible power potential of 2.5% of flexible demand for 2 hours per day at
20% of the firms, as discussed in section 3.2.1.4. This potential has been
applied to the commercial demand profile only. Taking into account the
growth of demand over time, the amount of flexible demand available will
grow to a full capacity of 2,584 kWh per year. Using the 50% reduction in
transport costs, this value proposition amounts to e11.50 per year at full
capacity, without inflation correction. Over thirty years, this value propo-
sition amounts to e420. Compared to the values in Table 3.4, this is a
relatively insignificant amount.

3.2.2.2 Value proposition B: Collective peak reduction

The second value proposition is called collective peak reduction. The reason-
ing behind this value proposition is that all issues caused by the transport
of electricity for the DSO are based on the amount of electricity that flows
over the main connection between the business park and the main grid. In
an ideal scenario the optimization of local energy exchange and flexibility
would therefore be aimed at reducing the peak over this main connection,
instead of reducing the peak of individual consumers. This value proposition
consists of two different components, which will be discussed in turn before
being converted into monetary benefits:

• Main connection peak reduction through RES production

• Peak reduction through flexible demand

The second item is a standalone calculation, but the main connection peak
reduction consists of different components that make it unique and slightly
more complicated. The methodology Cofely and Alliander came up with
to provide an incentive for reducing the peak over the main connection is
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by introducing a new type of payment structure, where companies do not
pay for their individual peaks in demand, but instead pay for the peaks
over the main connection. Their peaks in demand will no longer be viewed
in isolation, but instead payment will focus on their relative contribution
to the peak over the main connection. Even if their individual peaks do
not change, this will ensure that they will never pay more than they do in
a regular tariff structure, while at the same time providing companies an
incentive to shift their demand away from the peak. If they do shift their
demand away from the peak, this will provide them a discount on their
peak tariff. Incentives such as this would allow the energy service provider
to provide price signals to individual aggregators to optimize for peak re-
duction over the main connection, as using flexible demand to make use of
such peak shaving makes aggregation even more profitable. Additionally,
this opens the door for the ESP to employ smart spatial energy planning.
For example, by selecting companies for settlement on the business park
that have peaks in demand that take place on different times of the day, or
in different seasons for example, the peak over the main connection can be
reduced without even needing flexible demand. This provides a large addi-
tional advantage for the DSO. Due to the different nature of value creation
that can be achieved by making use of smart spatial energy planning and
billing companies for their contribution to the common peak instead of their
individual peaks, these will be discussed separately.

Additionally, there will be different tariffs that will be looked at during
these sections: the monthly peak tariff and the contracted power costs. The
monthly peak fee is a fee that consumers have to pay per kW in their highest
peak of the month. The contracted power cost is an amount paid per kW of
contracted power per month. Contracted power is the size of the connection
agreed upon between the consumer and the DSO, and represents the maxi-
mum demand the consumer is not allowed to exceed if he wishes to avoid a
increase in costs. The amount of contracted power can never be lower than
the highest peak of the last twelve months. These tariffs were set to e1.45
per kW per month for the peak costs, and e1.91 per kW per month for the
contracted power by Alliander in 2014 [25].

3.2.2.2.1 Smart spatial energy planning

Smart spatial energy planning is to use the composition of individual com-
pany demand profiles in combination with renewable energy production to
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reduce peaks over the main connection. In practice this would mean that
companies could get selected for a spot on the business park if their demand
profile proves advantageous for the entire area, based on the profiles of the
companies already present. If all companies already on the park have their
highest peaks in winter, it would make sense to select a company with a
peak in summer and low demand in winter to complement the rest. Sim-
ilarly, the decision to add certain types of renewable energy sources could
also be based on their specific seasonal production patterns. For example,
adding additional solar production could be more worthwhile for a business
park with the highest demand peaks in summer, compared to a park with
peaks during the winter.

In the case of A1 Deventer, calculations of the value created by smart spatial
energy planning will be based on the expected composition of the area, due
to the fact that there is still uncertainty as to what companies will be present
on the terrain, and due to the limited current interest, a smart selection of
companies is not possible. However, as a result of collective peak reduction
the project does provide the unique situation of having two wind turbines
present on the local loop of the business park itself, as well as solar power,
instantly reducing the peak over the main connection. This means that
there are two ways this value proposition generates value for consumers:

• The difference between their individual peaks and the peak over the
main connection

• The reduction of the peak over the main connection as a result of
renewable energy production on the terrain itself

The difference between individual peaks and the aggregated peak is some-
thing that is purely administrative, and is an incentive the DSO provides
to consumers. While peaks in demand are generally bad, the individual
peaks of consumers are not the main cause of losses for the DSO, but the
aggregated peak over the main connection connecting the business park to
the main grid is. The reason for this can be found in the formula used to
calculate electricity losses:

Electricity loss = I2 ∗R (3.5)
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The quadratic dependency on the current means that losses will always be
much higher over the cable that connects the companies together, than on
cables connected only connected to a single company. Additionally, the load-
ing of the cable matters as well, as a higher load through the same cable will
increase temperature and thus the resistance R, also found in the formula.
However, even in a situation with only two firms, the combined current is
the main cause of additional losses. While two firms with overlapping peaks
means the total peak gets doubled, losses will increase by a factor of four.
This means that a tariff that lets companies pay for their individual peak is
not necessarily representative of reality, nor the most optimal situation. A
tariff structure that incentivizes individual companies to reduce their con-
tribution to the peak over the main connection, such as through shifting
flexible demand, would be much more beneficial to the DSO while not influ-
encing consumers. Collective peak reduction through smart spatial energy
planning can reduce the peak over the main connection, and could therefore
be used as the basis for an incentive structure. The question that remains
is how the benefits of reduced peak losses should be divided to finance the
incentive necessary to keep this system operational. While also not defini-
tive, the current assumption Cofely has made based on talks with Alliander
is that benefits will be divided using a ratio of 60%/40% between the DSO
and the consumers. The total amount of benefit provided by both parts
of the value proposition will be calculated separately in the following two
paragraphs.

3.2.2.2.2 Seperate peaks vs collective peak

A difference between the individual peaks of the companies can be found
with regard to both the monthly peaks, and the highest peak of the year,
which determines the contracted power costs. Therefore, these percentages
have been calculated using simulations of demand of individual companies
compared to the total demand for each of the business parks using the fol-
lowing formula:

V alue propositionB2 = (1 − Collective peak∑
Individual peaks

) × 100% (3.6)

The calculation was performed for both the monthly and yearly peaks. This
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is represented in Table 3.5. Due to the fact that this is based only on the
demand profile, which remains the same shape despite being scaled in size
up over time, these percentages will remain the same during the thirty year
run time of the project.

Commercial Industrial Mixed

Average reduction monthly peak 8.75% 7.35% 12.38%
Reduction yearly peak 11.03% 8.70% 14.08%

Table 3.5: Percentage reduction of monthly peak costs through aggregation

Table 3.5 shows that the mixed profile benefits the most from aggregated
peak reduction. This can be explained by considering that the commercial
profile in Figure 3.15 shows significant peaks during summer and winter,
whereas the industrial profile does not seem to suffer as much from seasonal
influences. This means that the peaks of the different types of companies do
not tend to overlap, meaning that when averaging the two types of profiles
out the peaks reduce further than when compared to profiles of a similar
type.

Both smart spatial energy planning and aggregated peak reduction have now
been displayed in percentages, providing insight into the relative effect these
propositions have. However, in order to calculate the monetary value nec-
essary for the cost benefit analysis, these propositions have to be converted
into kW and combined. This ca not be done by adding the percentages to-
gether, as they are percentages of different totals. The conversion can only
be done by making use of separate simulations. The difference in kW be-
tween the separate and aggregated versions of the average month peak and
year peak are displayed in Figures 3.19 and 3.20. The next paragraph will
elaborate on the monetary value associated with these value propositions.
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Figure 3.19: kW difference average monthly peak as a result of spatial plan-
ning

Figure 3.20: kW difference yearly peak as a result of spatial planning

3.2.2.2.3 B1: Main connection peak reduction through RES pro-
duction

Peaks in demand over the main grid connection can be reduced by con-
suming locally produced renewable energy. If renewable energy is produced
at the time the peak takes place, the peak will be reduced by a certain
amount, reducing losses and therefore creating potential value. These peaks
are generally paid for by consumers using two separate tariffs: the tariff
that is paid over the highest peak in demand each month, and the con-
tracted power, which is determined by the highest peak over the past twelve
months. Due to the two different tariffs being applied to different peaks in
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demand, the reduction of both the average monthly peak and highest peak
of the year as a result of renewable energy production will be calculated
separately using variations on the following formula:

Main connection peak reduction = (1− Peak withRES production

Peak withoutRES production
)×100%

(3.7)

The percentages with which the average monthly peaks and the yearly peaks
can be reduced is displayed in Figures 3.21 and 3.22.

Figure 3.21: % monthly peak reduction as a result of RES production

The general trend that can be found is that the percentage drops quickly
with rising demand. This is because the peak stays at the same point in time,
due to fact that the same profile is used for every separate year. The height
of the peak in kW increases, while the amount of renewable production at
that point does not rise as quickly. After year 10 there is a slight increase
noticeable in the percentage, meaning that there is also solar production at
the time the peak takes place. Finally it can be noted that monthly peak
reduction is higher for the mixed profile, and that the reduction of the year
peak is much lower for the industrial profile than the others, which show
similar percentages. The latter part can be explained by the fact that peak
demand in the commercial profile is higher than in the industrial profile,
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Figure 3.22: % yearly peak reduction as a result of RES production

meaning that the commercial profile will be responsible for the highest peaks
in the mixed profile. Due to the peaks in demand in the commercial and
industrial profiles generally taking place at the same time with the same
amount of renewable production, similar reductions in the year peak make
sense. The reason for the mixed park having more monthly peak reduction
can simply be explained by fortunate timing: some of its monthly peaks
are caused by the commercial profile, especially in the winter, and some of
its peaks are caused by the industrial profile. The fact that there is more
RES production at the times these peaks take place is not something that
is related to the specific composition.
In order to be able to monetize this peak reduction, it must be combined
with the results from the smart spatial energy planning. In order to do this,
the peak reduction values in kW must be used. These are therefore displayed
in Figures 3.23 and 3.24 for the monthly and yearly peaks respectively.
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Figure 3.23: Average monthly peak reduction in kW as a result of RES
production

Figure 3.24: Yearly peak reduction in kW as a result of RES production

The values found in Figure 3.19 and 3.20 can be combined with the values
found in Figure 3.23 and 3.24 to determine the total amount of value that
can be created through this value proposition: from individual peak tariffs to
aggregated and reduced collective peak tariffs. The total amount of monthly
and yearly peak reduction can be found in Figures 3.25 and 3.26.
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Figure 3.25: kW monthly collective peak reduction combining spatial plan-
ning and RES production

Figure 3.26: kW yearly collective peak reduction combining spatial planning
and RES production

The monetary advantage provided to the consumers on the business park
can be done by taking a percentage of the total potential savings on the
monthly peak tariff and the connection cost. Considering the fact that the
kW reduction displayed in Figure 3.25 is an average, calculation of the total
savings over a year can be done by multiplying the monthly tariff per kW
by twelve, creating a yearly tariff of e17.40. Due to the fact that the same
profile is repeated every year, the yearly peak will take place at the same time
every year. The connection costs will therefore change once every twelve
months. Therefore, this can also be turned into a yearly tariff by multiplying
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the monthly per kW tariff by twelve, adding up to e22.92. Because the
DSO will still have costs, providing 100% of the benefits to consumers is
impossible. Cofely and Alliander have agreed that the division of benefits
accrued should be divided using a 60/40 ratio, and therefore consumers will
receive 40% of the value generated through this value proposition. The
cumulative peak savings in kW can be found in Table 3.6, as well as the
total potential savings and the consumer benefit, which will be used in the
cost-benefit analysis in section 3.2.4.

Commercial Industrial Mixed

Cumulative kW savings average monthly peak 23,678 20,187 24,936
Potential savings monthly peak reduction e412,000 e351,249 e433,888
Consumer benefit monthly peak reduction e164,800 e140,499 e173,555
Cumulative kW savings yearly peak 19,718 13,458 21,960
Potential savings yearly peak reduction e451,935 e308,464 e503,330
Consumer benefit yearly peak reduction e180,774 e123,386 e201,332

Total consumer benefit over thirty years e345,574 e263,885 e374,887

Table 3.6: Cumulative savings in kW, potential savings and total consumer
benefit

3.2.2.2.4 B2: Peak shaving through flexible demand

Peak shifting makes use of the amount of shiftable power in kW to reduce the
monthly and yearly peaks over the main connection. The calculation of value
generation makes use of the same tariffs as employed in the previous section.
The amount of flexible power available has been based on the calculation in
section 3.2.1.4. As was the case in the calculation of value creation through
flexible energy demand, this value calculation also did not make use of any
form of simulation. Rather, it was assumed that the appliances that made
up the shiftable power potential were also the appliances causing the peak in
demand, meaning that the full shifting potential can be employed when the
peak in demand takes place. This meant that it was assumed that both the
yearly peak and each monthly peak could be reduced by 2.5% of the peak
demand of 20% of the firms, amounting to 71 kW at full capacity. This
leads to a benefit at full capacity of e247.08 per year for the reduction of
the monthly peaks, and e325.46 per year for the reduction of the highest
peak of the year, without inflation correction. The total benefit this value
proposition can generate over thirty years is e26,076. These values are
collected in Table 3.7.
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Value proposition Value

Yearly month peak reduction at full capacity e247.08
Yearly year peak reduction at full capacity e325.46
Total cumulative peak reduction benefits e26,076

Table 3.7: Value generated using flexible demand for peak reduction

3.2.3 Costs

The second basic necessity for a cost-benefit analysis is the cost component.
This section will provide an overview of the costs associated with both the
energy service provider and the aggregator roles. The costs will be split into
capital expenditures (CAPEX), one-time investments, and operational ex-
penditures (OPEX), yearly costs. These estimates were provided by Cofely
Smart Digital Solutions, and are still subject to a large degree of variance
due to development still being in its early stages. The costs used for the
cost-benefit analysis will be the most conservative estimates in order to avoid
surprises down the road.

3.2.3.1 Aggregator

CAPEX
The CAPEX associated with the aggregator are relatively simple. Consider-
ing that the technology available for creating flexibility in demand is already
available at Cofely or at similar firms, the only cost component is buying
and installing the technology. These costs are estimated at around e5,000
per firm, of which e1,500 is for the hardware and e3,500 for installation.
These costs can most likely be reduced by cheaper hardware, which is being
developed, or more efficient installation procedures. Expectations are that
total costs can drop to about e3,500. These costs will be allocated in the
model every time a new firm with flexible demand settles on the park. Due
to the estimate of 20% firms with flexible demand on the business park,
and the linear growth assumed, the model assumes this happens in year 1,
year 3, year 5, year 6, year 8 and year 10. While it would be possible to
place all of these investments in year 1, spreading them out over time allows
correction for inflation.

OPEX
The OPEX for the aggregator consists of the costs associated with creating
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data readouts of consumers and running the aggregation algorithms in a
cloud environment. These costs are estimated to be around e950 per month
in total for the business park, or e11,400 per year. The expectation is that
these costs can drop to e250, especially when the aggregator is combined
with the energy service provider, which can only happen if Cofely assumes
both roles.

Type Expense Costs

CAPEX Hardware & installation e5.000
OPEX Data readouts & analysis e11.400 per year

Table 3.8: Aggregator costs

3.2.3.2 Energy service provider

CAPEX
The energy service provider technology is not available yet and still requires
development. The development costs associated with the technology are
estimated at e114,000, but with an uncertainty margin of around 30%. Be-
cause of this uncertainty, the most conservative scenario will be used at
e150,000. Additionally, plans have been made to create a website that
serves as information portal for participants and interested firms. The costs
for this website are estimated at e18,000, with the same 30% uncertainty.
Because of this, the model will use the conservative scenario for the website
at e23,500. Combined, these costs amount to e173,500. Considering the
fact that these are development costs, they will be taken into account in the
model by adding the total amount of costs at year 1.

OPEX
The OPEX for the energy service provider consist of two components: li-
censing costs for the necessary support systems such as a cloud environment,
and costs for an analyst to control and maintain the algorithms used, as well
as to adjust them based on any errors or discrepancies. The licensing costs
are estimated at about e500 for the support systems and e600 for creating
readouts of data of all the participants, which amounts to e13,200 per year.
The analyst is expected to require between 0.1-0.2 FTE at e60 per hour,
amounting to e24,960 per year in the conservative 0.2 FTE scenario. This
brings the total OPEX to around e40,000 per year.
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Type Expense Costs

CAPEX Product e150,000
Website e23,500

OPEX Control e13,200 per year
Analyst e24,960 per year

Table 3.9: Energy service provider costs

3.2.4 Cost-benefit analysis

Using the costs and benefits calculated and allocated in the previous section,
a full cost-benefit analysis (CBA) can now be made. All costs and benefits
taking place after year 1 have been subjected to inflation correction, and
all cost components have been subjected to a 20% profit margin. The cost-
benefit analysis can be split into three different components:

• Local optimization using the energy service provider

• Flexible demand using the aggregator

• Modienet applied to A1 Deventer as a whole, using both services

These can all be calculated based on the different value propositions, and
will be calculated on both a yearly and cumulative basis. These can be
expressed as follows:

CBAEnergy service provider =

30∑
i=1

A1i+B1i−OPEXESP,i−CAPEXESP

(3.8)

CBAAggregator =
30∑
i=1

A2i +B2i −OPEXAggregator,i −CAPEXAggregator

(3.9)

CBAModienet = CBAEnergy service provider + CBAAggregator
(3.10)

The cost-benefit analysis performed for these three will be based on a sin-
gle cross-section, despite the fact that a lot of uncertainty still exists with
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regard to the input variables in the technical potential, value propositions
and costs. The CBA will therefore be supplemented using a Monte Carlo
simulation on year 20, when supply and demand have reached full capacity.
This will give an indication as to what the odds are that a net positive result
can be achieved during this specific year, which is an indicator of whether
there is potential for net positive revenue over the duration of the project.
The Monte Carlo analysis can be found in section 3.2.5. Additionally, a
sensitivity analysis will be performed on the variables to determine which
variables have the largest influence on the end result, and therefore require
the most focus and attention to be able to obtain financial feasibility. The
sensitivity analysis can be found in section 3.2.6.

3.2.4.1 Energy service provider

The yearly costs and benefits for the energy service provider can be found
in Figure 3.27. The costs incurred display a single massive dip in year 1 as
a result of the initial investment that will have to be made, but afterwards
form a straight line that is angled slightly downward as a result of inflation
acting on the operational costs. The benefits experience a fast rise during
the first few years as a result of total energy demand catching up to the
surplus in energy supply, before evening out around year 8, which is when
yearly supply and yearly demand are about equal. After year ten the de-
mand has reached its full capacity, but supply continues to grow slightly,
increasing the amount of benefits that can be obtained. However, as the
yearly net result graph shows: this additional growth has little effect on the
total, as the net yearly results hovers slightly below e0. This means that
under the circumstances used as a basis for this cost-benefit analysis, the
benefits are too low to counteract the operational costs. What the deter-
mining variables are for this result can be found in the sensitivity analysis
in section 3.2.6.

Based on the results of the analysis of the yearly costs and benefits, which
showed that not a single year yielded a net positive result, the results found
in the cumulative CBA in Figure 3.28 will not come as a surprise. Based
on the yearly negative results, the initial investment costs will not be re-
covered and the value proposition ends at a cumulative total of e364.121.
Something that could be a saving grace for the energy service provider is
that these development costs have currently all been assigned to this single
project, whereas no additional development costs will be necessary if the
technology gets applied to other business parks. Considering the fact that
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Figure 3.27: Yearly costs, benefits and result for the energy service provider

Cofely is planning on applying the technology to further business parks, this
could significantly reduce the initial costs. However, it will still be neces-
sary to have a net positive result on a yearly basis to be able to earn back
any kind of investment. Considering how high the potential benefits are,
in combination with the fact that the costs are variable and make use of
conservative estimates, this should definitely be possible. An example of
such as possibility would be if the analyst hired for managing the data was
hired for 0.1 instead of 0.2 FTE, which would save e12.500 per year, easily
pushing the energy service provider into the green on a yearly basis. What
the possibilities are for net positive yearly results in year 20 will be explored
in the Monte Carlo analysis in section 3.2.5. What is also notable is that the
yearly difference between costs and benefits mainly exists within the first
decade, while demand is still growing. This means that local optimization
is financially unfavorable for greenfield business parks where demand is still
growing, but might be more suitable for brownfield business parks running
at full capacity.
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Figure 3.28: Cumulative costs, benefits and result for the ESP

3.2.4.2 Aggregator

The yearly costs for flexible demand displayed in Figure 3.29 show a peculiar
saw-tooth like pattern during the early years. This is caused by the invest-
ments necessary in hardware for new firms with available flexible demand
in year 1, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 10. This pattern is caused by spreading out six in-
vestments over a period of ten years and rounding the time they take place
off to the nearest integer. The yearly benefits that can be accrued are seen
to rise during the first ten years, as a result of the total demand increasing
and therefore the amount of flexible demand increasing. After reaching full
capacity in demand both costs and benefits only increase as a result of infla-
tion correction. Unfortunately, the yearly result graph shows that the costs
exceed the benefits every year, and the yearly net result continues to drop
throughout the entire duration of the project. This means that the combi-
nation of the amount of flexible demand available and the value proposition
for flexible demand are not enough to provide substantial benefits. When
comparing the yearly benefits of flexible demand to the yearly benefits of
local optimization it becomes obvious that the potential yearly benefits of
flexible demand are generally much lower, which means that a reduction
in costs will still not lead to a significant net positive result. In general,
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under current circumstances, flexible demand is a much less attractive value
proposition than local optimization.

Figure 3.29: Yearly costs, benefits and result for the aggregator

The cumulative CBA for the aggregator seen in Figure 3.30 shows a similar
result. Despite investment costs not having the same detrimental influence
on flexible demand as on local optimization, they will not be able to be
compensated by the yearly results and the decline of the cumulative result
even continues to increase in speed over the duration of the project. After
thirty years, this value proposition ends at -e539.358. This is much higher
than the total loss accrued over thirty years through local optimization,
despite a potential of only e26.497 in benefits compared to the e1.825.296
in potential benefits found in the cost-benefit analysis for local optimization.
At the moment, flexible demand does not appear to be financially feasible.
The Monte Carlo simulation and sensitivity analysis will investigate why this
is, and whether there is still a chance for the aggregator given the current
incentive structure.
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Figure 3.30: Cumulative costs, benefits and result for the aggregator

3.2.4.3 Modienet at A1 Deventer

Figure 3.31 shows the net yearly CBA for the combination of the energy
service provider and aggregator roles. What stands out immediately is the
size of the cost peak in year 1 as a result of the energy service provider
development costs in comparison to the sawtooth pattern in the rest of the
decade that results from investment costs in hardware for unlocking flexible
demand. However, whereas local optimization becomes almost net cost neu-
tral after reaching full capacity in demand and supply, the total net result
for Modienet remains negative as a result of the losses incurred on a yearly
basis through the value proposition for flexible demand.

The cumulative cost-benefit analysis visualized in Figure 3.32 paints a pic-
ture that is to be expected based on the cumulative CBA’s of the separate
value propositions. While benefits increase over time, costs increase at a
faster pace and the total result is a downward slope. However, there are
some notable observations that can be made to potentially reduce the neg-
ative impact and provide perspective for the future, even before going into
the Monte Carlo simulation and sensitivity analysis.
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Figure 3.31: Yearly costs, benefits and result for Modienet as a whole

After thirty years, both components of Modienet end with significantly neg-
ative cumulative results: -e364.121 for local optimization and -e539.240 for
flexible demand. Yet, the contribution to the total potential benefits heavily
favors local optimization: e1.825.296 to e26.497. Whereas local optimiza-
tion under the current circumstances struggles to overcome investment costs
and the lack of benefits while demand is still growing, flexible demand strug-
gles on a yearly basis despite the changes in demand and supply. This means
that flexible demand will most likely not become feasible as a part of Mo-
dienet without changes to the incentive structure, or the amount of flexible
demand available. However, the cumulative losses suffered by local opti-
mization only make up 19.65% of the cumulative total benefits, while most
cost components have been estimated conservatively with an error margin
of at least 30%. Therefore, while flexible demand will most likely not prove
feasible, the jury certainly is not out on local optimization.
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Figure 3.32: Cumulative costs, benefits and result for Modienet as a whole

3.2.5 Cost-benefit uncertainty analysis

A Monte Carlo simulation is a simulation that makes use of uncertainties
that exist within a number of input variables, and determines the proba-
bility of receiving a net positive or negative outcome. It uses user created
probability distributions and takes a number of random samples, varying
the input variables with each sample. The Monte Carlo simulation used for
this thesis made use of 10.000 random samples and aimed at calculating
the distribution of the net results generated at year 20. Year 20 was cho-
sen as it is a defining year for the entire cost-benefit analysis, as this is the
year when full capacity of both supply and demand are reached. If a net
positive result is not possible in this specific year, it will never be possible.
They also provide the ideal opportunities for a sensitivity analysis to find
out what variables contribute most to the end result. In addition to this,
a Monte Carlo simulation of the distribution of the cumulative results of
the cost-benefit analyses after thirty years would also have been interesting.
However, these would require the creation of separate probability distribu-
tions for each of the thirty years for a number of variables, which was not
feasible within the time frame left for this thesis. Furthermore, due to the
negative results obtained in the cost-benefit analysis the insight into the
robustness of the results would be less insightful and deserved less priority
than the sensitivity analysis.
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3.2.5.1 Probability distributions

Based on the insights obtained during the work on this thesis, probability
distributions were created using the Crystal Ball software package.1 The
distributions are added alongside the variables as a visual indicator of the
type of distribution used.

3.2.5.1.1 Peak demand

Peak demand has been determined by combining a num-
ber of demand profiles from different firms. However, these
were only based demand from a single year, which was 2014
in nearly all profiles. In reality, peak demand can vary in
a yearly basis depending on, among other variables, the
weather conditions. In order to counteract any form of
bias that exists in peak demand of this particular year, the 2014 demand of
a number of firms was compared to their peak demands in other years based
on historical data from Cofely offices. Unfortunately, in most cases historical
data only went back as far as 2012 or 2013, limiting the comparison to only
a few years. The data used did however include firms with peaks in either
summer or winter to increase diversity. Based on the historical data it was
determined what the maximum difference in peak demand was compared to
2014 in both directions, and these maximums were averaged across all firms
to create a range that included a minimum and maximum percentage differ-
ence in peak demand. This was then applied to the park’s estimated peak
demand in year 20 using a triangular distribution. The range in question
was between 3315 kW and 3900 kW, with 3540 kW being the most likely as
this was the simulation result.

3.2.5.1.2 Percentage internal supply

The percentage internal supply is dependent on two impor-
tant factors: the supply and the demand available during
a single year. While these will vary during every single
year, a choice was made to keep the demand and supply
of wind power constant during the Monte Carlo process.
For wind power this choice was made because the belief
exists that the P50 production expectation is accurate, and any variations

1This was done in collaboration with Frits Wattjes as part of his PhD project
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will average out over the total period of thirty years. Due to the fact that
the same base profiles are used for every year, and no changes will occur
after reaching full capacity of demand and supply in year 20, year 20 will be
representative for the following decade. Any abnormality in the data will
therefore be repeated every year during the entire decade, heavily influenc-
ing results. In the case of demand this was because while the total demand
is uncertain, the minimum amount of solar power expected is dependent on
because the amount of solar power will determine whether the municipal
goal of energy neutrality can be reached. Variations in demand will create
mutual dependencies that are too complicated for the scope of this thesis.
Instead, the expected amount of solar power is varied between the worst-
case scenario, the minimum required for net energy neutrality over thirty
years, and a best-case scenario of net energy neutrality on a yearly basis
using a uniform distribution. The best-case scenario amount was plugged in
to the original simulation and led to a range of 61.12% to 63.50% for year 20.

3.2.5.1.3 Percentage firms with flexible demand participating

At this point in time it is impossible to accurately predict
what percentage of firms on the business park will have flex-
ible demand available and will participate in the project.
Cofely has estimated that this percentage will be around
20% with an error margin of 10%. Therefore, a uniform
distribution was used with a range of 10%-30%.

3.2.5.1.4 Average percentage flexible demand available

While the calculation in section 3.2.2.2.4 has led to a ex-
pected percentage of 2.5% flexible demand available, this
will be heavily dependent on the firms that will actually
settle in the area. Both a lower and higher degree of flex-
ible demand are a realistic possibility. Because of this, a
range of 0%-5% has been used. As the calculation yielded
2.5% as estimate, this will be used as the most likely result at the peak of a
triangular distribution.
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3.2.5.1.5 Hours of flexible demand available

This is an additional variable that is difficult to predict
and therefore deserves a stochastic distribution. While ar-
guments were made for 2 hours of flexibility available per
day, the range is again dependent on the type of firm and
the processes they employ. Because the belief still exists
that 2 hours is a good estimation of the average, this has
been used as the most likely outcome in a triangular distribution ranging
from 0 to 4 hours.

3.2.5.1.6 Height of the dynamic transport tariff

While Alliander has indicated that they wish to employ
a dynamic transport tariff, nothing has been made official
yet. This means that the height of the transport tariff is
still open for discussion. While Cofely believes a 50% re-
duction is reasonable and realistic, the actual height could
be much higher or much lower depending on the actual
costs Alliander has left. Therefore a triangular distribution has been em-
ployed ranging from 0%-100%, although both 0% and 100% are very unlikely.
50% has been used as the most likely outcome.

3.2.5.1.7 DSO incentive for peak collective reduction

The incentive the DSO will provide by enabling collective
peak reduction is also a matter of uncertainty. Alliander
has indicated that the distribution of the benefits should be
around 60/40 between the DSO and consumers. However,
nothing has been agreed upon yet and there is no expec-
tation that the distribution will become more favorable for
the users. Therefore, a one-sided triangular distribution ranging from 0%-
40% has been employed.

3.2.5.1.8 Correction for inflation
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Despite often being overlooked, variations in inflation can
have a significant impact on both costs and benefits over
time and therefore deserve to be taken into account. Ac-
cording to the data on inflation in the Netherlands over the
past decade, the yearly inflation has varied between 1% and
4%, with an average around 2% [26]. Therefore, a triangular distribution
will be used with this range, and using 2% as most likely outcome.

3.2.5.1.9 Capital costs aggregator

As mentioned in section 3.2.3, all costs estimations have
used conservative scenarios. Introducing the full range of
potential costs can therefore have a significant positive ef-
fect on the cost-benefit analyses. In the case of the aggre-
gator CAPEX, it was indicated that the e5.000 costs could
potentially drop as low as e3.500, therefore this was used
as the range of a one-sided triangular distribution.

3.2.5.1.10 Operational costs aggregator

Depending on advances in technology, efficiency and
economies of scale, the operational costs for the aggregator
could drop from e950 per month all the way to e250. As
Cofely has indicated that e250 is already a realistic possi-
bility when the aggregator gets combined with the energy
service provider, a uniform distribution has been employed.

3.2.5.1.11 Capital costs energy service provider

The capital costs for the energy service provider included
an overestimation of 30% based on an indication from the
product developer that this was a possibility. Considering
this is the most conservative scenario, the range employed
in the Monte Carlo will vary from the actual predicted costs
of e132.000 to the worst-case scenario of e173.500 using a
uniform distribution.
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3.2.5.1.12 Operational costs energy service provider

The variation in the operational costs of the energy service
provider depend mostly on the employment of the analyst,
both in terms of hours and actual salary. As it is difficult to
predict the salary at this point, and to avoid using a dou-
ble uncertainty, the salary was kept fixed at e60 and the
employment time was varied between 0.1-0.2 FTE. Consid-
ering the fact that 0.2 FTE is more likely at this point, a one-sided triangular
distribution was used, ranging from e27,500 to e40,000.

Variable Type of distribution Range

Peak demand Triangular
3315 kW - 3900 kW
(Most likely: 3540 kW)

Percentage internal supply Uniform 61.12 - 63.50
Percentage firms with flexible
demand

Uniform 10 - 30

Average percentage flexible
demand available

Triangular
0 - 5
(Most likely: 2.5

Hours of flexible demand
available

Triangular
0 hours - 4 hours
(Most likely: 2 hours)

Transport tariff reduction Triangular
0 cents/kWh - 8.9 cents/kWh
(Most likely: 4.45 cents/kWh)

DSO incentive collective peak
reduction

One-sided triangle
0 - 40
(Most likely: 40)

Correction for inflation Triangular
1 - 4
(Most likely: 2)

CAPEX Aggregator One-sided triangle
3,500 - 5,000
(Most likely: 5,000)

OPEX Aggregator Uniform 250 - 950
CAPEX Energy service provider Uniform 132,000 - 173,500
OPEX Energy service provider One-sided triangle 27,500 - 40,000

Table 3.10: Types and ranges of probability distributions

3.2.5.2 Monte Carlo results

The Monte Carlo results for the aggregator are displayed in Figure 3.33.
These results paint a very negative picture, as the flexible demand is finan-
cially not feasible under any of the potential circumstances in the model
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at the moment. Although the average is only -e11.423, with a minimum
of -e27.627 and a maximum of -e1.344 per year, the benefits are simply
not high enough to counteract the costs even in the most beneficial circum-
stances. Because of this, attempting flexible demand will always have a
negative impact on the net result for Modienet as a whole. The sensitivity
analysis in section 3.2.6 will point to what the most impactful contributors
to this negative result are.

Figure 3.33: Monte Carlo results CBA aggregator year 20

Figure 3.34 shows the Monte Carlo results for the energy service provider
in year 20. As expected based on the conservative estimates used for the
cost-benefit analysis, the confidence internal does not paint a very negative
picture 56.73%. This means that in 56.73% of the 10.000 random samples
a positive result was obtained. However, this does mean that in over 40%
of samples a positive result in year 20 and was not achieved. This is a
significant cause for concern, as the energy service provider does not simply
require a positive yearly result: the result has to be high enough to earn back
the development costs incurred in year 1. The average result of e4.142 will
not be enough to earn back the these investments, especially considering the
fact that average benefits will be lower in the years before year 20. However,
the total range of possibilities is very high, ranging from a minimum of -
e81.599 to a maximum of e85.171. Under the right circumstances, the
energy service provider could therefore still become financially feasible.
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Figure 3.34: Monte Carlo results CBA energy service provider year 20

Despite the negative results for flexible demand visible in Figure 3.33, the
Monte Carlo results for the combination of the aggregator and the energy
service provider visualized in Figure 3.35 show that there is still a significant
possibility of achieving a net positive yearly result, although the confidence
interval for the positive result has reduced to 39.81%. This is caused by the
fact that the total potential benefits and losses accrued by the aggregator are
small in comparison to the potential benefits of the energy service provider.
With an average of -e7.281, a minimum of -e96.275 and a maximum of
e71.217 the range is wide and still offers plenty of opportunity for a positive
yearly result. However, the yearly result will have to be significantly positive
in order to counter all costs involved if the aggregator is to remain part of
the project.

3.2.6 Sensitivity analysis

Using the Crystal Ball software a sensitivity analysis was performed on the
net result forecasts for the aggregator, energy service provider and Modi-
enet as a whole. The goal of the sensitivity analysis is to determine what
input variables with a range of uncertainty have the largest impact on the
forecast of the outcome. The software package does this by calculating the
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Figure 3.35: Monte Carlo results CBA Modienet at A1 Deventer year 20

correlation coefficients for each of the input variables elaborated upon in
subsection 3.2.5.1. The end results found in the figures in the next section
show relative impacts of input variable on the forecast. A positive percent-
age as correlation coefficient means that an increase in the variable leads to
an increase in the output forecast, and a negative means an increase in the
input variable leads to a decrease in the output forecast. This can lead to
counter intuitive situations in this specific case, as the results of the cost-
benefit analysis were all negative. Thus a negative percentage result will
mean a reduction in the size of the loss, whereas a positive percentage will
mean an increase in losses. What is most important is the absolute value of
the correlation coefficient, as this is the determinant of the importance and
strength of the relationship between variable and output.

3.2.6.1 Sensitivity analysis results

Figure 3.36 shows the sensitivity analysis for the aggregator in year 20. The
most important contributor to the negative yearly result in year 20 are the
operational costs at an absolute 92.1%, which is very large compared to fac-
tors contributing to the total amount of benefits in the percentage of flexible
demand available (0.9%) and the percentage of firms with flexible demand
(0.6%). This can work to the advantage or disadvantage of the project part-
ners, depending on the potential for technology cost reduction. Whereas
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the percentage of firms and the amount of flexibility are dependent on other
firms, costs is something that the project partners themselves can influence.
Unfortunately, at this point in time the potential for cost reduction that
determined the range of the probability distribution is not sufficient for get-
ting the costs reduced enough to generate a net positive result even under
the most beneficial circumstances.

Another possibility is the creation of an extra incentive for flexible demand
by the government or DSOs. However, an extra incentive per kW of flex-
ibility does not easily prevent a negative result due to the low amounts of
flexible demand currently available in the model. It would require an incen-
tive worth e835 per kW of flexible demand per year to make the proposition
financially feasible over a period of thirty years. Shorter pay-back times will
require an even higher incentive. In the case of an increase in the total
amount of flexible demand available, an average of 9.65% would be neces-
sary for the aggregator to become financially feasible over a period of thirty
years, when the 2 hours of demand shifting available is maintained as aver-
age.

Figure 3.36: Sensitivity analysis of the aggregator in year 20
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The sensitivity analysis for the energy service provider in year 20 can be
found in Figure 3.37. What stands out immediately is the massive contri-
bution of the dynamic transport tariff at an absolute value of 93.5%. This
means that the height of the transport tariff will be the most important de-
terminant of success for the energy service provider, much more so than the
actual percentage of internal supply at only 0.1%. The reason for this is that
the range for the dynamic transport tariff is very high, whereas the range
of variations in internal supply are much smaller. This is something very
positive, as the dynamic transport tariff is something that can be influenced
by the parties involved in the project. Based on the current cost-benefit
analysis, a transport tariff of at most e0.0032 per kWh, which equals a
reduction of 64.04%, would lead to a net positive result over thirty years.
The contribution of the rate of internal supply is also much higher than
the contribution of collective peak reduction, which shows up in the form of
the incentive offered by the DSO at 2.6% correlation. At the moment the
expectation is that the distribution will be 60%/40% between DSO and con-
sumers, but at a correlation coefficient of 2.6% a less favorable distribution
can have quite a negative impact. And finally there is the cost component.
What stands out is that the initial CAPEX costs have no impact on the fore-
cast, but the OPEX does at a coefficient of 3.5%. Attempting to keep the
costs down as far as possible will definitely benefit the financial feasibility of
the energy service provider. Additionally, a focus on maximizing the rate of
internal supply would be most beneficial financially for the consumers on the
business park. However, the question remains whether this is what would
be most beneficial for the DSO. If the DSO instead wants a focus to be
placed on peak reduction instead of reducing transport losses, the incentive
structure utilized on the business park will have to be reevaluated.

When considering the combination of the aggregator and energy service
provider using the sensitivity analysis in Figure 3.38, the conclusions drawn
based on the Monte Carlo simulation are supported. The energy service
provider, and in particular the dynamic transport tariff, is the main con-
tributor to Modienet as a whole at 91.3%. This is positive, as the dynamic
transport tariff remains something that is easier to influence than other con-
tributors such as the OPEX for the aggregator and energy service provider
at 2.3% and 3.3% respectively. The collective peak reduction incentive also
provides a much higher contribution at 2.6% than the benefits of flexible
demand, which come in as the only the seventh largest contributor and have
already been rounded down to 0.0%. Therefore, based on the current find-
ings, flexible demand will have to be scrapped from the project in order to
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Figure 3.37: Sensitivity analysis of the energy service provider in year 20

improve the viability. Focus should instead be placed on maximizing the
matching of supply and demand, potentially through the use of electricity
storage. The impact this will have on the business park and the potential
benefits it can offer will be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 3.38: Sensitivity analysis of Modienet at A1 Deventer in year 20
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Chapter 4

Storage

4.1 Storage

This section deals with the addition of an electrical storage unit to the busi-
ness park. Considering the fact that the business park has an all-electrical
demand profile with large amounts of renewable energy production from
both solar and wind, it is to be expected that electricity storage can have
a large impact on value creation through reducing peaks over the main
connection and matching demand to supply by storing excess supply and
discharging it during an excess of demand.

The primary goal of this chapter is to determine the effect a storage unit can
have on the value propositions laid out in the previous chapter. Due to the
exploratory nature of this study, the effects of storage will be determined
in multiple dimensions. Firstly, the value propositions will be subjected
to ideal storage units of differing storage capacities (in kWh) and power
ratings (in kW) using a perfectly efficient storage unit, before testing the
effects of decreasing the round-trip efficiency to more realistic levels. Based
on interesting and worthwhile trends found in the behavior of the storage
units, further simulations will take place that will vary the composition of
supply and the characteristics of the storage unit. Finally, the storage units
will be subjected to an economic analysis to gain insight into the value that
can potentially be generated using storage, and to determine what kind of
storage unit would be most optimal considering the future situation at A1
Deventer. The electricity storage will only be applied to the commercial
demand profile, for two reasons. Firstly, it is the most realistic scenario
for a business park such as A1 Deventer. Secondly, the commercial profile
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includes data from more firms, and its data is more accurate as it did not
require the extrapolation the industrial profile did. The mixed profile could
also be an option, but it will also suffer from the lack of industrial data
and possible inaccuracies making up the industrial profile, albeit to a lesser
degree.

4.1.1 Electrical storage unit characteristics

Before applying the storage unit it is important to first consider how it was
implemented into the demand and supply simulations used in the previous
chapter. The basic setup of the storage unit has been based on work by
Lampropoulos et al. [27]. The storage unit consists of a maximum capacity
in kWh Emax, a charge cap or power rating in kW Pcap, a charging efficiency
ηcharge, and a discharge efficiency ηdischarge. The product of these two ef-
ficiency levels makes up the round-trip efficiency. The storage unit starts
charging if the amount of renewable energy produced Pres exceeds the de-
mand from the business park Ppark, or Pdiff < 0. If Pdiff < Pcap the storage
unit will be charged by Pdiff kW. Considering the fact that Pdiff will rep-
resent an average difference in kW over a period of 15 minutes, the energy

content E will increase by a total of
Pdiff

4
kWh. If E +

Pdiff
4

> Emax, E

will be increased by Emax−E instead, raising storage unit charge to Emax.

If ηcharge < 1,
Pdiff

4
will be multiplied by ηcharge, reducing the total amount

of energy that can be obtained from Pdiff . The energy content will therefore

increase by
Pdiff

4 ∗ ηcharge
.

Discharging works in a similar manner. If Ppark > Pres, the storage unit
will attempt to discharge. This only happens if E > 0, meaning that the
storage unit is not empty. The storage unit will attempt to discharge at
either Pdiff or Pcap, whichever is the smallest. Because these are average
amounts in kW per 15 minutes, the total amount of energy discharged will

be limited by
Pdiff

4
or
Pcap

4
, or by the amount left in the storage unit, E. In

case the discharge efficiency ηdischarge < 1, the storage unit will still be able
to discharge at a rate of Pdiff or Pcap kW, but requires additional energy
being drawn from the storage unit to achieve this. The energy content will

therefore decrease by
Pdischarge

4 ∗ ηdischarge
.
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4.1.2 Variation in capacity and power rating

The storage unit described in subsection 4.1.1 has three important defin-
ing characteristics: the storage capacity Emax, the power rating Pcap, and
the round-trip η efficiency consisting of a charge (ηcharge) and discharge
(ηdischarge) component, which are kept equal for this analysis. For the sake
of simplicity the power rating and storage capacity will be linked for this
particular simulation. The storage capacity will be varied between 0.5 MWh
and 5 MWh, and the power rating, which determines the speed with which
the storage unit can charge and discharge, will be set so each storage unit
will be able to fully charge or discharge in exactly one hour. The storage
capacity in MWh will therefore equal the power rating in MW. Such storage
capacities are very realistic based on expected developments. According to
Dunn et al., the typical size of electricity storage units aimed at load shift-
ing is between 100 kW and 50 MW [28]. The most common type of unit
used for grid applications, Sodium/Sulfur (Na/S) batteries, currently aver-
ages around 1.5 MW. Demonstration projects have been started with sizes
ranging from 5 MW to 50 MW. However, for a typical business park, the
ultra-large units will be larger than necessary based on the total energy de-
mand. The original estimate Cofely made of the peak in supply was around
14 MW, meaning that a range of 0.5 MW to 5 MW represented being able
to capture between 3.57% and 35.7% of the supply peak. These were the
numbers the choice for storage unit size were originally based on. However,
during the eventual simulation a peak in supply of 8.3 MW was used. The
range in power rating therefore represents being able to capture between 6%
and 60% of the supply peak.

Due to the fact that the storage unit is set to capture a surplus of renew-
able energy and discharge when there is a surplus of demand, the storage
unit will influence two parts of the value propositions: the amount of de-
mand that can be supplied using locally generated renewable energy, and the
amount of collective peak reduction that can be achieved through renewable
energy generation. These two will be discussed in sections 4.1.2.1 and 4.1.2.2
respectively. The ranges of the variables can be found in Table 4.1.
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Variable Range

Storage capacity 0.5 MWh - 5 MWh
Power rating 0.5 MW - 5 MW
Efficiency 50% - 95%

Table 4.1: Storage unit variable characteristics

4.1.2.1 Percentage internal supply with storage

The first proposition that experiences influence from the storage unit is the
percentage of internal supply. The storage unit is created based on imme-
diately storing a surplus of renewable energy production, and immediately
discharging what it can to reduce any surplus of demand. This means that it
is suitable for maximizing the value created by this value proposition, even
without further intelligence added. The expectation is therefore that this
proposition will profit the most from the addition of storage.

Figure 4.1: Percentage of electricity demand supplied through locally gen-
erated renewable energy over thirty years, including storage units with dif-
ferent storage capacities

Figure 4.1 shows the total percentage of internal supply over a period of
thirty years, including storage units ranging from 0.5 MWh to 5 MWh. The
general trend in the graph is the same as the one in Figure 3.17. However,
there are some interesting trends that can be distinguished when looking at
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the specifics.

One such distinguishable trend is that the percentage of internal supply
increases when storage capacity is increased, but the percentage difference
between the 0.5 MWh and 5 MWh batteries is smaller in 2045 than in 2015
(9.82% for the 0.5 MWh batteries, 5.41% for the 5 MWh batteries). While
it might appear that this means that the changes to supply and demand
have a more positive effect on the amount of additional supply that can
be matched to demand by smaller units, this is somewhat deceptive. The
9.82% difference in 2015 represents a much lower amount of energy than the
5.41% in 2045 due to the large increase in demand. This therefore does not
provide enough data to draw any definitive conclusions.

Additionally, the percentage of internal supply for a given year decreases as
storage capacity increases, giving the impression of a logarithmic function.
These differences are more clearly visible in Figure 4.3. As, in the case of
these batteries, power rating increases with capacity in a linear fashion, the
logarithmic decrease implies that an increase in power rating is also not suf-
ficient to compensate for the decreasing marginal returns of capacity. This
means that, in this case, increasing the storage capacity should be more
effective than increasing the power rating. Whether this is the case will be
assessed through additional simulations in section 4.1.4.

The logarithmic trend is caused by the decreasing surplus as a result of in-
creasing storage capacity, which will lead to decreasing marginal returns for
each additional kWh of storage capacity. The first 0.5 MWh of storage will
be able to cover a certain surplus. Because of this, the second 0.5 MWh
will have a lower RES electricity surplus that can potentially be covered,
as some have already been covered. This reduction means that the added
value of the second 0.5 MWh is lower. The reduction will continue until, at
a certain capacity, the graph flattens out.

This trend shows that there is an upper limit to the effectiveness, based
on the composition of demand versus renewable energy supply. However,
determining in what way the composition of supply and demand causes
the specific slope of such a logarithmic function would be interesting to de-
termine, as it could help determine what storage unit size would be most
optimal for a given composition of demand and supply. However, varying
the composition of demand and supply in such a manner is outside of the
scope of this study.
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Figure 4.2: Differences in percentages of demand supplied by locally gen-
erated renewables between the scenario without storage and the scenarios
with storage

Figure 4.2 shows the increase in percentage of internal supply when com-
pared to the base scenario with no storage, discussed in section 3.2.2.1. It
can be noted that the difference in the first few years is relatively high, in
some cases exceeding 20%, before dropping down to less than 10% in the
latter years. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show the total amount of kWh sup-
plied internally, as well as the difference in kWh caused by storage, showing
that storage has a significant impact.

The reason that storage is much more effective in the early years is due to the
fact that the total amount of renewable energy supplied is much higher than
the total demand for the park. This means that, in the rare case that de-
mand exceeds supply, the storage unit will generally not be empty and have
the capacity to discharge and compensate for at least part of the demand
surplus. This also explains why the difference is larger for large batteries:
due to a production surplus being the norm, there will be more opportu-
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Figure 4.3: kWh of demand supplied through locally generated renewable
energy over thirty years, including storage units with different storage ca-
pacities and power ratings

Figure 4.4: Differences in kWh of supplied by locally generated renewable
energy between the scenario with storage and the scenarios without storage

nities to charge the storage unit than to discharge it, meaning it is often
quite full. A higher total capacity means that, on occasions where multiple
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discharges in succession are necessary, the storage unit will be better able
to handle a demand surplus. Additionally, a higher total capacity means a
higher power rating, meaning that larger surpluses can also be covered. Be-
cause the storage unit capacity and power rating stay the same throughout
the years, but the demand and production increase, mean that a reduction
in the percentage internal supply increase through storage can be expected:
there will simply be less cases where capacity and power rating are adequate
to fully cover either a demand or production surplus.

What is interesting however is what happens between the second decade,
2025-2035. During this period the demand and production of wind energy
stay constant, and only an increase in the amount of solar power takes place.
Based on an increase in renewable energy production and the fact that there
is a surplus of demand at this point, an increase in the percentage of internal
supply is to be expected during these years. Because of the demand surplus,
an increase in the effectiveness of storage could also be expected, as there
are plenty of opportunities to discharge during a demand surplus, and in-
creasing the production means the storage unit will have more opportunities
to charge. However, what is surprising is the difference between the increase
seen in the 0.5 MWh storage unit, which barely experiences any growth
at 0.11%, and the 5 MWh storage unit, which experiences 1.79% growth
when compared to the scenario without storage. What this implies is that
storage units with a high storage capacity and power rating are much bet-
ter at capturing increasing solar generation. Due to the limited increase of
rated solar power over the decade, considering supply only grows by about
0.17 MWh per year, this points towards the storage capacity being more
influential than the power rating, but this will be confirmed or debunked in
section 4.1.4 as mentioned previously. If it is true that large storage units
are better at capturing solar production, this could mean that larger storage
units are more valuable in situations where a lot of solar power is present.
Whether this trend is still visible and as strong will require an additional
simulation with increased solar production, which will also be done in sec-
tion 4.1.4.

A final interesting technical trend that can be distinguished comes from Fig-
ure 4.5, which shows the total additional yearly savings that can be achieved
through the addition of storage to this value proposition, and Figure 4.6,
which translates the values from Figure 4.5 into marginal revenue per kWh
of storage capacity. The economic content of these figures will not yet be
discussed, as that is a matter for section 4.1.5. What will be discussed here
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Figure 4.5: Yearly savings as a result of the addition of storage

Figure 4.6: Yearly savings per kWh of additional storage

is the trends that can be found with regard to the composition of the busi-
ness park supply and demand on storage unit effectiveness.

The general profile shown in Figure 4.5 looks as expected at first glance:
an increase during the first ten years when demand rises, a slight further
increase during the ten years after while solar production increases, before
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ending in stagnation. However, when looking at the batteries with larger
capacities more closely, it can be noticed that the curves actually begin to
slope downwards after year 8, before climbing back up again after year 10.
What this curve shows is the additional benefit that can be achieved by
using storage. The fact that the curve remains positive means that the stor-
age unit provides benefit, but the downward slope implies that the increase
in value created while demand grows is less during these years than in the
base case without storage, which means that the relative effectiveness of the
storage unit decreases during these years. There is a relatively simple expla-
nation for this phenomenon: year 8 is the year in which the total demand
exceeds the total supply for the business park for the first time. Before year
8 there is a surplus in supply, after year 8 there is a surplus in demand. A few
interesting conclusions can be drawn from this. Firstly, it suggests that the
storage units become more and more effective up to a ratio between demand
and supply of about 1:1. However, when the increase in demand stops, but
the increase in solar production continues, the curve quickly slopes upward
again, and overtakes the previous ’high point’ after only a few years, in year
12. This implies that not only the ratio between demand and supply is
important, but also the composition of supply. Apparently the storage unit
is very sensitive to an increase in the production of solar electricity, despite
the fact that the total increase in supply between 2025-2035 is only about
1.7 MWh, compared to an increase in demand of about 2.8 MWh during
the two downward sloping years.

However, it is very difficult to make out trends in the lower capacity storage
units in Figure 4.5. These trends are much more visible in Figure 4.6, which
displays the marginal revenue per kWh of storage. Because of this, the
differences in smaller storage units are amplified compared to differences in
larger storage units. At a first glance, the trends displayed here seem very
similar to those in Figure 4.5. However, after close inspection it becomes
clear that the reduction in cost savings for the storage units with smaller
capacities do not start after year 8, like it does for the larger units, but after
year 6. Additionally, the increase in storage savings seen after demand stops
growing in year 10 is much less steep, as could be expected based on the trend
in Figure 4.2. Despite the fact that the slope is less steep, the yearly amount
of storage savings does eventually exceed the high point of year 6, meaning
that even for smaller batteries the composition of renewable production
sources does play a role. The question that remains is whether the fact that
the amount of yearly storage savings starts declining earlier is caused by
this decreased effectiveness in capturing solar power or not. An alternative
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explanation could be that the smaller batteries suffer more from the rapid
increase in demand. However, when looking at the data more closely it
becomes apparent that year 6 is the final year in which wind production
exceeds total demand, which points towards the conclusion that smaller
batteries are indeed less effective at capturing solar power. This could be
confirmed by running an additional simulation in which solar production is
excluded, as this would mean that the drop in storage savings in Figure 4.5
would start after year 6 as well. However, due to time constrictions this
simulation will not be included in this study. Despite this, the simulations
with additional solar power and variations in power rating versus capacity
in section 4.1.4 will allow some preliminary conclusions to be drawn.

4.1.2.2 Collective peak reduction with storage

The second variable that is influenced by the addition of an electricity stor-
age unit is the percentage with which the monthly and yearly peaks get
reduced. The percentage reduction in case of inclusion of storage can be
found in Figure 4.7 for the monthly peak reduction and Figure 4.8 for the
yearly peak reduction. These graphs look very similar in shape to the graphs
in Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22, and the influence of increasing storage ca-
pacity is limited. However, when looking at the differences in percentage
peak reduction compared to the scenario without storage, as is done in Fig-
ures 4.9 and 4.10. There are a number of things that stand out in these
figures. Firstly, the additional amount of peak reduction is much higher
in the case of the average month peak than the highest peak of the year.
Secondly, the amount of peak reduction is highest during the early years.
Thirdly, peak reduction during the early years does not seem to follow a
clear pattern of linear increase with increasing storage capacity. Finally,
while there is no reduction in the yearly peak after a few years, there is still
some peak reduction in the monthly peaks, but this reduction happens in
clusters of storage units reducing by the same amount.

These trends are all related can be explained by the lack of optimization
toward peak reduction. The storage units charge when there is a surplus
of supply, and discharge when there is a surplus of demand. Whether this
discharge happens at the exact time a monthly or yearly peak in demand
takes place is purely dependent on whether the storage unit has any charge
left to discharge. Whether or not this is the case is basically dependent on
chance. During the early years there is a large surplus in supply, meaning
that the storage unit will be charged more often when a demand surplus
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Figure 4.7: Percentage monthly peak reduction through RES production
and storage

Figure 4.8: Percentage yearly peak reduction through RES production and
storage

takes place. Increasing the storage capacity will also increase the odds of
having spare charge, as can be seen in in the latter years in Subfigure 4.9.
At a certain point, capacity is increased enough to have charge left when the
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peak takes place. Based on the fact that multiple storage units are clustered
together in the amount they reduce the peak by, it can be concluded that
the reduction is enough to generate new peaks, after which the game of odds
starts over.

Once demand starts increasing, the amount of times the storage unit will
have spare charge will decrease, therefore decreasing the odds of being
charged when the peak takes place. This is especially apparent in the reduc-
tion of the yearly peak in Subfigure 4.10. The yearly peak in the demand
profile always takes place at the same time, in winter, while there is rel-
atively little solar production. This peak is apparently hard to reduce in
general, considering even the largest storage unit can only reduce it by 1.2%
in the early years compared to the monthly average of around 8%. When
demand starts increasing, odds of spare charge being present during peaks
decreases rapidly, and peak reduction quickly drops to zero. An increase in
solar production during the second decade increases the odds slightly, but
not enough to make a difference.

Figure 4.9: Percentage difference average monthly peak reduction through
RES production and storage

In order to determine the monetary influence storage has, the amount of kW
in peak reduction must be considered, which can be found in Figures 4.11
and 4.12. These are the values that will be used for the cost-benefit analysis,
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Figure 4.10: Percentage difference yearly peak reduction through RES pro-
duction and storage

although it can be noted that the amount of reduction is very limited, which
was to be expected due to the fact that peak reduction is not the main
purpose of this storage unit, and the influence on the total benefits will
therefore be limited.

Figure 4.11: kW difference average monthly peak reduction through RES
production and storage
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Figure 4.12: kW difference yearly peak reduction through RES production
and storage

4.1.3 Variations in efficiency

This section looks at trends that arise when efficiency decreases. All varia-
tions use a storage unit with a storage capacity of 1 MWh and a power rating
of 1 MW. Total round trip efficiency was varied from 50% total efficiency to
95% total efficiency. Figure 4.13 displays the differences with respect to the
rate of internal supply. The figure compares the storage units with different
levels of efficiency to a base scenario with no storage. Therefore, even a very
inefficient storage unit will still provide a positive result.

When analyzing the figure it is immediately clear that the general trend of
the agglomeration of these graphs follows a similar pattern to the graphs
where storage capacity is varied. This includes similarities between stor-
age units with low storage capacities and efficiencies, which both show little
increase in effectiveness during the second decade, contrary to the more effi-
cient batteries. This points to the fact that that more efficient storage units
are better at capturing renewable energy in general, which makes sense as
increased efficiency means that they can make better use of a given surplus
in production.

A more interesting trend is that these graphs also seem to display a form of
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logarithmic function: the slope of the graphs appears to decrease with in-
creasing efficiency. This becomes slightly more visible in Figure 4.14, which
looks at the marginal revenue per kWh of storage for each of the efficien-
cies. While it is expected that the value per kWh increases for every in-
crease in efficiency, the fact that the value increase becomes smaller for
every 5% means that investing in additional efficiency becomes less and less
worthwhile. Combined with the fact that development costs, which tend to
translate into additional costs for their users, generally increase with every
efficiency increase, as it becomes harder and harder to achieve, this means
that there might be a point at which batteries with higher efficiencies become
less cost effective than their less efficient counterparts.

Figure 4.13: Differences in internal supply caused by changes in efficiency

Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 show the effect of changes in efficiency on peak
reduction. As with Figure 4.13, this also concerns relative differences be-
tween different storage units and a situation without storage. Based on these
graphs, the influence of efficiency on peak reduction appears limited. This
can be explained by the stochastic nature of peak reduction discussed in
section 4.1.2.2. There are two ways a change in efficiency can cause a differ-
ence in peak reduction: either a lower efficiency storage unit does not have
spare charge due to ineffective charging, or a lower efficiency storage unit
has less spare charge to reduce a peak when it occurs. If the second were
often the case, the graph would should a linear decrease in peak reduction
with decreasing efficiency. However, especially in the case of the year peak,
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Figure 4.14: Total marginal revenue per kWh of storage for different effi-
ciency totals

reduction levels are similar and sometimes suddenly jump. This means that
even lower efficiency storage units have enough charge to reduce the original
peak, creating a new monthly or yearly peak. This is when the stochastic
nature comes in again: the chance of the new peak being reduced as well.
Based on the sudden jumps it can be concluded that increasing efficiency
does indeed increase the odds of the storage unit having charge at a certain
point in time, but the limited number of jumps suggests that the effect of
efficiency on reducing these odds is limited. However, this is impossible to
conclude with any certainty based on a single demand profile.
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Figure 4.15: Effect of changing efficiency on average monthly peak

Figure 4.16: Effect of changing efficiency on yearly peak

4.1.4 Additional simulations

The previous section has shown that there are many differences between the
different types of storage unit. They show different types of behavior and
different levels of effectiveness based on their own parameters, as well as
the composition of renewable energy supply. The question that remains is
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therefore what causes these differences. Are larger power units more effec-
tive at capturing renewable electricity due to the high degree of fluctuations,
meaning that increasing the power rating will improve performance more?
Or is it the fact that a surplus often does not consist of a single fifteen
minute peak, but that extended periods of sunshine and wind during times
of low demand experience limits in storage capacity? Additionally, large
storage units appeared to react better to an increase in solar production.
Will this effect persist if the ratio of wind to solar increases further, or will
the behavior of the storage units change in a different way? And if the ef-
fect persists, can this be explained by the previously discussed difference in
storage capacity, power rating, or neither? In order to answer these ques-
tions, two additional types of simulations have been performed: increasing
the amount of solar production, and comparing storage units with increased
power rating to those with increased storage capacity.

Figure 4.17: Effect of storage unit with increasing power rating on percent-
age internal supply

The first simulation compares an increase in power rating to an increase
in storage capacity. For this simulation, power rating was varied from 0.5
MW to 5 MW using a storage capacity of 1 MWh, and storage capacity was
varied from 0.5 MWh to 5 MWh using a power rating of 1 MW. The results
of this simulation can be found in Figures 4.17 and 4.18.
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Figure 4.18: Effect of storage unit with increasing capacity on percentage
internal supply

When comparing the two graphs, which have the same vertical scale, it is
immediately obvious that there is a large difference in the effect the varia-
tions have. Whereas the difference in power rating barely has any effect on
storage performance, while increasing storage capacity has a very significant
effect. What can be concluded from this is that the fluctuations in supply
and the size of a potential surplus are not the limiting factor for storage unit
effectiveness, not even during the early years when peaks in supply are much
higher than peaks in demand. This conclusion is supported further by look-
ing at the changes in power flow happening over the main grid connection,
as visualized in Figure 4.19. The changes in power flow rarely exceed 2 MW,
with a standard deviation of only σ = 412.6. Rather, the issue is extended
periods of supply surplus. This could either be because of surpluses on a
daily basis, for example at night when demand is low and wind production
continues, or on a seasonal basis, such as during summer when solar pro-
duction increases while average demand decreases. The second simulation
will shed some additional light on this matter.

In conclusion, a high power rating is not as necessary as a high storage
capacity. If the storage capacity can power rating can be decoupled, cost
savings might be achieved by not having to increase the power rating. For a
given business park, this means that costs can be saved, or investments can
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Figure 4.19: Differences in power flow per 15 minutes over the main connec-
tion for one year (σ = 412.6 kW)

be made more effectively. Once a certain sufficient power rating is achieved,
further investments should focus on increasing the storage capacity for a
more rapid increase in performance.

The second simulation to look at will be increased solar production. Whereas
the original simulation used the minimum amount of solar production nec-
essary to achieve net energy neutrality over a thirty year period (3.47 MWh
per year after twenty years), this simulation will use the amount necessary
to achieve energy neutrality on a yearly basis after reaching saturation (4.45
MWh per year). This amount will also serve as a basis for determining de-
grees of uncertainty when performing the Monte Carlo analysis.

Figure 4.20 displays the percentage difference in internal supply between
the scenario with additional solar and the original production. There are
two general trends distinguishable: the fact that all graphs slope upward
and produce a positive result at all times, which is to be expected if there is
more renewable production to cover any demand surplus, and the trend that
the percentage difference is indeed higher for the storage units with larger
storage capacities, confirming that larger storage units are more effective at
capturing solar production.
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Figure 4.20: Percentage difference internal supply compared to scenario with
storage and lower solar production

Another, less easily visible, trend is that during the early years, the per-
centage difference is higher for the smaller storage units than for the larger
ones. This difference does fade over time, as the larger storage units expe-
rience larger increases per year, and by year 4 the differences between the
storage capacities look as expected. Yet, the smaller storage units show a
larger performance increase as the result of solar production. While this
could indicate that in situations where supply exceeds demand by a large
margin smaller units are more effective at capturing additional solar than
large units, reality is most likely simpler. Due to the large surplus in supply,
the rate of internal supply for the larger units is already incredibly high at
90+%, while it is only around 80% for the smaller units. Therefore, a bit
additional supply would most likely benefit the smaller units much more,
especially because the demand surpluses that are left for the larger units are
the ones hardest to reduce. This means that, in the case of solar produc-
tion, it is indeed the duration of a production surplus and not the size of the
surplus that is the limiting factor. It is much easier to fill up a small storage
unit on a sunny day than a large storage unit. This difference is exacerbated
during the longer and sunnier days found in summer compared to winter.
Therefore the seasonal trends in supply vs demand are of importance when
determining what type of storage unit to use.
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Figure 4.21 shows the difference in energy (in kWh) supplied internally
when compared to the scenario without storage, and Figure 4.23 shows the
marginal revenue per kWh of storage. Both circumstances and results dif-
fer from the internal supply in the previous chapter. Whereas the yearly
demand overtook the yearly supply between year 7 and year 8 in the old sit-
uation, demand overtakes supply between year 8 and year 9 in Figure 4.21.
However, the point of overtaking in Figure 4.23 has remained the same as
previously. Based on this, a shift in the year where the difference in energy
supplied internally would start to decrease is to be expected Figure 4.21.
The expectation for 4.23, where the amount of solar production appeared
to have little influence, was a similar trend as before with higher average
marginal revenues. However, the difference between the scenarios is striking.
Neither figure shows a drop during the first decade, and the only drop that
can be distinguished in either takes place during the second decade, while
the amount of solar production is still increasing. What this means is that
the drop that takes place is not just the result of a growth in demand, but a
result of the total composition. Additional solar production pushes the peak
of the curve, which is where the storage unit is optimally effective, forward
by many years. What can be concluded from this is that all storage units
appear to favor solar production to wind production, but that the optimal
ratio of renewable production to demand is based on the storage capacity
and vice versa. Large storage capacities favor a situation with more supply,
while smaller units favor situations with less supply. In practice this means
that the storage capacity employed can be adjusted based on expected trends
in supply composition and demand, or that a strategic choice can be made
for a certain composition of renewables in case storage is a goal in itself, for
example in an experimental pilot project.
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Figure 4.21: Increased supply

Figure 4.22: Difference in kWh supplied internally as a function of storage
capacity over the years

Figure 4.23: Marginal revenue per kWh of storage as a function of storage
capacity over the years

4.1.5 Economics of storage

The final step is to have a short look at the economics of storage. While
the previous sections have shown that storage can have a significant effect
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on the value propositions deployed in this thesis, storage only becomes a
viable option for projects such as A1 Deventer when the financial benefits
outweigh the costs. In order to gain insight into the benefits provided by
storage, calculations were done based on the effect storage has on the per-
centage internal supply and the percentage collective peak reduction. The
tariffs used for these calculations were the same ones used earlier; e0.0445
per kWh supplied internally, and e1.45 and e1.91 per kW per month for
the monthly and yearly peak reductions respectively.

Figure 4.24 shows the total cumulative amount of savings based on the
percentage of internal supply for each of the storage units, as well as the
savings for the scenario without storage. Based on the figure, it can be con-
cluded that the amount of additional savings storage can provide is quite
significant. However, there are more particulars to point out as well. The
main issue of importance is that, although the graph shows additional sav-
ings with increasing storage capacity, the distance between every 0.5 MWh
jump decreases. This is what is generally referred to as decreasing marginal
returns. The reason storage suffers from this phenomenon is that every ad-
ditional 0.5 MWh of storage capacity basically only gets to do its magic on
the leftovers of the previous storage unit. The first 0.5 MWh of storage will,
in a way, tackle the low-hanging fruit first. It will capture a certain amount
of energy from a production surplus, and discharge this amount during a
production deficit. The added value of a 1 MWh storage unit will be to
capture the leftover surplus, and discharge whenever there is something left
over. Due to this, the additional 0.5 MWh does not provide more value than
the original did, and will tend to go after the surpluses that are ‘more diffi-
cult’ in a way, due to which the value provided will be less in nearly all cases.

The effect that this has can be distinguished in Figure 4.25, which displays
the marginal revenue per kWh of storage. Due to the decreasing marginal
returns, but constant increase in storage capacity, the value per kWh drops
rather quickly with increasing capacity. Because of this, a storage unit with
a small storage capacity will always be more cost effective based on this
value proposition.
Figure 4.26 shows the marginal revenue per kWh of storage for the collec-
tive peak reduction, where the cost savings for the reduction of the monthly
and yearly peaks are added. The reason for this is that the total marginal
revenues are insignificant when compared to the marginal revenues in Fig-
ure 4.25. On inspection of the graphs the main thing that stands out is the
clutter in the middle. This is caused by the fact that the marginal revenue
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Figure 4.24: Total cumulative savings internal supply including storage units
compared to base scenario

Figure 4.25: Cumulative marginal revenue internal supply per kWh of stor-
age capacity, corrected for inflation

increases quickly for the smaller storage units in the early years, after which
the larger storage units quickly take over. When it comes to this value
proposition, the storage units with average storage capacities are actually
never the most cost effective option.
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Figure 4.26: Cumulative marginal revenue for peak reduction for kWh of
storage capacity, corrected for inflation

Based solely on these revenue figures, it appears obvious that a small stor-
age unit would be the economically most optimal. However, there are a
few other things to take into account before deciding to go for the smallest
storage unit possible.

First of all, maximizing the marginal revenue per kWh might not be what
the owner of the storage unit intends to use it for. For example, the goal
could be to have as much storage as possible while remaining cost neutral
over the lifetime of a storage unit, which will usually not equal the thirty
year duration of the project. In this case, the optimum would be to find the
point where the cumulative marginal revenue equals the cumulative marginal
costs.

However, such a point is difficult to determine for the same reason Fig-
ure 4.24 is not a definitive guide as to what storage unit to install. There is
still a lot of uncertainty when it comes to both the costs and benefits of stor-
age. For example, there is no guarantee that marginal costs are constant.
A 1 MWh storage unit might not require exactly twice as much investment
as a 0.5 MWh unit, as a 1 MWh storage unit might require only a few ad-
ditional components to function. Furthermore, there are additional costs to
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consider, such as maintenance costs. These will tend to get lower per kWh
for a large storage unit, as not every kWh will require individual attention.
Also, due to the advantages storage units can offer with regard to reducing
losses by matching demand to supply, subsidies that can significantly reduce
these costs are not out of the question for the future.

Furthermore, there are many more types of benefits that could be gained
from using storage, which are difficult to quantify at this point in time, due
to the fact that many potential markets are still underdeveloped. Storage
could not only be used for these two value propositions, but also to create
flexibility in demand that could be used based on the prices on the intra-day
market, the imbalance market, for frequency response, congestion reduction,
and to reduce outage time. Even further optimization of the storage units
used in this thesis could lead to significantly different results.
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Chapter 5

Social context analysis

5.1 Socio-technical framework

Socio-technical frameworks are frameworks that look at the social context
of a technology, and can provide a number of unique insights. For example,
while a technology can perform perfectly well in meeting the requirements
and goals of its makers, a technology is obsolete unless it also meets the goals
and expectations of potential consumers. Furthermore, there are a number
of factors that can determine the potential success of a technology, such as
the markets, incentives and subsidies that exist for a technology, or factors
that can potentially prevent the success such as legislation or a lack of po-
litical support. Taking all of these into account is something that can help
find the weak spots with regard to a technology such as Smart Grids, and
point further development in the right direction. However, this approach
has been under-utilized so far. In order to judge the socio-technical perfor-
mance of the A1 Deventer project, a framework had to be created. While
this framework will only be applied to the A1 Deventer project as part of
this thesis, an attempt was made to create a framework that was generalized
enough to be applicable to regimes and projects elsewhere.

The creation started by mapping out the frameworks that are currently being
utilized, as well as their strengths and weaknesses, using a literature study.
This study can be found in Appendix A. As non of these frameworks sufficed,
a framework was created from scratch. This was done based on additional
literature on the Multi-Level Perspective, which was elaborated upon in the
introductory chapter of this thesis, as well as on Smart Grids. This led to an
initial attempt at a more complete framework, which contained indicators
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in a number of dimensions of the electricity supply regime, as well as the
processes taking place within the Smart Grid niche. The process has been
described in detail in Appendix B, an overview of this initial framework can
be found in Appendix C. The next step that was taken was to validate the
framework. This was done based on interviews with experts from different
stakeholder parties involved in Smart Grid projects. The interviewees were:

• Elke Klaassen (Enexis/TU Eindhoven, DSO/Knowledge institute re-
spectively) [EK]

• Walter van Alst & Joël Nolten (Scholt Energy Control, programmav-
erantwoordelijke partij specialized in energy storage solutions) [SE]

• Leon Straathof (Cofely Energie & Infra, liaison A1 Deventer) [LS]

• Jeroen Willems (ECONNETIC, specialized in financing sustainability
projects) [JW]

• Raymond Hutten (Raedthuys, electricity producer, & Pure Energie,
electricity supplier) [RH]

• René Kamphuis (TNO/TU Eindhoven, knowledge institutes) [RK]

The code in [ ]-brackets will be used when referring to the opinion of a
specific person. These interviews provided insight into situation surrounding
Smart Grid development and allowed for a revision of the original framework.
Performance indicators that were less significant were removed or changed,
and previously overlooked indicators were added. This revision, which can
be found in Appendix D, led to a new and improved framework that is able to
judge how conducive a certain regime is to Smart Grid development, as well
as mature a specific project or niche is. This framework has been applied
to the electricity supply regime in the Netherlands and the A1 Deventer
project, but can be applied elsewhere through interviews with regime and
niche stakeholders. The full framework, as well as the meaning of each
criterion and the way these should be evaluated can be found in Appendix
E.

5.1.1 Social context A1 Deventer

This section is aimed at applying the full framework to the pilot project A1
Deventer. It will look at the state of the current regime and how conducive
the regime is to Smart Grid projects such as A1 Deventer, as well as go
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in detail on how well the project positions itself within the niche and em-
ploys the niche processes necessary to mature. This analysis is performed
based on the interviews used to re-evaluate the social context framework,
as well as specific in-depth interviews with the major project stakeholders,
Cofely and Alliander. An attempt was also made to interview the third
major partner, the municipality of Deventer, but their project responsible
was unfortunately unavailable in the period leading up to the completion
of this thesis. These interviews were aimed at creating an overview of the
inner workings of the A1 Deventer pilot project. The interviewees (with the
code used to refer to them in the text in [ ]-brackets) were:

• Marcel de Nes Koedam (Alliander) [MNK]

• Peter Wolbert (Cofely Energy Solutions, formerly Royal Haskoning/DHV)
[PW]

This section has been fully based on my own analysis of the information
presented to me through the interviews.

5.1.2 Regime dimensions

Each indicator will be introduced, and its importance will be outlined. In
the case of the regime dimensions, it will be outlined what the current situ-
ation is, before going into detail on how each indicator affects A1 Deventer,
and how it could potentially be realigned to optimally suit the project and
Smart Grid development in general.

5.1.2.1 Industry structure

Industry structure describes the relations and operations of the firms that
are part of the industry. It questions why they operate the way they do,
and in what way are they connected to or dependent on other firms. Two
extreme potential variations of industry structure that could significantly
influence innovation are an open or closed structure. Whereas an open
structure would imply that firms actively seek out cooperation with new
firms, thus stimulating entrance to the regime, a closed structure would en-
tail firms actively providing a blockade for the entrance of new firms.
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Organizational networks

Networks do exist between incumbent firms in the electricity regime, mostly
as a result of the fixed electricity supply chain. Due to the fact that organi-
zations have fixed roles and, especially in the case of the natural monopolist
DSOs and TSO, are limited in their freedom of operation by legislation.
This has created a number of mutual dependencies, and, as will be dis-
cussed in the next paragraph, shared routines. While these dependencies
and networks are not an issue by nature, they have historically covered the
entire electricity supply chain from production in power plants to delivery
to the sockets of individual households and companies. It should therefore
not be deemed beyond the realm of possibilities that the organizations that
make up this holistic network would wish to remain in charge of the entire
supply chain. As a result of the legislative foundation of their network these
incumbent firms have the potential to block new firms with new ideas from
entering the market if they want to.

Whether or not this also happens in practice appears to be up for debate.
SE and JW mentioned that they do not experience any hindrance as a re-
sult of organizational networks, noting that there is still space in the market
for firms such as theirs. Incumbent firms appear to actively seek them out
for cooperation and in order to learn from them. On the other hand, LS
notes that access to the network is very difficult for new players. In his expe-
rience, incumbent firms actively work to keep new players out of the market.

This discrepancy in experiences can potentially be explained by taking into
account the relative size of the firms being represented by these persons.
Scholt Energy Control and ECONNETIC are relatively new players, but,
above all, smaller firms. They have developed specialized knowledge, which
the incumbent firms can make use of through cooperation. Instead of being
seen as competition, they’re complementary. As RH put it: successful new
parties will probably get assimilated after a while by the incumbent firms.
This is also supported by EK, who explained that DSOs do not necessarily
develop their own requisite knowledge. If necessary, they buy it.

The experiences of LS can be explained by the fact that Cofely is a much
larger firm, and part of an conglomerate that exceeds the size of most incum-
bent firms and their conglomerates. Due its size, Cofely can potentially be
viewed as a market competitor and run into resistance as a result. Because
the markets surrounding Smart Grids are not open or mature enough at
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this point in time to provide enough financial incentives for companies like
Cofely to successfully compete, it would be beneficial to their competitive
position to seek active cooperation with incumbent firms and to attempt
insertion into the incumbent network. In projects such as A1 Deventer it is
vital to pursue mutually beneficial value propositions, minimizing the odds
of running into potential blockades being thrown up.

Shared industry routines

Shared industry routines were mentioned as being one of the major deter-
rents to Smart Grid development throughout the series of interviews. In
most cases, this was aimed at the DSOs, of whom it was claimed that they
tend to be very conservative. This conservatism is a logical result of the
interplay of a number of factors, many of which will serve as indicators for
the suitability of the regime later on.

In the Netherlands DSOs are bound by law to serve a certain purpose and
relatively limited in when it comes to degrees of freedom. They’re obligated
to maintain the distribution grid, and to connect any and all consumers that
wish to be connected. Both the maintenance and deployment of grids re-
quires a level of investment, which the DSO can earn back through a number
of tariffs, of which the tariff per kWh of electricity delivered is the most im-
portant. These tariffs are determined once per year, but, in the Netherlands,
the height to which they can be set is limited by the Autoriteit Consument
& Markt (ACM). Due to this limitation, it is generally in the best interest
of the DSOs to minimize costs, while complying with rules and regulations
concerning their obligations. Because of this, the DSOs will tend to avoid
unnecessary investment and plan ahead based on their expectations of the
electricity demand in thirty or forty years before deploying or reinforcing a
grid.

Forcing the DSOs to minimize costs and to plan ahead is a very logical thing
to do from a social perspective, as DSOs are a natural monopoly. However,
doing so leads to conservatism and caution, which have a negative effect
on the development of Smart Grids. Deploying Smart Grids will require a
wholly different approach to deploying regular grids in order to make use of
the advantages they offer. For example, two of the main advantages Smart
Grids can offer DSOs are: 1) Delaying grid reinforcement and 2) reduced
dimensioning of grid connections. By implementing intelligent matching of
supply and demand, peaks over critical grid infrastructure can be reduced.
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This means that the loading of such infrastructure is reduced, delaying the
necessity of grid reinforcement. However, conservatism in DSO routines
means that DSOs still tend to favor grid reinforcement, as that is they way
they’ve always done it. Additionally, intelligent matching of supply and de-
mand means that new connections also will not receive the same degree of
loading as they would without intelligence. The result of this is that lower
connection voltages are necessary, saving costs. Furthermore, the intelli-
gence is also much better at handling potential electrification of demand as
a result of electric vehicles and electric heat pumps. Unfortunately, caution
on the side of the DSO dictates that they tend to avoid such risks and un-
certainties, and would prefer to install connections with thicker cables and
higher potential voltages to remain on the safe side.

In order for Smart Grid development to happen, all interviewees agree these
routines will have to change. DSOs should take into account future trend
in electricity demand, not just those of the past. They should look for new
solutions, as continual reinforcement of the grid does not move us any closer
to meeting our sustainability goals. This could be by facilitating new mar-
kets and market models, such as markets for congestion and flexibility or
dynamic transport tariffs, or simply by making use of the technology avail-
able for matching supply and demand locally.

Capabilities

Every new technology that differs from what has previously been used will
require additional capabilities. Without these capabilities, usage of the tech-
nology will become less effective. These capabilities are necessary for firms
deploying or utilizing the technology, as well as for eventual end users. An
example of such technology that is related to Smart Grids is the concept of
an Energy Management System. This system allows for automatic control of
electronic appliances. Automatic control could potentially shift the moment
such an appliance gets turned on, or ramping the usage of appliances up or
down, for example by decreasing the temperature of an industrial freezer.
By doing so, the system creates the possibility of demand response. How-
ever, if a firm does not have the capability required to effectively use such a
system, they might be unable to include all the appliances possible, not use
it to its full potential, or even shift demand too much, creating discomfort.
If users lack capabilities, they might not use the system effectively, or use it
less than would be optimal.
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While Smart Grid technologies have been described by a number of intervie-
wees as not being overly complicated, they also mentioned that Smart Grids
will require a change in mindset. This is because operating a Smart Grid
will require different methods of operation, especially with regard to the
markets and the fact that everything will require two-way communication
and becomes data-driven. The possibilities they offer are radically different
than those offered by conventional technologies, and making effective use of
these possibilities is vital for the success of Smart Grids.

At the moment the consensus is that the capabilities in the industry are not
up to par yet. This seems to be the result of the aforementioned shared
industry routines. There is a certain level of conservatism in the industry,
which is a direct result of the way the supply chain is set up. As long as
change is not necessary or enforced, people working in the industry will
prefer to continue working with the technologies and mindset they’ve used
for decades. However, if Smart Grids are to become a success, they will
have to adopt a new way of thinking. New business models will have to be
created, and both firms and individuals within firms should learn to think
along with them. The industry is populated by a large degree of individuals
with a technical background, but Smart Grids has a social and economic
side that ca not be ignored. The active role consumers will take in supply
and the new markets that might be created to facilitate this role will call
for a significant change to internal capabilities. Additionally, the influence
of IT is going to increase dramatically, because of which even changes to
technical capabilities will be required. Questions will have to be answered
when it comes to the data: who will gather the data, store it, manage it,
and use it?

Many of the incumbent firms have a department or subsidiary firm of in-
novators developing these capabilities. However, this is not enough. The
lessons learned by these innovators should penetrate the entire organization
and get everyone to look in the same direction, from the upper management
determining a firm’s vision for the future, to the mechanics and electricians
responsible for installing new technologies.

Capabilities with regard to Smart Grids is also something many believe
should be developed to a greater extent by the government. One of the
issues many projects face is that legislation tends to lag behind current de-
velopments, which is something that will be discussed in depth in a later
section. This issue was illustrated by LS when an attempt was made to get
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legislation changed on the placement of wind turbines on the local loop at
the pilot project A1 Deventer. Getting approval required meetings with the
ACM, during which it turned out that the ACM was far from perfectly in-
formed to pass judgment on the matter. He even went as far as pointing out
that the ACM did not even know what pilot projects were, despite the fact
that the pilot projects started in 2008 and this meeting took place in 2014.
A possible way of circumventing this issue is by having representatives of the
government more involved in development. Once they get a more concrete
grip on the potential the concept of Smart Grids as a concept has, and the
way legislation might act as a blocking factor, they might be more suitable
to advise on decisions concerning Smart Grids.

Incentives for Smart Grid development

Every firm that is part of the current regime has its own interests, which
they will continue to pursue. Smart Grids and Smart Grid technology could
benefit from this, if Smart Grid development is in the best interest of all
firms involved in the current regime. For this to happen, these firms should
have some form of incentive for pursuing Smart Grid development. This
could take a number of different shapes, be it financial or pressure that re-
sults from legislative change. Without these incentives development might
be delayed or even halted completely.

Producers and suppliers of electricity, as well as new entrants to the mar-
ket, tend to be market driven, with a relatively high degree of freedom to
pursue potential profits. They might see Smart Grids as a concept that pro-
vides them with a number of opportunities for growth or expansion, and will
therefore respond to financial incentives. At the moment these incentives
are limited. A number of value propositions have been created within pilot
projects, but most of these have not turned out to be viable. Potential value
generators such as flexible demand suffer from not being financially feasible,
while propositions such as dynamic transport tariffs are impossible outside
of pilot projects under current legislation. These parties tend to look to the
DSOs and TSO to create new markets and possibilities for value creation.

The DSOs and TSO are judged by the other parties in the market to be
too cautious and conservative when it comes to allowing value creation, and
some claim that they even actively oppose new value propositions. While
there certainly is some truth in the claim that DSOs tend to be conserva-
tive, as was explained in the section on shared industry routines. However
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reality is slightly more complex. The fact is that the DSOs are conservative
due to the way the industry is structured and the fact that they themselves
have little incentive to change. The fact that they’re a regulated monopoly
means that they’re held accountable for any investments they make, and
that their potential profits are limited by the ACM. This breeds a culture
of risk aversion, which is not conducive for investments of which they might
not even be able to reap the benefits.

5.1.2.2 User preferences and concerns

Energy is generally seen as a comfort, or, as RK describes it, a ’dissatisfier’.
People expect it to always be there, and get dissatisfied when it is not. When
it is, most of them are not very concerned about what it is exactly, where it
comes from, or even what it costs. According to LS, all people see is a socket
or a (non-)functioning electronic appliance. If changes are to be made to
the electricity supply system, this will have to be taken into account. The
preferences and concerns of users can prevent large scale diffusion when not
properly addressed.

Routines & practices

Most interviewees have stated that it is vital that Smart Grid technologies
interfere with routines and practices minimally, or, if a behavioral change
is required, that changes remain small and easily become new routines and
practices. While people are generally willing to participate or contribute,
this is only the case if it does not require active participation. If some form
of active participation is required, for example in the case of an EMS for
households, this will require a form of incentive. However, due to the lim-
ited nature of the benefits consumers can accrue at this point in time, such
behavioral changes will have to remain minimal.

Most demand response systems will have a high degree of automation. How-
ever, those that require some form of manual input will do best by it to
minimize the amount of input required. This includes the aforementioned
EMS, but also electric vehicles. They require their user to manually plug in
the vehicle in order to charge, which is a new routine. However, in order to
make full use of the flexibility these vehicles can offer, by charging at a time
that is socially optimal instead of straight away, an additional routine will
be required. Users will have to indicate when they plan on using the vehicle
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again, so the automatic system can make sure the vehicle is charged when
necessary. Not only will this require an additional incentive, the amount of
effort necessary will have to remain minimized. This requires, for example,
the ease of use of such a system to be maximized, as well as providing ade-
quate feedback that promotes the behavioral change.

What this will entail for A1 Deventer will mainly be dependent on the firms
that will settle on the business park. While the energy service provider
will not interfere with any routines or practices, and will even attempt to
unburden firms, this ca not be guaranteed when it comes to flexible demand.

If the park will attract mainly office spaces, this preference will probably be
relatively easy to ensure. The main form of flexibility achievable in offices is
by slight shifts in the use of heating, cooling, ventilation and electronic ap-
pliances. This is something that can be done with nigh on full automation,
the only thing that will be required is the person in charge of the office to
determine what kind of setting or profile they wish to use to ensure comfort
levels for employees. These types of processes will generally have minimal
interference with business or routines. However, one thing to note is that
this will also depend on the aggregator these firms choose to use and the
agreements they enter into.

This dependency on agreements with individual aggregators will increase if
firms with industrial processes settle on the business park. When shifting
demand is possible within these processes, the potential will often be higher
than in offices. However, there will also be more to take into account.
Shifting demand for these processes will be a significantly larger breach of
routines, meaning that compensation for these shifts will most likely have
to be higher. In the experience of SE, this problem becomes significantly
larger if part of the process includes manual labor, as individual employees
will not be used to delayed or temporarily halting operations. It is impor-
tant to engage these firms about the advantages load shifting can offer them
before they settle on the park. Designing their production processes in a
way that includes flexibility into daily operation is much easier than chang-
ing the process once it has already formed a routine.

Perception of privacy and cyber security

Data can be very sensitive. In the case of firms, their demand profiles can
be used to determine what type of machinery or processes are employed.
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This is something they do not want to fall into the hands of their competi-
tors. In the case of households, an often quoted concern is that their data
falling into the wrong hands could mean that potential burglars can deter-
mine when they’re away or on holiday, making their homes easy targets.
Additionally, especially consumers can be hesitant when it comes to giving
up their personal data as it can feel as an invasion of their privacy.

Unfortunately, data is still required to make effective use of Smart Grid
technology. This means that these concerns have to be taken into account,
and their impact minimized. In the case of privacy concerns, a selection will
have to be made of how much data is collected, and what type. Additional
measures include anonymization of data and providing users the freedom to
choose what data to supply and withhold, although the latter option can
reduce the effectiveness of the data. Cyber security is a more difficult con-
cern to tackle, as it is much less tangible. While a conscious decision can be
made with regard to what data to supply to reduce privacy concerns, cyber
security is a matter of having the necessary protection and attempting to
convince those with concerns that the protection employed is adequate.

Finally, it has been the experience of the interviewees that concerns with
regard to both privacy and cyber security become less of an issue when ben-
efits are large enough. If there is a correlation between the sensitivity of
the data supplied and the benefits that can be reaped in return, the issue of
sensitivity becomes much less of a concern. Yet, even if benefits are plenti-
ful, no more data should be collected than necessary.

For A1 Deventer the implementation of measures to prevent privacy and
cyber security issues will again depend on the type of firms that will set-
tle on the business park. Data on office demand is less sensitive than data
on industrial processes. Firms employing sensitive industrial processes will
have to be engaged beforehand in order to ensure that their specific concerns
are taken into account. MND has pointed out that Liander will definitely
respect all legislation with regard to privacy, making sure data is anonymous
and only available to trusted parties. Subsidiaries of Alliander will not have
access to the data, and potential aggregators will need certification. PW
added that confidentiality agreements will be entered into with interested
firms, which will include fine clauses to provide firms with a feeling of secu-
rity.

Perception of control
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Despite being willing to surrender to automation in many cases, users will
generally want to feel in control of technology. JW mentioned that, espe-
cially for firms, it is important to allow users to retain their freedom and
control, while at the same time allowing them to go about their business
and unburdening them as much as possible. While being in control and
surrendering to automation appear to conflict with each other, this does not
have to be the case in practice. Users generally do not want actual control,
as this would require a form of active participation that is undesirable. In
reality, it seems they mainly want to feel in control. This can be manifested
in retaining the freedom to choose their own supplier, and potentially an
aggregator, what services to use or not use, and a form of override switch
to retake control in case something unwanted happens. The latter is im-
portant, as a number of interviewees have indicated that users will tend to
blame new technologies if something goes wrong, such as an outage taking
place.

Failure to provide users with this feeling of control will mean that they will
be much more hesitant in using new and unfamiliar technologies. Giving
them too much actual control will mean that technologies might not get
used as much or as effectively as possible. It is therefore important to retain
the right balance between the feeling of control and actual control, with the
feeling of control appearing more important.

The energy service provider at A1 Deventer will attempt to unburden par-
ticipants by taking over necessary administrative duties, but will not take
over any form of direct control. The aggregators attempting to make use
of demand response will require a certain level of control, but the way this
is handled and how much control they have will depend on the agreements
they enter into with consumers. Considering the fact that consumers want
to retain some form of both control and comfort, a typical agreement will
allow them to select a certain profile or method of operation, depending on
their personal preference. If they own the appliance, they will always retain
some form of control and be able to shut down all automation. If the ap-
pliance is owned by a third party, such as an installation aimed at heating
or storage, the agreement will often include a clause on a minimum level of
consumption required per year, in order to cover the risks of the investor.

Perceived benefits
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Users all have individual preferences and will therefore experience technolo-
gies differently. However, what they all share is that it is necessary for them
to see the benefit in the technology before using it. In the case of Smart
Grids, numerous potential benefits exist, such as financial gains, contribut-
ing to sustainability, creating a green image for an individual or company,
and security of supply. These incentives are necessary to balance out possi-
ble concerns and to promote behavioral change when needed.

While the actual benefits are obviously relevant, what appears to matter
most is the perception of benefits. This works both ways, as illustrated by
interviewees through examples. EK mentioned the importance of perceived
financial benefits in contrast with actual financial benefits for households,
as she mentioned that users were willing to participate in a pilot project
using an EMS to control household appliances, based on the fact that they
believed they were saving money. However, in practice the amount of money
they saved was minimal and much lower than the amount households indi-
cated they would require as an incentive for participation. Additionally, SE
sketched the example of how perception can be detrimental: in their expe-
rience new technologies are often blamed for any issues that arise when it
comes to security of supply, even if in reality the technology reduces outage
time or has no influence on it at all.

In order to maximize user participation, it is important to take into account
the different perceived benefits that households and firms might have. While
some will definitely respond to a financial incentive, this will not be enough
to sway all potential users, especially as financial gains are often limited in
practice. Some are more concerned with security of supply or sustainability,
or with how others perceive them. According to RK, companies are increas-
ingly concerned about the perception of their stakeholders, and are going as
far as including entire chapters on sustainable behavior in yearly reports.

The benefits to be gained at A1 Deventer are mainly financial and the
amount of sustainable energy production. Considering the targets for A1
Deventer are firms, the financial incentives need to be worked out in detail.
Concrete business cases are necessary to get firms to participate. The fact
that the business park is still empty means that the possibility exists to
create custom solutions for all firms that wish to settle, which can maximize
the value gained for the firms as well as for Modienet.

When looking at it from the perspective of Modienet the opportunity ex-
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ists to select firms for settlement based on their daily, monthly or seasonal
differences in demand. Selecting demand profiles that have differences in
when their peak demand takes place reduces the total peak in demand over
the main connection, which can be beneficial to all firms involved. However,
this would require active participation of all firms involved and an excess of
firms interested in settling. For this to happen, A1 Deventer should be a
more attractive option than business parks elsewhere. Creating a concrete
business case would be a first step toward being able to communicate this
effectively.

Safety

Safety was reported by SE as being their number one priority, and others
have confirmed its importance. People will not make use of a technology
they do not trust or deem unsafe, and producing technology that turns out
to be unsafe can be detrimental to a company’s reputation. Smart Grid
technologies are numerous and can be found in a myriad of different shapes
and sizes, making it difficult to pinpoint what safety actually entails and
how it should be guaranteed. It does however mean that users will pre-
fer technologies that are tried and tested, meaning that companies will go
through extensive testing before bringing anything to the market.

The safety of appliances aimed at demand respond in offices will generally
not be a cause of concern. The processes they control do not cause any
potential danger for employees working in the offices, and a failure in the
process will more likely cause discomfort as the result of heating, cooling
or ventilation malfunctioning. In the case of industrial processes however,
this is a different case. These processes can be significant potential hazards
for employees. Technologies aimed at controlling these processes should be
well tested, and people working with the technologies and processes should
be well informed about the way they work and the risks they pose. De-
pending on the technologies and risks involved, developing safety standards
and procedures might become a necessity. This is something that should be
considered beforehand and not after an incident takes place.

5.1.2.3 Public policy & political power

Policy is one of the main determinants of successful innovation, as it can
make or a break any technology and concept. Suitable policies will stim-
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ulate innovation, create new markets and provide the resources necessary
to facilitate large-scale diffusion. Unsuitable policy can provide a number
of blocking factors for both firms and consumers. It is vital to determine
what the current policies are that affect Smart Grids, and why these are in
place. Are they aimed at stimulating the energy transition, or clinging to
technologies of the past? And why are these policies still in place? Is it a
matter of principle, absence of urgency, general conservatism, or a lack of
vision for the future?

Closely related to the policies currently in place is the matter of political
power, or basically the power to change policy. Who has the power, and
what do they use it for? Do they support or oppose a potential transition
to Smart Grids? And if they oppose it, why is this the case? Is it to serve
the interests of incumbent firms, or a lack of public support? What trends
can be distinguished, and what is the outlook for the future?

Governmental vision on Smart Grids

A vision is necessary to provide guidance to both policy and individual
projects. Vision determines what type of policies are in place, helps cre-
ate learning goals for individual projects, and how to move forward based
on lessons learned. It can determine incentives necessary or beneficial to
development, create markets where possible and provide protection where
necessary. Without a vision, Smart Grid development is like searching for a
black cat in a dark room. It can be argued that a having a vision is one of
the most important components necessary for development, and at least a
vital starting point. While more specific visions on Smart Grids provided by
individual firms will be discussed in the ’Visions and expectations’ section
of the niche processes, this section will deal with the vision the government
has or should have when it comes to the current and future electricity supply
regime.

At the moment the government lacks any form of concrete vision when it
comes to sustainability in general, but especially when it comes to electric-
ity supply and Smart Grids in particular. While vague goals have been
formulated with regard to reductions in CO2 emissions or percentages of
sustainable energy supply, these goals have not led to concrete plans and
actually have been readjusted multiple times. While a new Energierapport
(Energy report) has been released in January 2016, it does not provide any
form of concrete plans or an idea of how to move forward and actually
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achieve the goals set in place.

This lack of vision has been very defining of the what has happened in the
area of Smart Grids and the policies that are currently in place. Multi-
ple interviewees have pointed out that there is a large wild growth of pilot
projects popping up like mushrooms, but in most cases without a clear goal
or purpose. Some have been organized as part of larger programs, such as
the Innovatieprogramma Intelligente Netten (IPIN). However, despite this
level of organization and apparent government involvement through RvO,
these programs and projects are ineffective in the eyes of LS. RK concurs
that, while pilot projects are a useful tool, they are very inefficient at the
moment. While lessons are learned in these projects, it is unclear how to
move forward based on these lessons. At the moment, the implementation in
further projects or programs is limited. A clear vision would guide learning
goals, as well as help create a trajectory on how to move forward.

When it comes to Smart Grid development, there is tension between the gov-
ernment and the DSOs, with both parties waiting for the other to move first.
The government wants to leave matters such as creating incentives through
the formation of markets for congestion management and flexibility, which
can be vital to the development of Smart Grids, to the DSOs. On the other
hand, the DSOs have no real incentive to actually pursue development, as
was discussed with regard to the indicator ’Incentives for Development’ in
the section on Industry structure. Formulating a concrete vision would be
a way of breaking the stand-off. Based on the contents of the vision, the
government could decide to actively pursue development itself, or to incen-
tivize DSOs into doing so.

Legislative context

Legislative context determines what is possible within a regime and what
is not. Legislation has the potential of stimulating a certain innovation, as
well as to block it. For a technology to succeed it is not necessary, though
helpful, for legislation to be stimulative, but unsuitable legislation will defi-
nitely block innovation.

In the case of Smart Grids, most legislation is aimed at the electricity supply
regime envisioned by the government in a previous era. The most important
piece of legislation remains the Elektriciteitswet (electricity law), which in
1998 determined that it became illegal for a single firm to own and operate
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electricity grids, as well as that high voltage grids had to be transferred to
the newly created TSO TenneT. In short, this meant that production had
to be split from distribution, and that distribution would become regulated.
This created the electricity supply chain as we know it.

While this form of legislation has generally been beneficial in creating a
reliable and affordable supply of electricity, it is aimed at a regime where
large centralized power plants provide a one-way stream of electricity to con-
sumers. Like the grid itself, it was not intended to accommodate decentral
production and the reverse power plows associated with such production.
This has caused issues for a lot of local initiatives as well as large projects,
claiming that legislation tends to lag behind reality, causing them issues.
The main issue they face is that legislation is incredibly complex and limits
their incentives, mainly due to its conservative nature. If the government
believes Smart Grids have potential, legislation should be updated to align
with the parameters necessary for realizing such grids. This includes having
a good look at creating incentives, as was done for solar panels through net
energy metering, such as a reduction in energy taxes for renewably supplied
electricity. As mentioned previously, another option would be to change the
structure of the industry, giving industry itself the space or pressure nec-
essary to increase the speed of development. While the interviewees were
undecided on what would be the best method of approach, as some claimed
DSOs should receive more freedom and others claimed new market parties
should pick up the gauntlet, all agreed that the government should be more
pro-actively involved. By doing so they can find out for themselves what the
best approach would be, and what party would be most suitable for pushing
Smart Grid development.

Another often quoted obstacle for Smart Grid development is the fact that
pilot projects have received legal space for experimentation, but that broader
application is impossible at the moment. While it is logical that the govern-
ment wants to avoid setting unwanted precedents that could be potentially
harmful, their conservative nature means that lessons learned about possible
positive precedents run into a barrier. A prime example of such a potentially
positive precedent is the dynamic transport tariff. This is something that
could be very beneficial to both consumers and the DSO, but application
outside of pilot projects remains impossible at this point in time. For fur-
ther development incentives are necessary, and without space to apply these
incentives broadly, diffusion of Smart Grids will not happen.
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A1 Deventer has only encountered one major issue when it comes to legisla-
tion acting as a blocking factor, and it concerned placing wind turbines on
the local loop. As mentioned in the section on capabilities, this caused some
difficulty due to the ACM not having the knowledge necessary to make a
informed decision on the matter. According to PW the dilemma was even-
tually solved a very pragmatic way. Despite not having official permission,
the turbines were placed on the business park without further difficulties.
However, due to the pragmatic method of solving and the lasting lack of
capabilities at the ACM, no legislation was changed. This means that if
a similar project wants to implement the same solution, they’d have to go
through the same processes.

Lock-in of current regime

Lock-in means that, once the use and deployment of a certain technology is
widespread enough, it is very difficult to switch to alternative technologies.
This can also happen in the case of sub-optimal technologies, such as we’re
now experiencing in what is called the ’carbon lock-in’ of fossil fuels. Lock-in
can be an issue, as it forces niche players to continue building from an exist-
ing foundation, even when this is not optimal. In the case of the electricity
grid infrastructure, there is obviously a high degree of lock-in. Nearly every
household and company in the Netherlands is connected to the grid, and
everyone is free to apply for a connection, after which the DSO is obliged to
provide one. Because of the nature of electricity, multiple connections for
a single household are also incredibly unpractical. The infrastructure tends
to get put in place for a period of at least thirty to forty years, and often
even much more than that. This means that we’ll have to make use of the
infrastructure that is currently in place.

Whether this is an advantage or disadvantage is up for debate. EK argues
that the fact that there is a foundation to build upon, which wo not have to
be replaced, is an advantage. On the other hand, JW argues that develop-
ments countries around the globe with less lock-in seem to move much faster
as they can build a tailored optimal solution from scratch. This difference in
opinion most likely lies in the organizations represented and their respective
interests. EK provides the perspective of the DSO, where cost savings as a
result of building from the current grid is beneficial. JW on the other hand
does not have to deal with these costs, and has the speed of Smart Grid
development as main interest due to the opportunities this offers his firm.
He points at developments taking place in other countries that do not have
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the degree of lock-in the Dutch system suffers from, and that the speed of
development in those countries is higher.

A1 Deventer will face a limited amount of difficulty when it comes to lock-in.
As the project concerns a greenfield business park, there is no infrastructure
in place that could hinder deployment. In fact, the grid that will deployed
will be done so in a modular manner, meaning that further deployment plans
can always be adjusted. This flexibility will prevent lock-in happening in
the near future.

However, lock-in might become and issue when attempting to diffuse the
lessons learned at A1 Deventer to brownfield business parks. These are
largely bound by the infrastructure currently in place, as investment costs
would be too high otherwise. This will limit the scope of what is possible
in these areas.

Facilitation of market formation

Technologies can develop and mature in niches, but should eventually be
exposed to the market in order to diffuse and enter the regime. For this to
happen, the current markets should suitable, be made suitable, or be formed
for these technologies. In the case of Smart Grid technologies, current mar-
kets are unsuitable due to a lack of incentives. This leaves two possibilities:
adapting the current market, or creating new markets. Adapting the cur-
rent market could be done in a number of ways, such as dynamic tariffs or
additional financial incentives that reward socially optimal behavior. The
alternative is the formation of new markets, which also reward socially opti-
mal behavior, but do so by creating different market mechanisms. Examples
of such markets are markets for flexibility or solving congestion issues.

As of yet it remains unclear which of these approaches would be most fea-
sible and beneficial. A lot of experimentation has therefore taken place in
pilot projects, especially with regard to dynamic tariffs and the use of flexi-
bility. Within these pilot projects, current legislation offers the opportunity
for experimentation and to provide incentives to consumers. However, this
level of freedom should be expanded to the market in order to have signifi-
cant impact.

The real question is where these changes should come from, and what role
policy can play. At the moment the government appears to be unwilling to
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enforce the adjustment or creation of markets, and to wait for the DSOs
to make a move. However, current legislation is limiting the DSOs in their
operational freedom, and does not provide them enough incentive to make
changes to the market themselves within the freedom they do have. While
it seems undesirable for the government to enforce changes to the market,
due to their lack of involvement and knowledge, changes will have to hap-
pen to get Smart Grids feasible. The general opinion across the interviews
seems to be that the government should stimulate the DSOs to take action.
The method of stimulation is up for debate, as some claim additional levels
of freedom would be most beneficial, while others wish to restrict freedom
and provide financial incentives instead. Yet, a level of agreement seems to
exist that the DSOs are the most suitable party to take charge in market
formation.

Supply of resources

Resources are vital for new technologies to develop. These resources can
take multiple forms, such as finances, knowledge, and manpower. They can
also be supplied by a large number of stakeholders, such as the govern-
ment, incumbent firms, and new niche players. The goal of such resources is
generally development through R&D or pilot projects, but also stimulating
diffusion of technologies through the use of subsidies can be necessary.

In the case of Smart Grids, nearly all resources are aimed at pilot projects.
The government has provided subsidies through programs such as IPIN, and
incumbent firms and new entrants to the regime and niche have provided
knowledge and manpower to make these projects a reality. Yet, while man-
power and knowledge are provided by incumbent firms, this tends to be in
the form of ’innovators’. Separate departments or business units specializing
in Smart Grids, but often relatively small and separated from the rest of the
organization. If these firms really want to speed up development, it should
be broadly carried and supported throughout the organization.

Additionally, although there is agreement that subsidies are beneficial or
even necessary, the interviewees did have a few issues with how the subsidy
scheme is set up, mainly citing its lack of effectiveness. SE pointed out that,
while firms have to go through a well regulated process before getting a
subsidy, in general there appears to a lack of thought going into setting up
the subsidy schemes beforehand. LS supplemented this statement by saying
that plenty of resources are being supplied, but that there is a lack of plan
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or vision behind this. JW and RH mentioned that these subsidy schemes
also tend to change a lot, creating a lot of uncertainty.

A number of contributions were also made for reducing the number of issues.
In order to increase the effectiveness of subsidies, LS proposes that projects
should be forced to share knowledge in return for receiving subsidies, with
concrete goals that refer back to the original goal of the program they fall
under. Secondly, a form of vision should go into creating subsidy schemes.
Multiple interviewees have proposed the creation of ’industriepolitiek’ (in-
dustrial policy), a form of policy making aimed at active political support
and the active supply of resources. They cite the wind turbine industry as
a prime example of a missed opportunity. Whereas the Netherlands was
one of the first countries to experiment with the technology, the choice was
made to leave development to the market. The result was that the industry
in the Netherlands failed, whereas the Danish industry, which did pursue
industrial policy, flourished. Creating a form of industrial policy for Smart
Grids could potentially prevent missing the boat once again.

A1 Deventer, and Modienet in general, have received adequate financial
resources to make the project a reality. Additionally, the participation of
Alliander in the project means that other resources such as knowledge and
manpower are covered on the side of the regime. Unfortunately the finan-
cial resources supplied will most likely not be sufficient to include electricity
storage units, as become clear in the chapter on storage. However, such
a form of storage could be very beneficial for the DSO and eventually for
society in reducing both costs and electricity losses. Having an additional
subsidy on storage units could therefore prove to be very beneficial in the
future.

Adequate presence of demand-pull policies

Generally speaking, there is no perfect recipe for successful innovation. It
is impossible to determine beforehand how technology will develop and dif-
fuse, so the idea of being able to create a perfect system of policies is rather
optimistic. There are two main types of policy when it comes to innovation:
supply-push and demand-pull, also called technology-push and market-pull.
Unfortunately, it is also impossible to determine what type of policy would
be most suitable. Therefore, it is important to employ both types of policy,
and to learn over time what is most effective.
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Demand-pull policies attempt to solve issues based on an existing demand
or market. In the case of Smart Grids, this appears to be the favored
approach at the moment. There is a high demand for a solution to our
sustainability issues, and Smart Grids are a potential (partial) solution. We
know the scope of the problem, but are uncertain of what the solution looks
like. Because of this we’re employing learning by searching through a large
number of pilot projects. In these projects, all available technologies and
conceptual solutions are being tested. These demand-pull policies attempt
to protect these technologies and solutions by giving them a protective space
and shielding them from the market through the use of subsidies and limiting
their application outside of pilot projects. Therefore, demand-pull policies
are employed in plenty and appear to perform their task very well.

Adequate presence of supply-push policies

Supply-push policies aimed developing rather than employing technologies.
They’re aimed at creating and improving technology, and has the poten-
tial to solve problems in manners that had not been considered before. It is
generally characterized by a focus on R&D spending, public/private partner-
ships and determining what technologies, concepts and designs are through
exposure to the free market.

As was established in the previous sections, plenty of demand-pull policies
are currently employed. However, the amount of supply-push policies is
severely lacking. Some R&D expenditure is employed, but mostly aimed
at developing the IT needed to support Smart Grids. The private sector
is hesitant to get involved due to a lack of business cases. The different
pilot projects all learn lessons with regard to technologies, Smart Grid con-
cepts and incentive structures, but these are never exposed to the market.
Without such exposure, it will remain impossible to determine a dominant
design. All projects expect their own approach to be the most optimal. It is
possible that one project will find Columbus’ egg, but this is very unlikely
and will most likely take a long time to find. A deductive processes would
be much more suitable to find the solution that is the best we’ve got at the
moment. Without an mechanism to determine what does not work, this will
be difficult. As LS puts it: there is plenty of seeding, but a severe lack of
sowing. The basic technology necessary for making Smart Grids a reality
already exists. Policies should be in place aimed at developing these further.
According to RK the creation of IT that is both affordable and applicable
on a large scale is the key for getting Smart Grids to take the next step.
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Behavior of actors with power

The way in which actors with power behave is important, as well as the
way the power is distributed. Having actors with power actively involved
in technology development is beneficial, while not having them involved, or
even actively blocking development, is not.

In the case of Smart Grids, the main actors with power are the incumbent
firms and the government. The most important incumbent firms in the elec-
tricity supply regime are the producers, the TSO TenneT, the DSOs, and
the suppliers. These are supplemented with other large firms that have an
interest in energy supply, such as firms that produce fossil fuels. Produc-
ers and suppliers are commercial firms, driven by financial motives. They
see the potential value in Smart Grids, but tend to wait for the DSO or
government to provide the necessary incentives for making Smart Grids fi-
nancially feasible. The DSOs tend to be conservative, for reasons explained
previously. They are working on Smart Grids, but are said to mainly be
waiting for the government to make the first move. The government on the
other hand is passive and distant. They’re only superficially involved by at-
tempting facilitation through programs aimed at starting up pilot projects.
However, these pilot projects will not lead to anything without a concrete
vision, and the creation of movement space for DSOs, pressure, or direct in-
centives. Most other parties agree that the government should get involved
much more actively. Lastly there is the TSO, who tend to not get involved
at all. They’re not present in many pilot projects. The reason for this is
that they’re not the ones that experience the issues that are a result of a
lack of Smart Grids. As LS put it, we would probably need a few blackouts
to take place before they get involved.

Other important groups of actors with power to consider are those actively
opposing sustainability because of conflicting interests, and those actively
supporting sustainability. The firms opposing sustainability are numerous
and tend to be large, with strong lobbies. LS mentioned that there are a
number of firms actively trying to block development, and that these firms
have a lot of power. However, over the past few years, a shift in power has
started taking place. Smaller firms and (political) parties concerned with
the environment are gaining traction, mainly as a result of increasing public
support for sustainability. This has decreased the effectiveness of the in-
cumbent lobby, and has led to the cooperation of several political parties for
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the creation of a new climate law. Even though the developments have, as
of yet, not led to concrete plans for increasing the level of sustainability, it
is generally considered that we are heading in the right direction.

Degree of policy uncertainty

A degree of certainty with regard to policy is beneficial for investment. Lack
of certainty means investors will be hesitant. This is the case when it comes
to sustainability policy in the Netherlands in general. As there is no con-
crete plan or vision when it comes to sustainability and Smart Grids in
particular, policies change rapidly. This was especially apparent in the case
of wind. According to RH, the SDE subsidies have changed on almost a
yearly basis for the past decade. A lot of wind projects have been started
when subsidies were favorable, but this number started reducing when the
government found out they were costing more than expected. Additionally,
the fact that net energy metering will end in 2019, and that it is unclear
what will replace it, is disadvantageous for solar power. RK mentioed that
value propositions are being sunk as a result of policy changes, and that the
way they are being sunk changes every few years. Part of this uncertainty
is a result of changing governments, but another is the lack of a concrete
vision on sustainability and Smart Grids in specific. Additional stability
will be required for attracting private investors, which can be important to
the development of IT and other Smart Grid technologies.

Degree of political support

Whether or not policy changes is dependent on the degree of political sup-
port. A distinction can be made here between national, provincial, and
local governments and their respective influence. This indicator is relatively
difficult to evaluate due to the many levels on which political support in-
fluences Smart Grid development, as well as due to the fact that there is
disagreement between interviewees on how much support there actually is,
even when it comes to a single project like A1 Deventer.

When it comes to the national government, people are in agreement that
there is at least some level of support and belief in Smart Grids. This is
showcased through the subsidies and programs aimed at innovation that
have been set up by the government. However, as previously mentioned,
this is all relatively superficial. The government is not really involved in
Smart Grids and has not formulated a concrete vision, so it is difficult to
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assess how much support there actually is. If this support does exist, it
would be in the best interest of the national government to show that this
is the case, as this will breed confidence among other parties involved.

According to JW, global developments tend to favor sustainability, even in
nations such as China and the US. Awareness levels are increasing, making
the transition to a more renewable supply system is a certainty. In his eyes
politicians have no choice but to support such developments, and laws will
have to change as a result of it. Politics is very susceptible to short-term
issues and the public opinion, and climate change is transforming from a
long-term to a short-term issue.

Provincial and local governments are even harder to evaluate, especially as
they have no easily visible influence through policies. However, they do
have a large influence on individual projects through the appointment of
tenders, and handing out or withholding permits. In the case of A1 Deven-
ter the province of Overijssel and the municipality of Deventer are involved.
The municipality of Deventer has been directly involved in the project from
the start, and has an important stake in seeing it realized. According to
MNK the provincial government is also very supportive of initiatives such
as this, which is logical considering the fact that they are a stakeholder in the
company Alliander. On the other hand, PW points out that support from
neither the municipality nor the province are guaranteed, especially when it
comes to wind power. Permission for the wind turbines that are part of the
A1 Deventer project received a very narrow majority in the municipal coun-
cil vote. While PW believes other wind projects might achieve a majority
vote as well, they will require a very good proposition. In his experience the
province of Overijssel does not actively oppose projects that include wind,
but they definitely do not actively support them either. He elaborated by
pointing out that there is an energy fund in the province aimed at funding
sustainability projects, and that wind power was actively excluded by the
provincial government. The reason for this is that there is a large group
of people opposed to wind turbines across the province, and local projects
seem to suffer from it. While it has not directly impacted A1 Deventer, it
remains questionable whether similar initiatives in the area will be able to
take off.

External pressure on policy

Fortunately, the passive attitude of the Dutch government does not have
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to be detrimental to the development of Smart Grids. External pressures
can be put on the national government through organizations such as the
European Committee, with which national governments are expected to
comply. This is already taking place with regard to sustainability goals in
the broadest sense. The Netherlands is lagging behind the rest of Europe
when it comes to the percentage renewable energy and electricity supplied.
The latest climate summit has put pressure on nations to change their un-
sustainable behavior. Additionally, European climate goals have been set,
which national governments are supposed to uphold. This will put pressure
on the Dutch government to increase the speed of renewable energy inte-
gration and to decrease the amount of CO2 emitted. Smart Grids are a
necessity for achieving the first, and can have a significant positive effect on
the second.

The EU is active in stimulating Smart Grid research through research pro-
grams. An important part of their focus is to align the different research
efforts and definitions. The expectation (or hope) is that the EU will at-
tempt to formulate a form of European Smart Grid policy, which includes a
vision as well as a division of roles and responsibilities for individual nations.

5.1.2.4 Media- and public perception

A positive public perception is important for putting pressure on the regime
to make the changes necessary for a transition to take place. Media percep-
tion and involvement are a useful tool for spreading this positive opinion and
generating additional public support. The significance of public support was
outlined by RH using his experiences with sustainability projects in North-
Holland as an example. According to him, wind energy has lost the public
favor, which has led to a significant reduction in the number of wind projects
taking off locally. On the other hand, solar energy is favored by the locals,
which has led to an increase in the number of projects and a reduction in
the difficulties these projects experience when it comes to matters such as
permits. In his experience local municipalities are especially sensitive to the
public opinion, making the public perception especially significant for local
projects such as A1 Deventer.

Public perception of sustainability

The general perception of the public on sustainability is an important fac-
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tor in determining the amount of political support sustainability initiatives
receive. As mentioned previously, awareness of climate issues is increasing
across the globe. This has led to large scale initiatives and the most suc-
cessful climate change summit to date in Paris, where goals have been made
more concrete and nations have pledged to actively pursue sustainability.
This even includes large polluters like the US and China. The increasing
support for sustainability will have a positive influence on initiatives with a
high degree of potential, such as Smart Grids.

Additionally, the increasingly public opinion on sustainability has led to
companies being held more and more accountable for their respective con-
tributions to climate change or sustainability. According to RK shareholders
of large firms are no longer only pursuing direct profits. Instead they are
pushing firms to pursue sustainability either for the direct positive contri-
bution they can make, or at least to stay in the public favor. This can
make sustainability initiatives like A1 Deventer more interesting and can
lure firms to the business park.

Smart Grid technology acceptance

The public opinion on sustainability has dictated that something should
happen to counter climate change. However, there is still no agreement on
how this should happen or what the solution should look like. In order for
Smart Grids to fill this gap, it is important that Smart Grid technologies
are viewed in a possible light. At the moment, the general public seems to
be unaware of the existence of Smart Grids, as well as on what benefits they
could provide individual consumers. According to PW, the reason for this
is that most of the matter concerning Smart Grids and incentives is quite
complex and not very attractive. While matching supply and demand and
the added benefit of solar and wind power are easy enough to explain, his
experience is that this does not go for flexible demand or dynamic transport
tariffs.

If Smart Grid technologies are to diffuse widely, they should not be some-
thing that gets forced on people ’for the greater good’, but should instead be
made attractive enough for people to actually want the technology. How this
should be approached is difficult to determine, and should require further
research into individual user preferences. However, a number of possibilities
have been proposed by the interviewees. A number of them have suggested
to take the digital approach through the use of apps. These could perform a
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number of functions, from providing information on energy usage, feedback
on energy saving or demand shifting behavior, to providing direct control
over an EMS. Eneco’s Toon system is often cited as an example. EK has
also mentioned that there are appliances on the market for a few euros that
can control household appliances and can contribute to demand shifting.
Appliances such as these, and apps that, among other things, can control
them, can be key in bringing Smart Grid technologies to the masses. If a
number of technologies can be made accessible, easy to use, and can help
people make a contribution to sustainability while also benefiting from it
personally, this can be an important tool in allowing demand response to be
viewed as something normal that is part of daily routines. Such technologies
should be made hip enough for innovators and gadget lovers to adopt them.
If they have a positive opinion on the technology, it will diffuse through
society with greater ease. The same goes for technologies aimed at firms,
although the hip nature of technology becomes less relevant.

While all types of Smart Grid technology could use more active promotion,
PW recognized that promotion of specific technologies and success stories
could really benefit Smart Grid technologies as a whole. In his opinion,
actively promoting the added benefit of placing wind turbines on the local
loop of a business park through the use of a PR campaign would be a very
good idea. Unfortunately, this is not done at the moment. The reason for
this is that it is technically still a legal grey area, and there is uncertainty as
to whether the ACM would allow this project to be used as a precedent for
other projects. It would however be worthwhile to inquire with the ACM
to find out whether such promotional activities are allowed, and if so, to
actively pursue this type of promotion.

(Social) media involvement

One important method of spreading the positive impact Smart Grid tech-
nologies can have is the involvement of media, or social media in specific.
Especially in the case of household technology, people turning to social me-
dia to share their opinion could be vital. The reason for this is that positive
attitudes spread more quickly through social networks. A higher social prox-
imity tends to mean higher influence on opinion. Informing people on a large
scale through regular media is less effective than observing positive opinions
in an individual’s social circle. Because of this there should always be a fo-
cus on local initiatives and personal approaches. In the case of technologies
aimed at firms, social media will be less important. However, the involve-
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ment of traditional media can help propagate the positive image as well as
the potential benefits Smart Grid technologies can offer firms. Once a few
firms make use of a technology and evaluate it positively, word of mouth
will spread.

A1 Deventer is a local project aimed at firms, so social media will most likely
not be the most effective tool for spreading information about the project.
However, due to the local nature of the project, it should be possible to reach
firms looking to settle in the area. While campaigns on national TV would
most likely be ineffective, making use of local media such as TV, radio and
printed media could have a significant impact on the reach of the project’s
message and vision.

5.1.3 Niche processes

Optimizing the regime for stimulating and supporting Smart Grid develop-
ment is a necessary first step. However, even an optimal regime can’t guar-
antee the success of individual projects. This is where the regime processes
come in, which can determine whether a project has taken all the necessary
steps defined in literature on technology transitions to become a successful
example for other projects in the niche. Each of the niche indicators will be
introduced, and its importance will be outlined. Afterwards, the situation
at A1 Deventer will be specified, before elaborating on whether or not this
is optimal. If necessary, potential beneficial changes will be presented.

5.1.3.1 Learning processes

In order for a niche to mature, learning must take place. It has to be found
out what the strengths and weaknesses are of both regime and niche, where
the niche technology would fit in the current regime, and how this transition
should be approached. In the case of Smart Grids, the typical approach is to
organize pilot projects. While these tend to be aimed at learning, the fact
that they’re a pilot project says little about the effectiveness of the learning
processes taking place. A number of factors can provide an indication of
what is learned, how much is learned, by whom, and how these lessons are
then applied to further the maturing of the niche.

Diversity of stakeholders present
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Having a large diversity in stakeholders means that it becomes possible to
effectively learn from each other. Each firm present in the niche has a differ-
ent kind of knowledge base. Some might have more knowledge on legislation,
others on technology, user preferences or effective PR. A diverse group of
stakeholders is necessary for facilitating the next indicator, learning in all
regime dimensions. Even within a specific dimension information asymme-
try might arise. Apart from starting with a different knowledge base, firms
might draw different lessons from the project. Active cooperation is neces-
sary for optimal learning and reducing information asymmetries, as well as
active knowledge sharing, which will be discussed later in this section.

The A1 Deventer project currently only has three parties actively involved
in the learning process: the municipality of Deventer, Alliander and Cofely.
Others have been involved in earlier stages, albeit in different capacities.
DHV/Royal Haskoning performed a number of analyses with regard to ex-
pected demand, Raedthuys is the producer that owns the wind turbines on
the business park and has Pure Energie as a subsidiary supplier, Laborelec
developed the technology Cofely aims to use for aggregation, and the TU
Eindhoven was involved, though mostly on paper.

When discussing the number of stakeholders involved, there seemed to be a
form of agreement between LS, PW and MNK on the decisions that were
made up to this point. MNK mentioned that he was not a fan of a large
amount of stakeholders, and that all necessary stakeholders were involved.
He believes that stakeholders each have their own interests, and that com-
mercial firms tend to have interests that are focused on the short-term and
often do not mesh well with the interests Alliander has. In his opinion
Cofely can represent a large degree of stakeholders through their knowledge
and network, while having interests that are aligned. PW mainly concurs.
Although he acknowledges the absence of a programmaverantwoordelijke
partij and especially the consumers, he believes that all available knowl-
edge is present in the project. Others were involved during earlier phases
when their knowledge was necessary, but were excluded when their knowl-
edge became irrelevant. This kind of contrasts the vision LS has. Although
he notes that it was a conscious decision to exclude certain parties, such
as suppliers of IT and product hardware, as they wanted development to
take place independently. However, he explains that they do seek out active
these types of firms in order to make use of their available knowledge, as
their own department of Smart Digital Solutions is not very representative
for the entirety of IT firms involved in Smart Grids.
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Based on the information provided to me through the interviews, it can be
concluded that the diversity of stakeholders involved in the learning pro-
cess is actually lacking somewhat, especially when looking forward to actual
implementation on the business park. While Cofely certainly has a degree
of knowledge when it comes to developing IT solutions in cooperation with
Laborelec, they’re much less versed with actual deployment of large and com-
plex IT systems. According to RK this is something knowledge institutes,
and TNO in particular, are specialized in. Additionally, the active coopera-
tion with a knowledge institute is beneficial for maintaining the knowledge
base on Smart Grids and ensuring active knowledge sharing. Developers of
hardware might be less vital to the process, but the fact that Cofely is seek-
ing out their knowledge without involving them in the actual project might
create information asymmetries between the different partners involved in
the project. Also, Alliander might actually have much more experience in
dealing with these types of suppliers, so not involving Alliander in dealing
with these parties is unwise.

Furthermore, it is essential that the users get involved in the process as
soon as possible. Users all have different interests at heart, and will react
differently to incentives for participation in a project such as this. Find-
ing out what is necessary to get them to actively participate is key, as is
finding out how to keep them satisfied. Next there is the programmaver-
antwoordelijke partij. Getting them involved in the project does not seem
an absolute necessity, but seeking out their advice and listening to their
concerns might prevent future unforeseen issues from popping up. And fi-
nally the advice provided by LS should be heeded: at the moment all firms
involved have a very technological focus, while the addition of firms with a
different perspective could also be beneficial. Especially when it comes to
marketing and promotion there is still a lot to be desired, as is evidenced by
the lack of firms currently signed up for a spot on the business park. This
does not seem to be a primary concern for the partners involved at the mo-
ment, as they believe the technology will pretty much sell itself. However,
this will not necessarily be the case. If the benefits of the technology are
not known, if the technology is untested, or if the technology does not meet
the expectations of potential consumers, they technology simply will not sell.

Learning in all regime dimensions

An important premise of this entire thesis is that the state of the niche and
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the intentions of a single project are not enough for achieving a successful
transition. The state of the regime when it comes to facilitating such a
transition is equally important. It is therefore vital for individual projects
to get a good grip on the strengths and weaknesses of the regime in all di-
mensions, as well as how these can potentially be influenced. How suitable
are the current industry structure and legislative context? Is there enough
support to get legislation changed, or should we work within the current
boundaries? What are user preferences, concerns and opinions? How can
we take these into account, or influence them? Learning in all of these di-
mensions is important for creating a project that is as good as it can be, and
has a real shot at influencing the regime. For this to happen it is obviously
important to include stakeholders with knowledge on specific dimensions in
the project, but being conscious of the necessity of a broad scope of learn-
ing is equally crucial. And even if there is a high diversity of stakeholders
present, learning in all regime dimensions is not guaranteed. Among other
things, this will depend on the degree of knowledge sharing and the network
broadness (more on those later).

In the A1 Deventer project the knowledge base and learning with regard
to industry structure and policy seem to be well handled. This is mainly
as a result of Alliander being a current regime player and being well versed
when it comes to matters surrounding legislation. Through experiences with
similar projects, both have also built up a good notion of the most common
user preferences and concerns. However, in this case a focus on the specific
preferences and concerns of the firms participating in the project will also
be necessary. Furthermore, there are a few holes in the learning process that
will have to be addressed. Firstly, there is the matter of political support.
There seems to be a conflicting opinion when it comes to the amount of
support the project has. While not essential to the success of this specific
project, it is important to know how much support there will be for imple-
mentation of certain concepts from this project on other business parks in
the future, and how to gain the support needed. Finally, there is the dimen-
sion concerning public and media perception. This is something that will
require a great deal more attention. While influencing the public opinion
is out of the grasp of such a project, finding out how to effectively spread
information on the project and the benefits it can offer firms is necessary for
getting the terrain filled up. It is important that this is pursued in a much
more active manner, rather than remaining reactive.

Depth of learning
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Learning from projects is only the first step. The next step is to take this
knowledge and apply it elsewhere. Depending on the learning goals an or-
ganization has, this could be in the form of adapting the organization itself,
or to apply the lessons learned to other projects. In order to achieve this, it
is paramount to have a certain depth of learning. Knowledge should not re-
main with the people directly involved in the project, but should penetrate
deeper into an organization. As SE pointed out, this is necessary to get
all the heads pointing in the same direction. For widespread diffusion, it is
necessary that knowledge do not remain with innovators, but is something
people in a marketing department understand and can explain to potential
customers. Additionally, penetration into layers of management is necessary
to gain support and resources.

According to PW and LS, depth of learning is high within Cofely. Lessons
learned are adequately spread throughout important parts of the organiza-
tion and management is both informed and positive about the project and
where it is heading. These lessons have even led to the formulation of an
overarching energy vision for Cofely as a whole. In the case of Alliander,
depth of learning could be better. Learning does happen, but is centered
around business units and departments of innovators. While MNK believes
he has the support of direct management, lessons learned have not spread
broadly yet. This will be necessary in the future to achieve a change in
capabilities.

Learning goals present

Learning goals are necessary to provide guidance to a project. Consider-
ing learning tends to be the main goal of pilot projects, having clear and
concrete learning goals should always be a focal point. When it comes to
Smart Grids, this appears to happen way too little. Too often the attitude
appears to be to simply ’go with the flow’, rather than to formulate con-
crete goals beforehand. Adjusting goals, visions and expectations based on
new information is obviously important, but without anything concrete to
adjust, this will remain ineffective.

Neither Alliander nor Cofely seems to have very concrete learning goals for
A1 Deventer. In the case of Alliander, this appears to be the result of a
non-specific vision for the project, but this will be elaborated upon in depth
in a later section. MNK cited Alliander’s main goal to be to test a tran-
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sition toward higher voltage levels, going from 10 kV to 20 kV on medium
voltage rings. Additionally, he noted learning goals such as handling cer-
tain contract types, how to handle or prevent setting precedents, using the
differences in legal freedom between Alliander and Liander, and user partic-
ipation and making use of the opportunities these users offer. What stands
out most about these goals is that none of these are specifically related to
A1 Deventer, but could be applied to any project and some of these goals
even require multiple projects to complete.

Cofely’s learning goals on the other hand are pretty much the opposite. Al-
though PW is not aware of any concrete learning goals being formulated, in
his eyes the pilot project is being used to learn about the technology used,
business models, value propositions, and the added value of cooperation with
the other stakeholders. These learning goals are all aimed specifically at the
situation pertaining A1 Deventer. While it would in any case be beneficial
for both of these firms to formulate concrete learning goals to guide search-
ing in the project, it would be even more beneficial to align these goals.
It is not necessary for both firms to have the same learning goals, as they
both have different interests at heart, but this large discrepancy in level of
abstraction poses a risk. Whereas Cofely will focus on this project and at-
tempt to make use of its full potential and attempt whatever necessary to
get it to succeed, the success of this particular project is not as relevant for
the Alliander learning goals. If the project fails, their goals are still valid
for other projects, and a failure might even be sufficient to meet some goals
when it comes to learning.

Active knowledge sharing

The final important factor for effective learning is active knowledge shar-
ing. This is necessary between parties within a project, as well as between
projects in a niche. Within the Smart Grid niche knowledge sharing is done
using conferences such as IPIN, but this only happens very superficially.
EK claims it is not necessary as people know who to search out for infor-
mation. On the other hand, she also acknowledges that people working on
a project might be hesitant in sharing what does not go well or does not
work within a project. People experience a form of professional pride, and
will primarily focus on sharing positive results. However, negative results
should be shared as well in order to prevent having to reinvent the wheel in
every similar project. Because we do not know what the optimal solution
will look like, if there even is a single most optimal solution, a deductive
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and iterative process might be the best solution. This involves narrowing
the scope based on lessons learned both on what does and does not work.

Getting all parties involved in projects to freely share information could
potentially be very difficult. Due to the involvement of commercial parties
there will always be a form of information asymmetry, it is not always in
their best interest to share what they know. LS proposes that the sharing of
knowledge could potentially be enforced in return for the subsidies projects
receive within programs like IPIN. The next step would be to ensure that
this sharing takes place in a coordinated manner, and that lessons learned
are applied elsewhere and used to re-evaluate the goal and direction of the
overarching program. In his eyes this should be done either by knowledge
institutes, or by a more active government through organizations like RvO.

MNK believes that knowledge sharing between projects and within A1 De-
venter could both be better. In notes that knowledge is shared with sub-
sidiaries and between the current partners in the project, but that it would
be beneficial to include partners that were involved at an earlier stage. PW
explains that knowledge is mainly shared between departments at Cofely,
and that they’re working on a vision which they wish to involve the mu-
nicipality in, as well as firms that are interested in settling on the business
park. He adds that other parties such as builders and material providers will
also be involved. Even though this vision most likely mainly pertains the
supply of heating energy to the business park, the fact that this knowledge
or vision is not actively shared with Alliander is quite striking, as the way
heat energy is supplied on a park with no gas supply will be very relevant
to the DSO as well. In general the impression is that both parties learn
separate lessons based on their own specific learning goals, and then adjust
their goals or vision based on this new information. What appears to be
lacking is a manner of consideration of the impact these adjustments will
have on other partners in the project. It would be very beneficial to share
this kind of knowledge, and let the partner decide for themselves whether or
not the information is useful. The active presence of a knowledge institute
as a mediating party could be very beneficial. While maintaining their own
knowledge base, all relevant knowledge gained by other party becomes pub-
lic. They could also attempt to streamline the learning process in a manner
that could be beneficial to all parties involved.
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5.1.3.2 Strength of the social network

A strong social network can be very significant for niche development. Ev-
eryone that has a stake in Smart Grid technology should be represented and
involved in a meaningful way. This will not only facilitate interactions and
learning, but also help supply necessary resources such as finances, man-
power and expertise.

Network broadness

Network broadness concerns whether all firms that have a stake in Smart
Grid development are part of the niche or not. Having all relevant parties
present is necessary for learning about everyone’s interests and concerns.
This can help formulate value propositions that are beneficial to all firms
involved, and prevent firms for acting as blocking factors. In the case of
Smart Grids, this concerns both the original regime actors, and new firms
that can make a positive contribution to niche development. For individual
projects a broad social network can also be beneficial. According to RH,
realizing projects on business parks is much easier if all firms on the park
are part of the network, and have a form of social cohesion.

In the opinion of PW the social network in the Smart Grid niche is quite
complete, and nearly all potential stakeholders are represented in a mean-
ingful way. The possible exceptions are aforementioned PV party and TSO.
However, as they’re not the first ones to experience major issues if Smart
Grids do not develop further, they’re not essential to the success of Smart
Grids. Their interests should be taken into account at some point, and the
presence of their knowledge and resources can only have a positive contri-
bution. That being said, the total social network concerning Smart Grids in
general and A1 Deventer in particular seems to be quite complete. Stake-
holders from both the niche and regime are involved and their respective
interests are taken into account.

Network depth

Network depth concerns the network within an organization, instead of the
network between organizations. A deep network means that all relevant ac-
tors are on board with the project or concept being pursued. This means
that they support the project, and provide it with the necessary resources.
Both financial support and manpower are necessary to successfully bring a
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project to completion.

Both MNK and PW believe they have adequate network depth within their
own organizations. PW explains that while innovative solutions like the ones
employed at A1 Deventer are new to Cofely, there is ample supply of man-
power and resources and all knowledge and capabilities present are being
used, with results that are both innovative and positive in his experience.
LS somewhat disagrees PW. In his experience network depth within Cofely
was not great, but has been improving. Additionally, he believes network
depth within consortium partners like Alliander to mainly be limited to a
couple of innovative people, but that their influence is limited within the
organization. MNK disagrees and explains that management within Allian-
der is informed on the status of the project and provides full support. It
therefore appears that both organizations have at least some degree of sup-
port and are able to muster resources and support. It would however be
beneficial if both parties believed that the project was broadly and deeply
supported within the other organization to prevent feelings of having to
carry the entire load or of the other not being fully invested.

5.1.3.3 Visions and expectations

Visions and expectations are necessary for providing guidance to a project
and its learning process, as well as providing insight on how to protect and
nurture niche development.

Robustness of visions and expectations

Robustness of visions and expectations means that the visions and expec-
tations are shared between all stakeholders. The reason this is important is
that visions and expectations determine the learning goals for a project, the
planning of the project, and how the lessons learned will be used within the
respective organizations and in future projects.

The visions of the different partners involved in the A1 Deventer project no
longer appear to fully align, and even visions between different departments
within Cofely seem to differ. The first major problem that arose was that it
was difficult to get a concrete vision formulated by either party. According
to MNK, the vision Alliander has for the project is simply their general
vision of an energy supply that is accessible and affordable (beschikbaar en
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betaalbaar) for everyone. However, no specific vision has been formulated
for the project, as became apparent when discussing the learning goals.

In the case of Cofely it becomes even more difficult make concrete due to
the differing visions elaborated upon by PW and LS. According to PW, the
vision for the project is to supply the necessary energy in a fully sustainable
way. This vision is aimed specifically at A1 Deventer, and does not extend
beyond it. He also believes Alliander’s vision is simply to find out what
impact this will have on the DSO, both on their operations and organiza-
tion. On the other hand, the vision according to LS is to learn whatever
lessons are necessary for scaling up the project and apply Modienet broadly
on business parks across the country.

Assuming that the vision PW formulated is aimed mostly at heating energy,
and LS’s vision at the electricity side of Modienet, the idea of applying Mo-
dienet across the country is where visions start diverging in a major way.
Despite starting with a similar vision, both LS and MNK are aware that
visions have been changing in different directions and at different paces. It
is vital for both A1 Deventer and Modienet communication takes place with
regard to these visions and expectations, and that these are adjusted to
match once again. Furthermore, it would be beneficial for Cofely to either
formulate an overarching vision, or to communicate more about the specific
visions of each department. The next section and the conclusion of this
chapter will go in depth on why this divergence took place and where the
main issue lies when it comes to realignment.

Specificity of visions and expectations

The more specific a vision is, the more guidance it offers. This can be illus-
trated by looking at the 20/20/20 climate goal in the Netherlands. The goal
stipulates that CO2 emissions must be reduced by 20% when compared to
the 1990 level, energy efficiency increased by 20%, and 20% of the energy
must be supplied using renewable sources. While these goals provide a mea-
sure for quantitative comparison, they do not provide any guidance. They
do not stipulate how these goals should be achieved, using what method-
ology, or when what should be achieved. It is difficult to create any form
of concrete plan based on these goals, as they lack any form of qualitative
content. This is also a major potential pitfall for projects working on tech-
nologies like Smart Grids. As long as it is unclear what a project is working
towards, it is difficult to determine how to get there.
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As mentioned previously, Alliander has learning goals that are very non-
specific, and a vision that does not extend beyond its own motto. Cofely on
the other hand, while not formulating a concrete vision, has learning goals
that are aimed specifically at A1 Deventer and on issues that can help apply
Modienet more broadly such as value propositions. Cofely has a much more
specific vision, and it guides them within the project and provides them a
glimpse at the horizon beyond the project. MNK has indicated that Al-
liander tends to look at projects such as A1 Deventer in isolation. They
start up a project, learn what they can from it, and move on to the next
project. However, lessons learned in a project are not used as a founda-
tion or guidance tool for subsequent projects. The reason this happens is
because Alliander does not have an incentive for pursuing active develop-
ment through multi-stage projects. Their vision remains reactive: Cofely
attempts something new and Alliander attempts to find out how this im-
pacts their organization. Cofely on the other hand is a commercial firm,
aimed at maximizing financial gains. Once they find something that is eco-
nomically feasible, they will pursue it further and attempt to make use of
economies of scale to maximize output from further projects through re-
ducing development costs. This has led them to more specific expectations,
where A1 Deventer is viewed as a gateway rather than the final station.

Visions and expectations are based on ongoing projects

While concrete and specific visions and expectations formulated beforehand
are necessary to provide necessary guidance during the early stages of a
project, it is optimistic to expect them to be perfect from the start. They’re
based on the knowledge that was present at the start of a project, which
is generally imperfect. It is therefore essential that it always remains pos-
sible to adapt visions and expectations based on lessons learned during a
project. This could be in the form of realignment, if something turns out to
be impossible, or if something else turns out to be more optimal. However,
it could also mean that the visions and expectations are made more specific
when possible. Adjusting visions and expectations is something that tends
to happen automatically, but the danger is that visions and expectations
that were once shared between stakeholders start to diverge. It is therefore
vital that stakeholders keep re-evaluating each others visions and expecta-
tions, to make sure they stay on the same page.

As mentioned previously, visions and expectations have been adapted based
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on lessons learned during the project. MNK explains that changes within
Alliander itself have pointed the organization in a slightly different direc-
tion. This was not solely based on technological developments, but also on
changes in legislation and the context of the project. According to LS there
was a period where contact between Alliander and Cofely was less intensive
than at the start of the project. During this period work on the project
continued. MNK explained that he got the impression that the sky was the
limit for Cofely in the early stages of the project due to the large subsidy
that enabled the project and the funds they could allocate themselves, but
that managing costs became more important over time. This changed the
interest the firm had in the project, as management was starting to request
a return on their investment. Because of this, the broader application of
Modienet became a more interesting option to Cofely, and Cofely got the
impression that Alliander was on board with their long-term perspective.
This turned out not to be the case, as MNK pointed out that Alliander has
no long-term vision for projects such as this. The saving grace here is that
MNK has acknowledged both the divergence and the fact Alliander needs
firms like Cofely for finding projects necessary for long-term development.
However, it remains important for Alliander to formulate a vision for the
future. What do they want to achieve using this specific project? What
lessons have they learned and how can they apply those to changing their
vision, and to planning future projects? What parts of the project should
be pursued further and can be applied broadly, and where should the pace
be halted to avoid setting unwanted precedents?
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis started by introducing a potential (partial) solution to the sus-
tainability challenges nations across the globe face: Smart Grids. The intro-
ductory session also elaborated on the difficulties that exist when it comes
to determining how well Smart Grid pilot projects perform, making it nigh
on impossible to provide direction to further development. The underlying
cause for the difficulty in reviewing project performance was designated to
be the narrow scope the existing performance review frameworks had. All
the frameworks had a focus that was rooted in techno-economic parameters,
and omitted important lessons that could be learned from the social context
of Smart Grids. This thesis then set out to create a new framework aimed
at creating insight into the social context based on the Multi-Level Perspec-
tive, which can in general be used in conjunction with an assessment of the
techno-economic side of a project to create a holistic overview. For the sake
of this thesis, the social context framework was applied to the Modienet
pilot project A1 Deventer in addition to the creation of a full cost-benefit
analysis. These have been discussed in detail in Chapter 4 and Chapter 3
respectively. Based on the lessons learned throughout these chapters, the
original research questions can now be answered. The answering of the sub-
questions that the techno-economic and social context analyses were built
upon will lead to the answer to the main research question:
RQ: How does Modienet pilot project A1 Deventer perform with regard to
economic feasibility as well as social context?.
Due to the fact that these questions are aimed at two different focal points,
they will be answered in separate subsections.
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6.1.1 Techno-economic research questions

Q1: What technical input variables for the cost-benefit analysis of A1 De-
venter can be obtained through the use of simulations?

The value propositions for the cost-benefit analysis were all based on a num-
ber of technical parameters based on the profiles for both demand and supply
on the business park. The scope of these profiles was determined beforehand
based on the expected total demand, expected wind production and the mu-
nicipal goal of net energy neutrality over thirty years. These were combined
with the expectations set in place by Cofely with regard to growth of both
supply and demand to calculate a minimum amount of solar production re-
quired to meet the municipal goal. However, in order to calculate the value
generated through the value propositions, the energy supplied and consumed
every year were not enough. Considering the fact that the value proposi-
tions make use of the degree with which demand matches supply and by
how much peaks over the main connection can be reduced, these had to be
used as input for the creation of demand and supply profiles.

Supply profiles could be created using meteorological data provided by the
KNMI. The data had a 10 minute resolution and had to be interpolated to
match the 15 minute resolution of the demand data. The solar irradiation
data could be converted into a production profile directly, and was scaled up
to match the minimum solar production necessary for meeting the municipal
goal. The wind data was measured at a height of 10 meters, and had to be
scaled up to the hub height of 85 meters before being combined with the
power curve of the wind turbines in place on the business park. Unfortu-
nately, the amount of wind production that followed from this combination
was much lower than the P50 expectation of the wind turbine operator. The
assumption was therefore made that the wind year in question was relatively
slow, and the wind speeds were scaled up using multiplication in order to
match the expectation.

These supply profiles had to be combined with a demand profile. As no busi-
nesses have settled on the business park yet, it is impossible to accurately
determine the demand. Because of this, three different demand profiles were
created based on three different scenarios. This included a business park
with only commercial buildings such as offices and a distribution center, a
fully industrial business park, and a park with a 50/50 mix of commercial
and industrial demand. The demand profiles were based on data from actual
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firms provided by Cofely: ten office spaces and three industrial plants. Un-
fortunately, the industrial profiles were incomplete and use had to be made
of extrapolation to get them to fit the data. The commercial profile was
deemed to be the most realistic based on these data inaccuracies as well as
the number of firms in the data set used to build the profile.

Q2: What is the outcome of a cost-benefit analysis performed on A1 Deven-
ter?

A cost-benefit analysis was created for Modienet as a whole, as well as for its
individual components: the aggregator role and the energy service provider.
Unfortunately, none of these CBA’s yielded a net positive result. Based on
the input parameters used, neither the cumulative result nor any of the net
yearly results ended up in the positive. In the case of the aggregator, this
was mainly the result of the benefits being too low compared to the costs.
The reason for this is that there simply is not enough estimated flexible
demand available. The estimation used was that 20% of the participat-
ing firms would be have an flexible demand available at 2.5% of their peak
power. However, an average of 9.65% would be necessary to break even over
a period of thirty years, or an additional incentive of e835 per kW of flexible
power per year would have to be provided.

In the case of the energy service provider the results were slightly less bleak,
but still negative. The yearly results were very close to being cost neutral,
and the main issue was the development costs that could not be recovered.
However, the total net loss consists of only 19.65% of the total benefits.
Considering the large uncertainty that exists in both costs and benefits, the
total value proposition still provides perspectives. Additionally, the invest-
ment costs have now all been allocated to a single business park. However,
the intention Cofely has is to apply the methodology more broadly. Because
the development costs will only have to be paid once, spreading the costs
over multiple business parks would increase the financial viability of the A1
Deventer project. Another method would be to increase the total amount
of benefits that can be obtained. For example, a dynamic transport tariff of
e0.0032 per kWh, which equates to a reduction of 64.04%, would lead to a
net positive total result of a period of thirty years.

Considering the fact that neither the aggregator, nor the energy service
provider led to a positive result, it is logical that the combination also yields
negative results. However, what is notable is that the aggregator is the
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largest contributor to the total losses at e539.358 compared to the e364.121
losses incurred by the energy service provider. Conversely, the energy ser-
vice provider provides a much higher part of the total benefits at e1.825.296
compared to the aggregator’s e26.497. This means that all results will be
heavily influenced by the lack of financial feasibility of flexible demand.

Q3: What findings can be discerned from a sensitivity analysis and stochas-
tic Monte Carlo simulation performed based on the cost-benefit analysis?

In order to find out what the robustness of these results were, and what
caused the negative results found, a Monte Carlo simulation and a sensitiv-
ity analysis were performed on Modienet as a whole as well as its individual
components. The Monte Carlo simulation made use of 10.000 random sam-
ples based on the probability distribution functions elaborated upon in the
Monte Carlo section. The Monte Carlo simulation used the random samples
of input variables to determine a forecast of the potential outcomes and how
these were distributed. The sensitivity analysis then determined the impact
of each of the input variables on the outcome forecast. Both of these anal-
yses were applied at year 20 of the project, as this is when full capacity in
both supply and demand is reached. This would provide insights into the
eventual feasibility of this greenfield project, as well as of the application of
the components to brownfield business parks elsewhere.

The results for the aggregator were that, under the current circumstances,
there is a 100% confidence interval of achieving a negative result. The
average result obtained was -e11.423, with a minimum of -e27.627 and a
maximum of -e1.344. The sensitivity analysis showed that the main contrib-
utor to these results was the operational costs necessary for the collection
of data and the cloud space necessary to run the aggregation algorithms.
The relative contribution of this variable was 92.1%, compared to the 0.9%
contribution of the percentage of flexible demand available and the 0.6% of
the percentage of participants with flexible demand available. The variabil-
ity that existed within the benefit providers was also very limited, which
contributed to the low impact as well as the low benefits in general. How-
ever, changing these variables is something that lies outside of the reach of
the project partners. Therefore their focus should be on reducing the total
costs, while waiting or lobbying for additional incentives for flexible demand.

In the case of the energy service provider the results were significantly bet-
ter, and there was a 56.73% confidence interval for achieving a net positive
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result in year 20. The average result obtained was e4.142, with a minimum
of -e81.599 and a maximum of e85.171. While the average result will not
be enough to overcome the initial investment costs, the large range that
can potentially be yielded in a single year offers plenty of perspective. The
sensitivity analysis has indicated that the major contributor to the result is
the dynamic transport tariff at 93.5%, way ahead of the operational costs
at 3.5% and the incentive for collective peak reduction at 2.6%.

Due to the much higher range of costs and benefits associated with the en-
ergy service provider in comparison to the aggregator, it is no surprise that
these same factors are also the most influential for Modienet as a whole.
Modienet as a whole ends with a confidence interval of 39.81% for reaching
a net positive result in year 20. Compared to the energy service provider,
the entire curve has shifted as a result of the inclusion of the aggregator.
The average ends up at -e7.281, with a minimum of -e96.275 and a max-
imum of e71.217. This means that there is still plenty of potential for net
positive results for Modienet as a whole. The sensitivity analysis shows the
benefits are provided by the dynamic transport tariff at 91.3%, the incentive
for collective peak reduction at 2.6% and the rate of internal supply itself
at 0.1%, while the benefits of flexible demand are rounded down to 0.0%.
On the other hand, the operational costs of the aggregator contribute 2.3%
compared to the 3.3% contribution of the operational costs for the energy
service provider. It is therefore obvious that the aggregator role has a signif-
icantly negative influence on the overall financial feasibility of Modienet as
a whole and should definitely be reconsidered if circumstances stay the same.

Q4: What is the influence of electricity storage on the technical parameters
and cost-benefit analysis of A1 Deventer?

One potential addition to the business park that can have a positive influ-
ence on the value propositions that were part of the original cost-benefit
analysis is electricity storage. Based on the simulations presented in Sec-
tions 4.1 and 4.1.5, a number of conclusions can be listed with regard to both
the technical and economic side of storage when applied to A1 Deventer.

The first thing to mention is that increasing the storage capacity has a
strong influence on the effectiveness of a storage unit, especially when it
comes to the percentage of internal supply. Increasing the power rating has
little effect, and if storage capacity and power rating can be decoupled, lim-
iting power rating is therefore something that can potentially reduce costs.
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Furthermore, performance is also affected by a number of other parame-
ters. There is an optimal ratio of renewable energy production to demand
at which a storage unit performs optimally, and larger storage units favor
ratios with more supply than smaller storage units. What this ratio exactly
is, is determined by the composition of the renewable energy supply. All
storage units see a strong jump in performance when the amount of solar
production is increased, and the size of the performance increase also in-
creases with storage capacity. This means that the size of the storage unit,
as well as the amount and composition of supply, can be adjusted to each
other. This can help determine an optimal combination, based on the spe-
cific goals of the project the storage is added to.

When it comes to the economics of storage, storage units with smaller
storage capacities come out ahead when it comes to the marginal revenue
gained through the current value propositions. This is a result of decreasing
marginal returns with increasing storage capacity. However, this is an over-
simplification of reality. Firstly, there a high degree of uncertainty when it
comes to the investment and maintenance costs, which most likely do not in-
crease linearly with storage capacity. Secondly, there is also uncertainty with
regard to the potential benefits. These storage units are optimized for inter-
nal supply, and optimization for, for example, peak reduction might provide
different results. Furthermore, there are numerous other potential methods
of value creation that might profit more from a larger storage capacity, such
as using the flexibility for frequency response, imbalance, congestion man-
agement, and the reduction of outage time.

Based on the simulations it is difficult to determine what type of storage unit
would be most suitable for A1 Deventer. If cost optimization is the highest
priority, a smaller unit appears most appealing based on the data. However,
if technical optimization is the main goal, favor shifts towards larger storage
capacities. Based on the minimum amount of solar production necessary,
which was used in the original simulations, a 5 MWh unit might be more
than required, as the slight increase in performance most likely will not
outweigh the additional costs. Should the amount of solar production be
higher, these large storage units will become more and more attractive. The
creation of additional markets for the flexibility provided by storage, or a
subsidy on the investment costs for storage units, will only add to this.
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6.1.2 Social context research questions

Q5: What non-technical indicators for Smart Grid performance can be dis-
tinguished from literature on the Multi-Level Perspective and Smart Grids?

A choice was made to base the framework on the Multi-Level Perspective
due to the holistic view it provided. The MLP describes the way new tech-
nologies gain traction by separating the context of a technology in three di-
mensions: the landscape, the regime and the niche. While the landscape is
something that cannot directly be influenced by individual actors or parties,
the regime and the niche both can. A regime can be conducive to Smart
Grids by supporting and stimulating a technology, or completely block it
through for example legislation or incumbent firms creating barriers. Once
space opens up within the regime, the state and maturity of the niche de-
termines whether it can handle being exposed to the free market and secure
a place in the current regime. The combination of the state of the regime
and niche can therefore determine what the chances are for a technology to
succeed.

Charting out the regime was done based on the regime dimensions created
by Smith and Raven, and the selection pressures they distinguished within
each dimension [15]. The dimensions they defined were:

• Industry structure

• Technologies and infrastructures

• Knowledge base

• User relations and markets

• Public policies and political power

• Cultural significance and associations of the regime

These were adapted slightly to better match the goals of this thesis. Tech-
nologies and infrastructures were scrapped, as these were already covered
in the techno-economic analysis. The ‘markets’ part of User relations and
markets was partially removed as it was also part of the techno-economic
analysis. Cultural significance and associations of the regime was made less
abstract and focused on one of the selection pressures identified by Smith
and Raven in the form of media involvement. Using the selection pressures
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within each of these regime dimensions in combination with literature on
Smart Grid policies and user preferences, an initial framework was created.
The indicators that made up this framework can be found in Appendix A.

Q6: How do these indicators match up to the experiences of experts in the
field of Smart Grids?

The original framework was used during a number of interviews with a di-
versity of stakeholders involved in Smart Grid projects. After interpretation
and translation these were sent back to the interviewees, before being coded
and analyzed. Based on the analysis a number of significant changes were
made. This process can be found in detail in section 5.1.1.

While most interviewees agreed on the broadness of the framework, a choice
was made to discard the entire dimension Knowledge base. This was done
because the knowledge base for the niche technology employed for Smart
Grids does not differ significantly from technologies already in the regime.
Smart Grids is not a completely new concept, but rather an adaptation of
what we have by combining a number of technologies and insights on po-
tential improvements. Because this will not be radically different in other
countries either, comparison of regimes will not yield significantly useful re-
sults to justify inclusion of the category.

Beside the major categorical change of removing the knowledge base dimen-
sion, a number of changes were made to the original individual indicators.
Some were removed due to not being significantly important, such as the
necessary changes to the labor force. Others were split up or recombined,
especially with regard to user preferences and policy. The indicators on
media involvement were overhauled and made less abstract, focusing more
on what the public opinion is rather than on how influence it. However,
the most important change was the addition of a number of new indicators.
These were indicators that were deemed to be some of the most influential
with regard to Smart Grids in particular. This included indicators on the
incentives for development and the vision of the government that should
guide the entire process. The complete framework, along with the meaning
of all individual indicators and how they should be evaluated can be found
in Appendix B.

Q7: How conducive is the current electricity supply regime for Smart Grids,
based on the indicators distinguished?
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There are a good number of positives that can be extracted from the sta-
tus of the regime, as well as some potentially devastating issues. One often
mentioned complaint is that the industry structure is unsuitable for Smart
Grid development. People look to the DSOs to take charge, and struggle
with their conservative nature. Producers and suppliers are more flexible,
but lack the incentives to fully commit to Smart Grids. There is certainly
some truth to these complains. DSOs do indeed tend to be conservative and
risk-avert, but as discussed in detail before, these are mainly the result of
years of being regulated in a certain manner by the ACM and a lack of incen-
tives to change, which is a policy issue. However, despite this conservatism,
DSOs appear to be aware of these routines and are attempting to change for
the better. Most of them have innovators or subsidiaries actively involved
in Smart Grid development, developing the capabilities that are currently
lacking. Additionally, they’re actively seeking out cooperation and knowl-
edge transfers with new market entrants, although this might be limited
to smaller firms that do not threaten their market share. Even though it
remains to be seen whether these lessons will trickle down and gain traction
within the entire organization, the attitude and willingness to change that
can be found in DSOs is in itself a promising development for Smart Grids.

User preferences and concerns do not appear to be a large issue facing Smart
Grids. There are some concerns with regard to privacy and technology in-
terfering with routines and practices, but these are minor. In the eyes of the
interviewees guarantees, anonymization of data, non-disclosure agreements
and fine clauses are enough to take away most concerns. When providing
ample incentives people are willing to part with their data. Smart Grid
technologies tend to be mostly automated, meaning that interference with
routines and practices is minimal. If small behavioral changes are necessary,
providing benefits are enough to persuade consumers to adopt new routines,
although this is also dependent on the amount of benefits and the impact of
the behavioral change. The main issue within the user preferences is, simi-
larly to the issue for incumbent firms, that the amount of benefits remains
limited at the moment.

(Social-)media involvement also is not a cause for concern, although it could
be handled better. The public perception on sustainability is positive, and
awareness is increasing. This has already led to changes in firm preferences,
and more and more firms are open to sustainable solutions to their energy
supply issues. This means that there is a large potential for Smart Grids
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in this market at least. When it comes to the household market, it will
be necessary to communicate the benefits that participation in Smart Grid
solutions can offer to the larger public. This might be difficult, as the mat-
ter is abstract and complex. As a number of interviewees indicated, one
way to tackle this issue is to attempt to make Smart Grid solutions ’sexy’
and easily available, for example through apps. By targeting innovators and
gadget aficionados first, Smart Grid technology can gain some footing in
the community. Using social circles and media with a high degree of social
proximity can spread positive attitudes quickly throughout large groups of
people. This does not guarantee that Smart Grids will take off, nor is it a
necessity, but technologies that consumers want to have are favorable over
technologies that are forced onto consumers.

The major issues that Smart Grid development faces can be found in public
policy and political support. While plenty of resources are available, there
is not enough thought that goes into where they are supplied and why. This
has led to an abundance of pilot projects that are ineffective as they lack
purpose and clear goals. The lessons learned in these projects are not dif-
fused well to other projects, and too few of them are used for narrowing the
scope of the search for the optimal Smart Grid solution. There is a lack of
supply-push policies to develop the technologies we have that can be opti-
mized further, and instead ideas are recycled and the wheel gets reinvented
too often. There is a stand-off between the DSOs and the government, with
both waiting for the other to make the first move. However, the DSOs have
no incentive to take charge as they are limited by legislation to pursue fi-
nancial incentives, and feel no pressure or urgency to change radically.

This means that some form of change will be required to align the interests
of the DSOs with Smart Grid development. There are a number of ways
this could be done. The first one is financial incentives, which could take
the shape of providing the DSOs with additional freedom to pursue profit,
or a change to the method the ACM uses to determine the tariffs DSOs
can charge consumers. By putting additional emphasis on long term cost
efficiency, the DSOs could be pressured to reduce grid investments, making
matching supply and demand a much more interesting concept to pursue.
Another potential incentive would be for the government to change the struc-
ture of the supply chain itself, and to realign the roles and responsibilities
of DSOs and TSO with those beneficial to Smart Grid development. This
could also be a result of the European Union stepping in and creating a set
of policies the individual nations will have to abide by.
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Free market parties such as producers and suppliers that do have the free-
dom to move are limited as no markets are created that can make Smart
Grids financially feasible for them, such as a market for flexibility. All of this
can be traced down to a single indicator: the government currently lacks a
concrete vision that is broadly supported and actively implemented. With-
out this vision there is no guidance for the seeking behavior employed in
pilot projects, no structure to be created in programs that supply resources
such as IPIN, no necessary legislative change, no incentives and not even an
incentive for others to attempt to find incentives.

Based on the interviews and analysis conducted for this thesis, the first thing
the government should do is formulate this much-needed vision. The vision
should not remain abstract, but as concrete as possible. It should provide
the guidance necessary to create both a short-term and long-term planning,
as well as laying the foundation for setting up structured programs for pilot
projects. Each program should have its own concrete but flexible visions and
expectations that allows for the creation of learning goals, such as finding
the most optimal incentives for generating flexibility and value propositions
that are socially optimal and beneficial to all parties involved. Resources
should be supplied to these pilot projects, and in return the projects should
actively share their knowledge. A centralized organization or think tank
should be created or appointed to take in, manage and apply the knowledge
gained. This should lead to an adaptation of the visions and expectations,
which in turn can lead to new projects with a more narrow scope. Either
Columbus’ egg will be found, or the centralized think tank should deter-
mine what the most socially beneficial incentives are at a certain point in
time. Based on these incentives, markets should be formed. This can be
done directly by the government, they can create incentives for the DSOs
to do it, or they can change legislation and industry structure to enforce a
change. Once markets are formed, market based research will take over from
the dispersed and protected niche research that took place in pilot projects.
Based on this market based research, the market will select a single optimal
dominant design or multiple feasible methods of implementation. Due to the
opportunities the free market offers these feasible designs, they will diffuse
throughout society. Once this starts happening, economies of scale will take
over and increase the speed of diffusion due to decreasing costs. If this large
scale diffusion manages to succeed, the regime will be transformed by either
incorporating Smart Grids, or being replaced by Smart Grids.
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Q8: How well does Modienet pilot project A1 Deventer perform based on the
non-technical indicators?

How well the A1 Deventer project performs can be done by applying the
niche processes part of the framework, as well as looking at the impact the
issues in the regime have on the project and how well these are handled. In
order to be apply to effectively get a grasp on the niche processes taking
place within the project, two additional interviews were carried out. An-
swering this question will be done by first describing the interaction with
the regime, before moving on to the most important lessons from the niche
processes.

A number of regime dimensions affect the development of A1 Deventer, or
have the potential to do so if not taken into account properly. The first is
the shared industry routines and lack of capabilities at the DSO involved,
Alliander. As described in answering the previous question, DSOs tend to
be conservative and lack the capabilities necessary to handle Smart Grids.
Alliander is no exception here, but is self-aware of these issues. Numer-
ous subsidiaries are working on increasing the level of capabilities, and they
expect the lessons learned to spread throughout the organization. Shared
industry routines are more difficult to challenge, but is being worked on.
However, the effectiveness of this transition will depend on the incentives
they have for changing.

Another dimension that can have a significant impact is that of user pref-
erences and concerns. Considering the project takes place on a business
park, not interfering with routines and practices and guaranteeing safety of
data are paramount. Concerns with regard to the latter are handled us-
ing anonymization of data, restricted access and non-disclosure agreements
with fine clauses. The former is more difficult to guarantee: the energy ser-
vice provider will not interfere with routines and practices, but the project
partners have no influence over the individual aggregators responsible for
shifting demand at the different firms that settle on the park. This will be
left to individual agreements between aggregator and consumer.

The last dimension that can have an impact is that of (social)-media involve-
ment. The A1 Deventer project offers firms the possibility of an energy neu-
tral electricity supply, while providing additional monetary benefits. This
is something that should resonate with a lot of firms, as a sustainable im-
age is becoming more and more important, and monetary gains are always
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relevant. However, at the moment all project partners are very passive in
spreading their message. Only firms that actively seek out the municipality
to inquire about the possibility of settling are approached with information
on the project. A more active media presence could help spread the A1
Deventer vision, making the business park more attractive and potentially
gaining traction to apply the methodology elsewhere.

As with most projects, the niche processes within A1 Deventer have strengths
and weaknesses. Firstly, a number of bases have been well covered. Learn-
ing processes are employed to gain a good grip on the industry structure
and public policy. The presence of Alliander in the project means that
industry structure will not be an immediate blocking factor, although the
conservatism that lingers in large parts of the organization means that de-
velopment might take place at a slower pace than necessary. However, there
appears to be awareness of this issue within Alliander and the capabilities to
handle Smart Grids are being developed. The main question that remains
is whether these lessons can penetrate the organization deeply enough to
get everyone on board, which is paramount for gaining the support and re-
sources necessary to effectively continue development.

Alliander’s presence has also meant that learning about necessary legisla-
tion is well covered. Despite current legislation not being optimal, difficulties
that arose with regard to wind turbines being placed on the local loop were
solved pragmatically. However, while no immediate further issues are envi-
sioned for A1 Deventer, legislation has not been changed and the amount
of political support necessary for either a legislative change or pragmatic
solution for other projects is dubious. It is therefore important to continue
learning about legislation and to use whatever influence the partners have
to nudge politicians into legislative change. Cooperation with environmen-
tal groups that are gaining traction might be useful for pursuing specific
topics, especially with regard to wind energy. These potential legislative
difficulties become even more apparent when trying to apply value propo-
sitions such as dynamic transport tariffs elsewhere, due to the limitation
applied to experimentation or changes outside of pilot projects. Finding out
what the boundaries are with regard to these limitations, and attempting
to push these boundaries further without setting unwanted precedents is key.

Another point of attention when it comes to learning is (social-)media in-
volvement. While both Alliander and Cofely recognize the mutual benefit
that the project can offer participating firms, neither of them has actively
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pursued firms yet. At the moment they remain passive and react to firms
that inquire with the municipality, but should instead actively seek out
firms. Being able to supply energy demands in a sustainable manner while
also providing potential financial benefits is a dream scenario, and should
really be communicated to all firms that might potentially be interested.
Researching how this should be approached could provide a significant in-
crease in the amount of firms inquiring about buying land on the business
park. This could be done by the current partners, or a firm specialized in
marketing technology and technological concepts could be brought in.

Both Cofely and Alliander believe the social network and the stakeholders
involved in the learning process are being handled well, and that all nec-
essary knowledge is present. Judging from the current state of the project
this might well be the case, but once the project transitions from the devel-
opment phase to actual deployment this sentiment should be reconsidered.
Firstly, users should be involved as quickly as possible. While this is some-
thing both MNK and PW have stated is part of their plans, it can not be
understated how vital this is for the success of novel concepts such as Modi-
enet. Furthermore, PW noted that TenneT has not been involved, nor any
programmaverantwoordelijke partij. While probably not crucial, getting
their perspective on the project before deployment can prevent potential
issues from popping up later when their impact is much more significant.
Finally, there is the active involvement of a knowledge institute. While the
TU Eindhoven is involved, this is mostly on paper. A connection like this
should actively be sought after once more. Not only can a knowledge insti-
tute contribute using practical knowledge on deployment of large complex
IT systems, they can also significantly improve the level of knowledge shar-
ing within the project as well as with other projects using their extensive
knowledge base.

While some small improvements have been mentioned up to this point, the
major issue facing this project has remained unmentioned in this section: the
visions and expectations of the stakeholders involved. Cofely and Alliander
both had a vision and expectation at the start of the A1 Deventer project
that matched the goal of the municipality: being net energy neutral over a
period of thirty years. While neither party formulated a very concrete vi-
sion, both agreed that they were on the same page. Cofely wanted to supply
the energy in a sustainable manner, while looking for the business cases and
value propositions local sustainable supply offered. Alliander had an inter-
est in this method of operation, mainly because decentral production could
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be in agreement with their motto of accessible and affordable energy while
allowing them to gain insight into potential future markets, and to find out
what impact it would have on their operations and organization. This would
help them prepare for the future, as decentral production and increased in-
telligence in electricity grids is generally viewed as a strong contender for
becoming the dominant method of energy supply. And, if provided with an
incentive or some additional freedom, it could make it easier for Alliander
to meet the goals set in place by ACM, and allow them to save money to
invest elsewhere.

At some point, during the course of the project, these visions stopped being
aligned and drifted apart during a period of reduced contact between the
project partners. Whereas Cofely, being a commercial firm, started thinking
about expansion, economies of scale and maximizing financial gains, Allian-
der did not take this step yet. Being a government regulated monopoly
with a conservative risk-averting nature and without incentives for expan-
sion, Alliander simply saw the project as one of many providing knowledge
they could potentially use. They saw it as a learning opportunity for the
capabilities they potentially had to develop if Smart Grids were to take off,
rather than they stepping stone for large-scale deployment Cofely thought
it was. The main crux in this issue, apart from the lack of communication,
was the specificity of the visions and expectations held by Alliander and
Cofely. Alliander has a very abstract vision, to keep the supply of energy
accessible and affordable. This does not provide any guidance for projects.
It makes it difficult to formulate learning goals, as there is nothing to deter-
mine what the goals should lead to. This has led to a number of non-specific
and unrelated learning goals, which do not match the learning goals Cofely
has. Cofely has a much more specific vision of A1 Deventer. It is supposed
to be a pilot project to determine the feasibility of Modienet, and to learn
about the type and amount of financial incentives, as well as potentially
blocking legislation and how to scale up Modienet to include other business
parks. This specific vision Cofely has provides it with guidance and a plan
of approach, whereas Alliander only looks at the short term. They take
place, they learn from them, and then they move on. The lessons they learn
are not fed back to iteratively change their vision, and are not part of any
long-term planning or goals.
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6.1.3 Main research question

RQ: How does Modienet pilot project A1 Deventer perform with regard to
economic feasibility as well as social context?

This main research question has two very distinctive sides to it, which each
carry a lot of weight. Based on the answers to the subquestions in the pre-
vious section it can be concluded that, while there is potential, there is a lot
standing in the way of A1 Deventer becoming a success.

First of all there is the social context. While the difficulties in the regime
do not seem to impede the project directly at the moment, they do have a
significant effect on the development of Smart Grids in general. The lack
of a governmental vision means that incentives for development are limited.
The DSOs do not have a urgent reason to develop Smart Grids, and more
commercial parties continue to run into a lack of financial feasibility, out-
dated legislation, or both.

With regard to the project itself, the niche processes are much more in-
fluential. The visions and expectations Cofely and Alliander had at the
start of the project have diverged, and it is necessary that these become
realigned in order to move forward. Especially when taking into account
the financial picture, it may actually become necessary for Modienet to be
applied more broadly than just A1 Deventer in order to reduce the impact
of the development costs. If Alliander decides that they wish to actively
pursue development of the Modienet concept, they will also have to reevalu-
ate how they wish to use the project and what value propositions they wish
to stimulate. Making use of flexibility in demand is something that is not
economically feasible for the business park, and would require a significant
additional incentive to become so. Furthermore, the value proposition for
collective peak shaving turns out to be much less attractive for consumers
than matching internal supply to demand. In general, this means that peak
shaving is something that does not provide a lot of financial benefits for
consumers in comparison to reducing transport costs using a dynamic tariff.
If Alliander does wish to pursue peak shaving, for example as a test case
for reducing congestion on other business parks, the incentive structure will
have to change.

For the consumers on the business park a change of focus from peak shaving
and flexible demand toward reducing transport costs would be most opti-
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mal financially. This is especially the case once demand and supply stabilize,
which means that applying local optimization on brownfield business parks
elsewhere is financially interesting, especially as broader application allows
the project partners to spread out development costs and reduce operational
costs per business park. Once the focus of the project is changed the impor-
tant question becomes what impact this will have on the costs and benefits
of the energy service provider. While a number of benefits, such as the rate
of internal supply that is simply the result of producing renewable energy
locally, will not change based on a lack of flexible demand, the costs might
drop significantly. At the moment the development and operational costs are
estimated based on a system that collects and analyzes data in order to be
able to provide price signals to nudge individual aggregators into using their
flexible demand available in a more socially optimal manner. Without these
aggregators present, a stripped down version of the energy service provider,
an ’ESP light’ might be a possibility that offers interesting perspectives for
the future.

6.2 Research limitations and recommendations for
further research

As with any form of research, this thesis also has its limitations. Some
of these are the result of limitations of what was possible, available for
use or the scope of the research and warrant further exploration though
additional research. Others are the result of inherent properties of the types
of research employed, and deserve a mention nonetheless. As with most of
this thesis, the limitations and recommendations are split among the techno-
economic and social context sides of the Smart Grid coin. Additionally,
a piece on storage will be added after discussion of the techno-economic
analysis. Finally, this thesis will end with a discussion and recommendation
with regard to the combination of the two research fields.

6.2.1 Techno-economic analysis

The major difficulty that the techno-economic analysis faced was in the ac-
curacy of the data used. This is a direct result of the fact that there is no
data available for business park A1 Deventer at this point in time, and that
all data used was an attempt at a realistic representation. This results in a
number of limitations.
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Firstly, there is the scenarios used and the demand profiles attached. As
it is yet uncertain what the composition of the business park will be, three
scenarios were employed: commercial, industrial, and mixed. This is not an
inherent issue, but in practice it turned out to be very difficult to find data
on industrial sites due to privacy issues. The data that was available also
suffered from not being complete, meaning that the missing data had to be
obtained through extrapolation. The combination of the missing data with
the fact that there was little data to begin with, meant that the accuracy of
the industrial profile was significantly reduced. As the industrial data con-
tributed 50% of the demand of the mixed profile as well, the mixed profile
was also compromised. Luckily, there was much more data on commercial
spaces available, although more data and more diverse data would have been
beneficial.

The next issue concerned the production profiles. While the input data used
was provided by the KNMI and therefore as accurate as possible, although
it represents discrete measurements rather than average wind speeds and ir-
radiation, creating demand profiles wasndo not without difficulty. The total
wind production was low and required a scaling of the wind speed. Addi-
tionally, the power curve used was a discrete simulated curve as no actual
power curve was available. The solar profile didndo not suffer such issues
when creating, but the difficulty was in scaling it up to match expected de-
mand as no expected demand was available. The choice was made to base
the expected solar production on the minimum required for achieving the
municipal goal of energy neutrality over a period of thirty years, but this
might not be representative of the actual production totals.

The demand and supply profiles were then applied to the expected growth
in demand and supply. Demand is expected to grow over ten years and
supply of solar energy over a period of twenty years. While this is a reason-
able assumption and provides the opportunity of judging the business park
as a greenfield, a brownfield undergoing RES growth and a regular brown-
field, this remains an assumption. Furthermore, the fact that the demand
and supply profiles were used for each of the thirty years means that any
anomalies that exist within the data get reapplied thirty times over, which
might influence results significantly. However, it was difficult enough to get
demand data, historic data from the same firms was simply not possible.
Furthermore, historic data also is not necessarily a good predictor of the
future, although the variation in data could have been beneficial.
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Finally, there are also a number of uncertainties with regard to the value
propositions and costs. The uncertainty in value propositions is mainly
the result of a lack of concrete agreements between Cofely and Alliander,
whereas costs have an inherent uncertainty. While an attempt was made to
capture most of this uncertainty by making use of the Monte Carlo simula-
tion, this is never a substitute for accurate data. Furthermore, the proba-
bility distribution profiles used were basic and avoided any form of internal
correlation, which may lead to slight misrepresentation of the actual prob-
ability distributions. Additionally, I realized later that more probability
distribution profiles could have been added, such as on the change in the
tariff per kWh over time. However, there was no time left to include these
and redo the simulation.
Based on the assumptions used and the uncertainties that exist my recom-
mendation for further research would be to attempt and up the accuracy
of the data. Using historic data or a general higher diversity of data will
increase the level of realism. Furthermore, using data from actual business
parks will allow for the creation of much more accurate cost-benefit analyses
in general. Applying the value propositions to an existing brownfield might
yield interesting results, and potentially increase the financial feasibility.
Especially in the case of a brownfield business park with congestion issues,
the introduction of collective peak reduction may yield some very promising
results.

6.2.2 Storage

The section on storage suffers from many of the same issues as the techno-
economic analysis as the result of a lack of accurate data. This became
especially apparent in the peak reduction potential for storage units, where
the benefit provided by small storage units quickly dropped to zero. It is
very difficult to predict whether this was caused by the data or an inher-
ent property of smaller storage units, as any issue with the input data is
repeated thirty times over.
Furthermore, the storage unit was not optimized with any additional intel-
ligence. While the dynamic transport tariff seems to be the most financially
beneficial, a storage unit aimed at reducing peaks instead might have yielded
interesting technical and economic results. This is something that warrants
further research.

Because the storage unit employed is aimed at maximizing the internal sup-
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ply, it is difficult to assess what value could be potentially be gained from
using storage to reduce the collective peak. It could be that the behavior
would remain similar in trend to what is displayed in Figure 4.26, with small
units being most effective in the situation where there is a large surplus of
supply and large units being more effective during a demand surplus. A
more likely option however is that the behavior would turn out similar to
the behavior displayed in Figure 4.25, which sees decreasing marginal re-
turns as a result of starting with the low-hanging fruit, the peaks that are
easiest to reduce, before moving on to ever more difficult peaks. Whether
this is the case would have to be the subject of a different study.

To determine whether solutions like these would be economically viable
would require a comparison with the costs involved. Determining the costs
involved in installing a storage unit in a project such as A1 Deventer is
dependent on both the type of storage unit and the implementation, and
lies outside of the scope of this thesis. However, at the moment the gen-
eral consensus is that costs are too high for economic viability [28], and the
marginal revenues determined in this chapter appear too low to change this.
However, this paints a picture that is too negative. Costs are reducing at
a rapid pace, and there are still a number of potential benefits not taken
into account. More accurate information on both costs and benefits will be
necessary in the future in order to make concrete assessments of the viability
of storage.

6.2.3 Social context analysis

In my personal opinion, the social context analysis is very useful and has
a high degree of validity. However, as with anything within social sciences,
the validity is not absolute. There are still a number of issues with regard
to both the MLP, the social context framework and the analysis.

First of all the foundation the social context framework was built upon: the
Multi-Level Perspective. While this framework allows for the creation of
a holistic overview of both regime and niche, it has its limits. The main
limit is that it can mainly tell its user where potential pitfall and blocking
factors are, but it cando not determine what the best approach will be to
make a technology successful. It sketches a lot of possible transitions from
niche to regime, but cando not predict with any certainty what transition
pathway a specific technology will take. It can help determine whether the
regime is conducive to a technology and whether or not a niche is mature,
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but it cando not provide any degree of certainty whether this is enough for
a successful transition. The Multi-Level Perspective doesndo not provide a
recipe for success, only a map around a number of obstacles.

Another issue that the MLP faces, which directly influenced the social con-
text framework, is the concreteness with which it attempts to distinguish the
different levels. Often the distinction between the niche and the regime is
not black and white, especially in the case of Smart Grids, where the regime
actors and incumbent firms make up a significant portion of the niche ac-
tors. This leads to conflicting interests even within a company, which can
be difficult to separate. Furthermore, a choice was made to evaluate the
performance of individual projects based on the niche processes these em-
ploy. Individual projects can be mapped on the niche processes quite well in
most cases, and the insights it provides can be very beneficial as the niche
can use some good examples to provide it guidance while it lacks any form
of top-down guidance from the government. However, the fit is not perfect.
Especially the niche process concerning the social network, and mainly the
network broadness, is not done justice using this approach and overlaps sig-
nificantly with the stakeholders involved in learning, which does provide a
good fit. This means that not all niche processes get to contribute as much
as they potentially could.

While the framework was created based on a number of opinions of experts
in the field of Smart Grids, there might still be room for improvement. The
number of interviews was limited and all interviewees were based in the
Netherlands. While an attempt was made to generalize indicators as much
as possible to be able to apply them to other regimes and projects, it is
quite possible that other stakeholders could provide different insights. Some
matters might have been important specifically to the interviewees chosen,
and some others might have been overlooked. Further application of the
framework will most likely lead to iterative improvements.

The analyses of the Dutch electricity supply regime and of the A1 Deventer
project suffer from the same issues. Firstly, the number of interviews re-
garding A1 Deventer was limited to only two. This was because the limited
amount of partners currently part of the project, of which the municipality
of Deventer was unavailable due to a lack of time on their side, and the fact
that there are no users involved in the project as of yet. My recommendation
would therefore be to include these as soon as possible, and to take their
concerns seriously. Additionally, the framework was currently applied to a
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single project and a single regime. While this can provide a grasp on the
weaknesses in the project and regime, it doesndo not directly point toward
solutions. The best way to learn is to apply the framework elsewhere in fu-
ture research. Comparison between projects and regimes can lead to mutual
insights into different strengths and weaknesses, and to best practices that
can be applied broadly to cover potential weaknesses.

6.2.4 Managerial implications

The question that remains to be answered now is that of how the project
partners should move forward. The first thing to understand is that there
is simply a difference in vision between the two firms, which is the result
of their respective natures and incentives. This doesndo not mean that one
vision is right and the other is wrong. Therefore it is paramount to find the
common ground. Not just with regard to A1 Deventer, but on what parts of
Modienet should be kept and on how and where to apply these in the future.

Cofely might have to scale down their expectations of rapid expansion as
Alliander cando not move at the same speed. Legislation and not setting
unwanted precedents remain important, and might mean that it cando not
necessarily be applied when and where Cofely wants. On the other hand,
Alliander should aim to create a long-term vision of what they want to
achieve with Modienet. They’ll have to look beyond the pilot project, and
be specific. MNK has indicated that Alliander can definitely benefit from
reducing congestion, and that they believe Cofely has the expertise to find
suitable projects. This is an example of a matter that can be used as a
starting point, as there is actual urgency for a solution on the side of Allian-
der, and there is the possibility for a short-term solution in cooperation with
Cofely. From this point on, the roll-out of other components of Modienet
can also be done in a modular manner. A1 Deventer can be used to test
the positive contributions of other components and value propositions Mo-
dienet can offer, as well as the impact it can have on Alliander’s operations
and organization. It is important to remain wary of unwanted precedents,
and continue testing the boundaries of legislation. However, they should
attempt to retain specific goals and a specific planning. Dates have to be
set for when to start experiments, for example on a dynamic transport tar-
iff. Adjust expectations or the value of the tariff based on new insights, or
simply to learn what the effect is of a different tariff. Have a set end-date
for this experiment and evaluate the lessons learned. If more experimenta-
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tion is necessary, create a new pilot project with a narrower scope and even
more specific learning goals. If the outcome is positive for all sides involved,
use these lessons and actively search out change in legislation as was done
with the wind turbines on the local loop, and make sure the outcome can
be applied broadly. The government will not provide this space without
being pressured as long as they have no vision of their own. Legislation will
always remain conservative and lag behind, so do not expect it to change
pro-actively. Show the government a potential solution to their issues, in-
stead of citing the potential Smart Grid technology might or might not have.

Additionally, there is the issue of getting the project started by filling up
the business park. Despite the positive public opinion on sustainability, this
is not actively used to as an incentive for firms to settle in the area. The
consortium involved in A1 Deventer should use this positive public opinion
and the influence it has on the behavior of firms to promote the fact that A1
Deventer offers the possibility for firms to satisfy their energy demand using
renewably produced energy, while at the same time offering financial bene-
fits. At the moment the attitude of both Alliander and Cofely is very passive
and reactive. If companies approach the municipality to inquire about buy-
ing land on the business park, Cofely will approach the firms and inform
them about the possibilities participation in Modienet at A1 Deventer can
offer them. A more pro-active approach in approaching firms could poten-
tially be very beneficial. A number of value propositions, such as collective
peak shaving, for the project are dependent on the number of firms that
have settled on the park. The questions is who should take the initiative
in this matter. Right now, both Alliander and Cofely seem to depend on
the municipality and the mutual interest they all have to fill up the park.
However, Alliander and Cofely both have extensive networks and numerous
contacts with other firms, that could be used to propagate the message of
the benefit A1 Deventer can offer. Despite their own interests, MNK has al-
ready indicated that Alliander will not take on an active role in this matter.
Therefore, Cofely seems to be the most suitable party to increase their level
of activity in promoting the advantages of participation in the project.

The final issue concerns the financial feasibility of the project as a whole.
There are two different components to the business park, each with their own
story. A role as aggregator, making use of the flexible demand available on
the business park, is not financially viable based on the assumptions made
for the CBA. This is the result of either a lack of flexible demand, or a lack of
incentives. It is important to monitor the firms that will settle in the area,
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as it is much easier to integrate flexible demand into a process for newly
created offices or plants, when compared to those that have been in place
for a while. Another option would be to pursue additional benefits, either
through an incentive structure from the DSO as part of the pilot project, or
a general lobby for the creation of a market for flexible demand. Reducing
costs could also be beneficial, but at the moment benefits are simply too
low to make a difference. If neither of these are an option, or change the
viability, flexible demand should most likely be scrapped from the project.

Local optimization through the energy service provider could still become
viable, if costs remain low and a suitable dynamic transport tariff is found.
It is therefore important to convince the DSO of the value of a dynamic
transport tariff, and show the utility it can offer them in this pilot project.
This could then be used as a positive example to push for the legislative
freedom necessary for broader application. Keeping costs down is also im-
portant. In the case the scope of Modienet gets narrowed, for example by
removing the aggregator role from the business park, the entire concept
could become simpler and potentially reduce operational costs. A broader
application of the concept to other business parks would most likely mean
that the amount of FTE needed to operate each business park would reduce,
as well as providing the opportunity to spread out development costs.

6.2.5 Integration of research fields

Even though this thesis is called do nothe two sides of the Smart Grid coin’
and has been split in two separate parts, reality is rarely this dichotomous.
There is plenty of overlap and correlation to be found beneath the surface,
which this thesis has not been able to do justice due to the limitations im-
posed on it by the two faculties judging the end result.

Firstly, the negative result of the cost-benefit analyses can, at least partially,
be traced back to the social context of Smart Grids. The value propositions
that exist do so by the grace of the current legislative context. Legislation
has often been mentioned to be limiting and has the potential to shut down
a large number of value propositions. Additionally, the lack of value that
can be generated can be traced back to the lack of incentives that currently
exist for the development of Smart Grids. Without the creation of a mar-
ket of valuation mechanism for flexible demand, this proposition will most
likely not become economically viable. Additionally, value propositions like
energy service provider that can significantly benefit from being applied on a
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larger scale are limited in doing so, because new incentives such as dynamic
transport tariffs cando not be used outside of pilot projects.

This correlation can also be viewed the other way around: the regime should
learn from pilot projects such as A1 Deventer. There is a significant chance
that the project will not succeed, yet little is being learned on a govern-
mental level to stop this from happening or to avoid this from happening to
other projects.

My main recommendation for further research would therefore to start valu-
ing these two different sides equally and to really dive into the cohesion that
exists between them. This includes research on further value propositions
that exist within the current legislative context, as well as on what should
change in the social context and legislation in general to make the value
propositions that currently exist feasible. Research should be done on what
should change about the government and the industry structure to increase
the speed of Smart Grid development, as well as on how this should be done.
This should include who should take the initiative and what this initiative
looks like. And finally, focused research should be done on what incentives
are necessary to stimulate Smart Grid development, who these incentives
should target, and how these should be created, as well as how this change
will impact legislation and the electricity supply chain.

One such example of where the integration of the research fields would be
beneficial is the broader application of a dynamic tariff. At the moment the
possibility of applying such a tariff is limited to pilot projects, even though
the implementation of such a tariff has the potential of being very beneficial
from a social perspective, as it offers benefits to both consumers and DSOs.
From a purely technical perspective, legislation is limiting and most impor-
tant component is the height of the dynamic tariff, which should be based
on the reduction of costs for the DSO and a fair distribution between DSO
and consumer. However, once a social perspective is included, these types
of issues suddenly become a lot less obvious. The legislation is in place to
prevent setting unwanted precedents, as application on a large scale could
have outcomes that differ significantly from those found in pilot projects.
The reason for this is that providing an incentive such as dynamic transport
tariffs will alter the behavior of consumers, in this case by making it more
attractive to consume energy at a time when societal demand is low and
costs reflect this. The larger the incentive, the more behavioral change will
occur. An incentive that is too small will mean that behavior will not change
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enough to have a large impact, and the goal of shifting demand away from
peaks might not be achieved. However, an incentive that is too large might
stimulate users into shifting their demand too much and could potentially
shift the entire peak to a different point in the day, rendering the entire tariff
obsolete.

The question then becomes how and when to apply each research field, and
when to combine them. Based on my experiences during this thesis, my rec-
ommendation would be not to apply them simultaneously. For this thesis
I had no choice, but working on both specializations in parallel meant that
lessons learned from each different field could not be applied to the other
field. My recommendation would be to instead use them as supplements
of each other. The technical approach employed by Sustainable Energy
Technology can really help quantify some matters that Innovation Sciences
glances over, as Innovation Sciences tends to remain quite abstract when
it comes to technology. On the other hand, Innovation Sciences can really
supplement and broaden the context of technological research and find out
not just what issues arise when it comes to technology, but also delve in to
why they exist and how they can be solved or prevented in the future.

Issues like solving the dynamic tariff complexity could be the basis for an
entire new field of research that combines these two complex fields of study in
order to really solve the issues society faces. Using technology to solve social
issues is something that is commonplace and is something that Universities
of Technology pride themselves on doing. However, using a social perspective
to improve the effectiveness of the applied technology is something that is
done too little. This goes all types of technologies, but for Smart Grids in
particular. Once these fields of study are combined more often and allowed
to find common ground, we can really start making our Grids Smart.
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Appendix A

Existing frameworks

The first thing to do for the creation of a holistic framework was to determine
a place to start from. In order to achieve this, a literature study on the
different existing performance assessment frameworks has been performed.
This determined the ideal basis based on two criteria:

1. The framework should allow for the assessment of individual projects

2. The framework should be as broad as possible

For the literature study, the following frameworks were considered:

• United States Department of Energy ‘Metrics and Benefits Analysis
and Challenges for Smart Grid Field Projects’ (2011) [29]

• United States Department of Energy ‘Metrics for the Smart Grid Re-
port’ (2012) [30]

• GridWise Alliance handbook (2009) [31]

• Arnold et al. ‘An Approach to Smart Grid Metrics’ (2011) [32]

• Galo et et a. ‘Criteria for Smart Grid deployment in Brazil by applying
the Delphi method’ (2014) [33]

• DISCERN agreed Key-Performance Indicators and associated metrics
for Smart Grids (2014) [34]

When comparing these different methodologies, it is possible to find both
differences and similarities within the frameworks. The most important dif-
ference can be found in the approaches taken by the EU and U.S. Whereas
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the EU focuses solely on the results of Smart Grid implementation, the U.S.
makes the distinction between ‘build metrics’ and ‘value’ metrics. The value
metrics are very similar to the key-performance indicators (KPIs) used by
the EU and describe the performance of Smart Grid projects based on re-
sults. The build metrics however focus on the infrastructure that is built
as a part of the project, which is something that doesn’t feature in the EU
approach. The difference in viewpoint can be described as follows: whereas
the EU only sees the Smart Grid itself as a means to an end, the U.S. sees
the Smart Grid as an end in itself.

However, there are also plenty of similarities to be distinguished. It can be
noted that, while the frameworks tend to use different terminology such as
assets or functions and metrics, or KPIs, the proposed frameworks all have
a very similar structure. For example, the difference between the original
framework proposed by the U.S. DOE [29] and the build and value metrics
proposed a few years later [35] lie in the fact that the original framework
had a strong focus on individual projects, but only had functions that were
rooted in technology and that led mainly to economic benefits. Integra-
tion of renewable sources, user participation and supporting new initiatives
weren’t added as functions until later. The disadvantage of this broader
scope however, is that the framework has lost a lot of the detail that was in
its original set of metrics.

In conclusion, the structure of all of these frameworks is very similar. What
remains most important is to find the framework that fits the list of criteria
the best. It is however unlikely that a single framework will be perfect for
assessing the performance of projects within the very specific scope of this
thesis, so a trade-off between the strengths and weaknesses of all frameworks
will have to be made. The framework that will come out of this trade-off
the best will be used as a starting point, and adjusted to fit all criteria as
good as possible.

Early U.S. DOE framework : Suitable for assessing the performance of sin-
gle projects, but a scope that is very narrow and limited to technological
indicators

GridWise Alliance handbook : Much less narrow scope, also introduces a
number of qualitative variables. However, it is quite limited with regard
to its quantitative variables. The handbook does introduce using the AHP
for creating weighting factors for the indicators, but using the GridWise
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Alliance set of metrics is not a requirement for the application of the AHP.

Arnold et al.: This framework focusses on target fulfillment, which is a
very similar approach to the EU approach or the value metrics used by the
U.S. The high-level targets can be used to assess single projects, but offer a
somewhat limited scope. However, despite the claim of focusing on target
fulfillment, the medium-level and low-level targets often include build met-
rics rather than value metrics.

Galo et al.: The framework proposed by these authors focuses on the evalu-
ation of individual aspects, rather than on the system as a whole. Further-
more, the Delphi method the authors propose is very time consuming and
difficult to apply.

EU KPIs: The list of KPIs used by the EU provides the widest scope of all
the proposed frameworks, while maintaining a level of detail necessary for
the application to single projects. However, it does include a lot of clutter
in the form of assessments that mostly suitable for clusters of projects or
entire programs, such as national and international integration. It also does
not include any build metrics.

U.S. metrics: While the scope of this set of metrics is much wider than the
original U.S. DOE proposition on which it was based, it has lost a lot of the
detail that the original set of metrics had. This makes it much less suitable
for application to single projects. Furthermore, there is a strong focus on
build metrics and it actually includes only a few value metrics.

Out of these options, the framework that is most suitable a starting point is
the set of KPIs used by the EU. Although it doesn’t include build metrics,
this is not a big issue. It is important to focus an assessment on the results
rather than on infrastructure. This is emphasized in the social context of
the technology: a lot of social factors making up the regime can only be
judged in a qualitative and therefore output focused manner. By not in-
cluding build metrics , which only apply to a few of the regime dimensions,
determining in what regime dimensions a project performs well or performs
weakly becomes much simpler. Furthermore, none of the frameworks are
specifically aimed at microgrid projects or business parks.

The EU set of KPIs can be used to assess single projects and has a wide
scope that already includes a few indicators related to user participation.
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However, it is aimed at Smart Grid projects in general and the assessment
of social embeddedness is very limited. In order to create a framework that
fits all three criteria, three steps have to be taken:

1. The framework must be extended to include KPIs that can assess
performance with regard to social embeddedness

2. The framework must be adjusted to be suitable for assessing the per-
formance of microgrid projects

3. KPIs that judge factors outside of the scope of this study will be
removed
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Appendix B

Creation of the original
framework

Assessing the performance of Smart Grid projects is something that can be
done from two different perspectives. The reason behind this is that whether
a project performs well enough to transition into the current regime is both
dependent on the performance and maturity of the niche, as well as the
strength of the current regime. The list of social Key-Performance Indica-
tors will therefore make a distinction between indicators aimed at the regime
and indicators aimed at the niche.

In order to to create these initial lists of KPIs, an additional literature study
has been performed on literature with regard to both transitions and Smart
Grids in specific. The chosen structure is in line with the structure of the
EU KPIs: macro-objectives preceding indicators of performance. Due to
the qualitative nature of many of these indicators, some are based on an
agglomeration of of sub-indicators.

Regime

According to transitions literature, the regime can be split up into multiple
‘regime dimensions’. The complete list of regime dimensions, as defined by
Smith and Raven, is as follows [15]:

• Industry structure

• Knowledge base
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• Technologies and infrastructures

• User relations and markets

• Public policies and political power

• Cultural significance and associations of the regime

However, these need to be adjusted in order to become a criteria for evalu-
ating the strength of the regime. This will be done in subsections describing
each of the regime dimensions. Each of these dimensions is subject to a
number of so-called ’selection pressures’. These selection pressures are gen-
eral areas within the regime where the regime can judged in its performance.
Stronger performance means that the niche will have more trouble outper-
forming the regime, whereas weaker performance can increase the chances of
the niche making a successful transition. The selection pressures defined by
Smith and Raven have been used as a starting point for the creation of the
regime KPIs, and will also be discussed per regime dimension in the next
section. These will be supplemented with indicators found in the literature
on Smart Grids. The section on technologies and infrastructures will not be
included, as this dimension has been extensively covered in the section on
technical indicators.

Industry structure

The regime dimension on industry structure is a general assessment of the
composition of the current regime. It describes the companies currently
making up the regime, as well as their capabilities, their relationship to
each other, and to their users. According to Smith and Raven, the reason
this dimension is important is because radical innovations might not fit into
the current industry structure and shared routines, new capabilities for com-
panies and employees might be required, as well as new business-models and
user-producer relationships [15]. When judging the performance of a project
or niche with regard to industry structure, the important criterion is there-
fore how well the project or niche fits within the current industry structure.
This is irrespective of the type of technology being assessed. Combined with
the selection pressures defined by Smith and Raven, this leads to the follow-
ing macro-objective and indicators:
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Fit with current industry structure

1. Organizational networks

2. Industry platforms

3. User-producer networks

4. Shared industry routines

5. Labor force

6. Capabilities

Knowledge base

Knowledge and the gaining of new knowledge are important for both niches
and the current regime. If the knowledge base in the current regime is large,
the regime will adapt to changing circumstances more easily. If this is not
the case, the amount and type of research done can potentially fill in the gaps
in their knowledge base. The selection pressures as defined by Smith and
Raven mainly have to do with the institutions currently in place with regard
to maintaining and expanding the knowledge base. The three pressures they
mention are: 1) formal research programs and groups, 2) review procedures
and preferences of established journals, and 3) paradigms[15]. The reason
this dimension is important is because all of our current knowledge base on a
specific topic is accumulated in what is called a paradigm, and consequently
institutionalized using the established journals. This has the potential of
creating a massive barrier for the new knowledge associated with radical
innovation: if it doesn’t fit the current paradigm or doesn’t fall within the
scope of the established journals, formally expanding the knowledge base
becomes very difficult. Therefore, the assessment of performance can be
translated as how well the technology fits within the scope of the current
knowledge base, and whether it has the ability to expand this knowledge
base. The criterion and indicators therefore become as follows:
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Falls within scope of knowledge base and
has ability to expand knowledge base

7. Part of formal research programs and
groups

8. Within scope of review procedures and
preferences of established journals

9. Falls within current paradigm

User relations and markets

The regime dimension on user relations and markets as defined by Smith
and Raven contains two selection pressures: market rules and institutions,
and user practices and preferences. However, user relations and markets are
very specific to the technology they are associated with. Because of this,
the indicators in this regime dimension have been grounded in Smart Grid
literature instead of transitions literature. Furthermore, because the mar-
ket rules for Smart Grids fall within the current market rules with regard
to electricity, these will be discussed in the section on policy.

Plenty of research has been done into how to involve users in Smart Grids,
but the impact of user involvement on the relative performance of projects
has been underappreciated as of yet. However, Schot and Geels argue adopt-
ing a user-centered perspective can reduce chances of the users acting as
barriers to change [36]. Based on this premise, Verbong et al. have done
research on perceptions and practices for user involvement in Smart Grids.
Herein they have identified several important factors.

In order to enable Smart Grid technologies such as DSM to work, a change in
consumer behavior is required. This could be in the form of manual adapta-
tion of demand patterns, but at the very least it requires relinquishing some
form of control to a third party. In order to persuade consumers to partici-
pate, an incentive is required. This can be in the form of economic incentives
[37], increased reliability [38], as well as social incentives such as impacts on
community, environment and safety [39]. Whether or not these benefits will
exist in practice isn’t as relevant as expected. For example, in many cases
users that save electricity due to energy saving appliances will increase their
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consumption through what is generally referred to as a ’rebound effect’, such
as increasing the usage of such appliances [40]. Something similar can be
found in other cases, such as risk: the determining factor is not the actual
risk but the public’s perception of risk [41]. In general, the perception of
the user can be said to be more important than the reality of the matter.
Because of this, an indicator will be added for the perception of benefits and
risks.

Other important factors mentioned by Verbong et al. as potential barri-
ers are feedback, privacy, control, and integration with daily routines and
practices. The parameter feedback is supported by studies on energy sav-
ings, which have shown that reductions in energy consumption are possible
[42]. While no definitive consensus has been reached on the potential sav-
ings that can be achieved using feedback and what type of feedback is most
effective, some factors that have shown positive results are: reflection of ac-
tual consumption, frequency of display, involves normative and/or historical
comparisons, represents a longer period of time, is presented understandable
and appealing, gives an appliance-specific breakdown and involves interac-
tion and choice [43].

In the case of control a observation is made by Verbong et al. that shows
similarity to indicators on benefits and risks: the perception of control is
more important than actual control. Users are reluctant to give up control
to a third party, and prefer to have a potential ’override button’ to retake
control. Also, users prefer to retain a form of freedom. The desired degree
of freedom is not specified, but can contain i.e. the possibility to choose
what data to share and the freedom to choose an aggregator and electricity
supplier. A final factor that can be distinguished with regard to control is
the perceived ease of use [44].

Another issue that has risen to prominence in the recent past is that of cyber
security. Because of the increased interconnection and communication in the
grid, it will continue to to turn into a more attractive target for those with
malicious intent. Such attacks can have large economic consequences if the
billing system is attacked, or can cause major havoc if the power system is
attacked, potentially shutting down the power for vital infrastructures [45].
This means that, rather than relying on old security measures, lessons should
be learned from the IT sector to transplant or develop security measures to
specifically deal with these threats.
Finally, technologies have to be embedded into people’s daily routines and
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practices, and should therefore not interfere too much. Nor should they
reduce the level of comfort of the user [46].
Assessing performance in this dimension should not simply be based on
whether relations with the users are present, but on how well a project
deals with the genuine concerns and preferences of their (potential) users.
Combined with the indicators distinguished from literature, this leads to the
following:

Adequately take into account user prefer-
ences and concerns

10. Degree of interference of technology with
routines and practices

11. Perception of privacy

• Freedom to choose what data to sup-
ply

• Protection of data

12. Perception of control

• Degree of control

• Perceived ease of use

• Freedom to choose supplier

• Freedom to choose and use aggrega-
tor

13. Perception of benefits and risks

• Outage time

• Green image

• Perceived financial benefits

• Safety

14. Effectiveness of feedback
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Public policies and political power

A factor that is independent of individual projects, but has a large degree
of influence on every project nonetheless, is public policy and the political
power to change policy. The way these policies can be translated into the
performance of individual Smart Grid projects is through determining the
suitability of the policy climate with regard to such projects. In practice
this is a combination of how the policies allow for the creation of benefits, as
well as how well these policies and the political climate deal with potential
barriers and blocking factors.

Innovation policy

Innovation policy can be said to be aimed at overcoming barriers to innova-
tion and to facilitate the diffusion of new technologies. Foxon and Pearson
recognize a number of potential barriers to innovation that can only be
overcome using public policy: the potential appropriation of the benefits of
investment, path-dependency, and lock-in [11]. The potential appropriation
of benefits of can be a barrier because knowledge can be copied once created.
Due to this, it can be very difficult for investors to gain the full benefits of
their investment, making investing a less attractive option. Policy can help
in this regard, for example through Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) such
as patents, but these can also act as a barrier to further innovation by block-
ing the flow of knowledge [47]. It is therefore important that policy creates
a balance where innovation is protected enough to attract investment, but
doesn’t prevent further innovation. Path-dependency and lock-in are two
related barriers that are a result of the typical development trajectory of
technology. Path dependency occurs through a series of economic events,
such as increasing returns to scale, learning effects and adaptive expectations
[11]. Basically, as a technology progresses it becomes cheaper to produce
and easier to handle for users through learning. Furthermore, technology
suffers from so-called ’network externalities’. This means that a technology
provides more utility to its user if more other people use the same tech-
nology [48]. An example of this is the telephone: the more people use a
telephone, the more useful it becomes. Once enough people use such a tech-
nology, others will become more and more compelled to start using it as well.
This is called the ’bandwagon effect’ [49]. While not all technologies exhibit
network externalities, Smart Grid technologies often do. In order to imple-
ment Smart Grids successfully, acquiring data within small time frames is
required, as is two-way communication. For this to become possible, con-
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sumers need a technology such as a smart meter. The more consumers have
such a smart meter, the more benefit can be accrued from the Smart Grid,
which in return has a positive effect on the users. This becomes even more
evident in the case of Energy Management Systems (EMS), enabling flexi-
bility in demand.

Because of this, such a technology will often be seen as preferred to new
alternatives that don’t exhibit the same benefits. Once this technology be-
comes dominant enough, it will create its own barriers for the adoption of
new technologies. This is further enhanced because the institutions that
support such technologies will have invested time and money in the tech-
nology at this point, making it very difficult to adopt something new. At
this point, a technological lock-in is reached. A well-known example of such
a lock-in is the so-called ’carbon lock-in’ we have created through the use
of fossil fuels [50]. It is important that policy stimulates the creation of
a diverse portfolio of options that discourages strong path-dependency and
keeps regulation flexible enough to handle or prevent lock-in of technologies
that are sub-optimal for society.

The other important function of innovation policy is to facilitate the diffu-
sion of innovation. Foxon and Pearson identify three ways policy makers can
achieve this: facilitating the creation of markets, supplying resources such
as capital and competencies, and by internalizing negative externalities [11].
They have based the first two of these points from the use of the Innovation
Systems approach, which describes the interactions between innovation and
policy-making as systemic processes. Internalizing negative externalities is
something often mentioned with regard to creation and diffusion of sus-
tainable technologies. The idea behind internalizing negative externalities
is that the technologies that are to be replaced are often less sustainable,
and that the societal costs suffered through the difference in environmental
impact should be monetized through, for example, fines or taxes for unsus-
tainable behavior, or tax breaks for using these cleaner technologies. This
would decrease the price disparity between the unsustainable and the, often
more expensive, sustainable technology.

A final important aspect of policy is what type of policies are implemented
in a country and with regard to a specific technology. Here the distinction
can be made between supply-push and demand-pull policies. Supply-push,
often also referred to as technology-push, policies are aimed at promoting
innovation through R&D spending. Norberg-Bohm argues that successful
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supply-push policies can include factors such as: public/private partner-
ships, private sector involvement in directing research, cost sharing between
public and private sector, oversight allowing for reassessment and redirection
and pursuing a diverse portfolio of strategies and technologies [51]. Demand-
pull policies, also referred to as market-pull policies, are often aimed at pro-
tecting technologies already in development in niches. Important aspects
of such policies are: providing not only incentives, but also certainty and
longevity to government created niches, not making subsidies larger than
required to achieve market activity, and to keep regulation flexible enough
to guard against lock-in. While the specific types of regulation required
for successful innovation are highly dependent on context, it is nonetheless
important that both types of policies are present and balanced.

Politics

Not only policies themselves are relevant to the development of technolo-
gies, as policies can be changed. Another important factor is therefore the
political context. When it comes to Smart Grids, the important questions
that can be asked with regard to politics are: 1) how much support is there
for Smart Grid technology, and sustainability solutions in general, and 2) do
the people that favor the technology have the power to change policies to
start favoring Smart Grids, or to keep favorable policies in place?Foxon and
Pearson have translated these questions into important qualitative indica-
tors [11]:

• Mismatch between long-term goals and ’real progress’

• Behavior of actors with power

• Potential blocking factors

The mismatch between long-term goals and real progress can be defined
as the trade-off between short-term economic efficiency and the long-term
promotion of innovation and sustainability. This is a real issue in politics.
Politicians might have sustainability as their ultimate long-term goal, but
will be held accountable for and will only receive credit for the success they
achieve during their short period in power. The next issue is the watering
down of sustainability measures. Often policy proposals aimed at sustain-
ability will be changed quite significantly before being passed, and the de-
gree in which their eventual implementation differs from the intended goal
when submitted is a measure of how much support there is in the political
system. This is directly related to the third indicator, as the actors with
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power are the ones capable of passing, rejecting or watering down policy
proposals. Their behavior, especially when their economic power is under
threat, is a good indicator of the suitability of the political climate for sus-
tainable technologies. The final indicator, potential blocking factors, deals
with the degree of uncertainty that exists with regard to policy stability,the
involvement of policy makers with the technology through the connectivity
of different networks, disincentives created by other policies and opposing
behavior by established firms.
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Conformity with public policy and degree
of political power

15. Suitability of innovation policy

• Dealing with potential barriers

– Possibility to fully appropriate
benefits of investment

– Path dependency of technology

– Degree of lock-in current regime
technologies

• Facilitating diffusion

– Facilitation of market formation

– Supply of resources

– Balance of supply-push and
demand-pull policies

16. Political power and support

• Behavior of actors with power

• Mismatch between long-term goals
and real progress

• Dealing with potential blocking fac-
tors

– Degree of uncertainty with re-
gard to policy stability

– Degree of political support

– Connectivity of networks

Cultural significance and associations of the regime

This regime dimension mainly deals with the perception that the general
public has of a new technology, rather than the actual users. The reason
that this is important is that a negative public perception of technology can
often interfere with the deployment of such technologies, even if this nega-
tive image might not be justified. An example of this can be found in the
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field of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS), in a case where a difference
emerged between risk perceptions from experts and what was portrayed in
the media with regard to an potential, but unproven, leak [52]. Based on
this case, a few important indicators for a technology of project’s perfor-
mance in the media can be established. The first is whether an information
(reporting) asymmetry exists. An information asymmetry arises when one
party has more information than the other. In the case of the media, it can
happen that the perception of a technology is more negative than it should
be as a result of this lack of information. This can be countered through
transparency, including transparency on potential risks. The second is that
media framing plays an important role. This is how the media portrays the
technology. For example, even without an information asymmetry a tech-
nology like CCS can be framed based on the potential risks, or based on its
potential for contributing to sustainability.

While it is difficult to determine exactly what the perception is with the
general public or in of all the different media, the way a technology is repre-
sented, i.e. through the use of PR, can be evaluated. Additionally, the type
of medium used for this representation can also be of influence. Many theo-
ries have attempted to describe the influence of media on public perception.
Over the years, studies have shown that traditional one-way media often
have little influence on public perception [53]. While no definitive theory on
the change of public opinion has been agreed on, agreement has arisen that
social factors are of influence. Whether or not opinion changes come through
nearby opinion leaders, or through ’concentric circles’, these theories share
a theme of necessary social proximity for opinion change. When applied to
media, it leads to the assumption that media that offer closer social proxim-
ity are more likely to impact public opinion. An example of this would be
social media, where opinions are shared by those in close social circles and
where two-way communication is possible. The way these types of media
are employed for the representation of a technology can be an indication for
how successful this representation is.

Combined, this leads to the following indicators for this regime dimension:
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Media- and public perception of the tech-
nology

17. Framing

18. Information reporting asymmetry

19. PR

20. Social proximity of media

Niche

The other relevant perspective is that the of the niche. Geels and Schot
argue that, even if space is created for a niche because the regime can’t
adapt to pressure quickly enough, no transition will take place if the niche
itself isn’t mature enough [14]. Kemp et al. define three internal processes
that are important to the performance of a niche: the presence of learning
processes, the articulation of visions and expectations, and the building of
social networks [16].

Learning

Learning as a process is difficult to define exactly, as it is often context-
dependent. However, a definition that is often used is that learning occurs
when individuals assimilate new information, including knowledge based on
past experience, and apply it to their subsequent actions [54]. In their
analysis of learning and policy change, Bennet and Howlett recognize three
critical components in learning: 1) the subjects of learning, 2) the objects of
learning, and 3) the results of learning [55]. Three potential subjects are dis-
tinguished that are capable of learning with regard to policy change: policy
makers, scientists and (other) stakeholders. With regard to what they can
learn, two forms of learning are recognized: first order learning and second
order learning. With regard to the results of learning, two potential out-
comes are recognized: a modification of the instruments used, or a paradigm
shift. Van de Kerkhof and Wieczorek expand on this and argue that there
is another important component to learning that was overlooked by Ben-
nett and Howlett: the process of learning. Based on an approach called
Transition Management, they argue that ’learning by doing’, the process
of theoretical knowledge from practical experience, is important for guiding
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the innovation process [56]. Reed adds to this the possibility of facilitating
social learning, in which stakeholders and wider society can learn from each
other through social relationships, and learn to trust each other and appre-
ciate each other’s point of view [57]. Furthermore, Schot and Geels argue
that it is important that learning takes place in multiple, if not all, regime
dimensions [36].

When it comes to evaluating the performance of learning in Smart Grid
projects, it is difficult to determine what type of outcome is favorable. There-
fore, the performance evaluation should be based on what kind of learning
is employed and what parties are involved in the learning process.

Another way of expanding the knowledge base on Smart Grids is through
the sharing of knowledge. This can be done in a number of ways and with
regard to a number of different levels. Examples on a national scale are by
attempting to establish shared protocols and technological standards and
to attempt to harmonize regulatory and commercial frameworks with other
European nations [12]. An example of knowledge sharing with regard to a
single project is to involve stakeholders in order to integrate scientific and
local knowledge [57]. This leads to the following criterion and indicators:

Presence of learning processes

1. Diversity of stakeholders part of the learn-
ing process

2. Learning in all regime dimensions

3. Second order learning

4. Learning by doing

5. Active knowledge sharing

Building of social networks

The second niche process concerns the building of social networks. Accord-
ing to Schot and Geels, building these networks is important for the creation
of constituency behind a new technology, to facilitate interactions between
relevant stakeholders, and to provide necessary resources such as money,
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people and expertise [36]. They argue that the two most important char-
acteristics of a social network are broadness and depth. A broad network
encompasses multiple different kinds of stakeholders, meaning that different
views and voices are articulated. This can also further facilitate second-
order learning. The second characteristic is network depth. In practice this
means that the stakeholders present are embedded deeply enough in their
respective organizations to be able to mobilize commitment and money.

Strength of the social network

6. Network broadness

7. Network depth

Stakeholder expectations and visions

The final important niche process is that of stakeholder expectations and
visions. According to Reed, stakeholder participation is necessary because
environmental problems are typically complex and require decision making
that is both transparent and flexible enough to deal with changing circum-
stances, by introducing a diversity of knowledge and values [57]. Having
stakeholders visions and expectations in line can have a number of benefits,
such as increasing public trust in decisions and providing direction for the
learning process. According to Schot and Geels, expectations can contribute
to successful niche building if they were made: 1) more robust, 2) more spe-
cific, and 3) of higher quality [36]. More robust means that the expectation
is shared by more actors, more specific has to do with the fact that expec-
tations that are too general do not provide enough guidance, and higher
quality means that the content of the expectations is based on findings sup-
ported by ongoing projects. When formulated as criterion and indicators it
becomes as follows:
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Visions and expectations shared by all
stakeholders

8. Visions and expectations are robust

9. Visions and expectations are as specific as
possible

10. Visions and expectations are based on
findings from ongoing projects
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Appendix C

Original social context
framework overview

Regime dimensions

Fit with current industry structure

• Organizational networks

• Industry platforms

• User-producer networks

• Shared industry routines

• Labor force

• Capabilities

Falls within scope of knowledge base and has ability to expand
knowledge base

• Part of formal research programs and groups

• Within scope of review procedures and preferences of established jour-
nals

• Falls within current paradigm
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Adequately take into account user preferences and concerns

• Degree of interference of technology with routines and preferences

• Perception of privacy

– Freedom to choose what data to supply

– Protection of data

• Perception of control

– Degree of control

– Perceived ease of use

– Freedom to choose supplier

– Freedom to choose and use aggregator

• Perception of benefits and risks

– Outage time

– Green image

– Perceived financial benefits

– Safety

• Effectiveness of feedback

Conformity with public policy and degree of political power

• Suitability of innovation policy

– Dealing with potential barriers

∗ Possibility to fully appropriate benefits of investment

∗ Path dependency of technology

∗ Degree of lock-in current regime technologies

– Facilitating diffusion

∗ Facilitation of market formation

∗ Supply of resources

∗ Balance of supply-push and demand-pull policies

• Political power and support

– Behavior of actors with power
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– Mismatch between long-term goals and real progress

– Dealing with potential blocking factors

∗ Degree of uncertainty with regard to policy stability

∗ Degree of political support

∗ Connectivity of networks

Media- and public perception of the technology

• Framing

• Information reporting asymmetry

• PR

• Social proximity of media

Niche processes

Presence of learning processes

• Diversity of stakeholders part of the learning process

• Learning in all regime dimensions

• Second order learning

• Learning by doing

• Active knowledge sharing

Strength of social network

• Network broadness

• Network depth

Visions and expectations shared by all stakeholders

• Visions and expectations are robust

• Visions and expectations are as specific as possible

• Visions and expectations are based on findings from ongoing projects
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Appendix D

Revision of the original
social context framework

The framework illustrated in the previous section has been subjected to a
number of interviews in order to be validated. A list of the types of stake-
holders typically involved in Smart Grid pilot projects was created based
on an overview of Smart Grid pilot projects in the Netherlands, created by
Minke Goes for Netbeheer Nederland. Persons involved in each of these
types of stakeholders were then subjected to the framework using semi-
structured interviews, aimed at determining what parts of the framework
should be removed, what should remain, and what should be added, based
on the visions and interests of their organization. These interviews will also
be used as a base for establishing the functioning of the current regime when
the framework will be applied to A1 Deventer. The interviewees were:

• Elke Klaassen (Enexis/TU Eindhoven, DSO/Knowledge institute re-
spectively) [EK]

• Walter van Alst & Joël Nolten (Scholt Energy Control, programmav-
erantwoordelijke partij specialized in energy storage solutions) [SE]

• Leon Straathof (Cofely Energie & Infra, liaison A1 Deventer) [LS]

• Jeroen Willems (ECONNETIC, specialized in financing sustainability
projects) [JW]

• Raymond Hutten (Raedthuys, electricity producer, & Pure Energie,
electricity supplier) [RH]
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• René Kamphuis (TNO/TU Eindhoven, knowledge institutes) [RK]

The code in [ ]-brackets will be used when referring to the opinion of a
specific person. This section only deals with the changes to the original
framework. Each regime dimension or niche process will start with a sum-
marizing table of what has been added to or removed from the framework,
before elaborating on why this was done. A complete overview of the re-
vised framework and the meaning, as well as the way each criterion should
be evaluated, will be presented in the next section.

D.0.0.1 Regime dimensions

D.0.0.1.1 Fit with current industry structure

Removed Added

Interference with routines and practices
Minimal interference with routines and practices,

or can easily form new routines and practices

Perception of privacy Privacy and cyber security

Perception of benefits and risks Perceived benefits

Effectiveness of feedback Safety

Table D.1: Indicators added or removed from the Industry Structure dimen-
sion

According to Gawer & Cusumano, define industry platforms as ”products,
services, or technologies that act as a foundation upon which external in-
novators, organized as an innovative business ecosystem, can develop their
own complementary products, technologies, or services” [58]. In the case
of Smart Grids, the industry platform that innovators use as a foundation
is the current electricity grid. However, the nature of electricity grids is
such that there is little difference to be found between nations. Therefore,
electricity grids aren’t industry platforms that provide a method of distin-
guishing between different regimes.

Smart Grid technology is generally invented and applied to avoid problems
with security of supply in the future. RK described electricity as a dissatis-
fier ; we always assume that it’s there and only notice when it isn’t. It can be
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argued that the same goes for Smart Grid technology. Technology that isn’t
noticed is technology that works well. Smart Grid technology is therefore
generally not developed to be used by consumers. User-producer networks
don’t exist in the traditional electricity supply chain, and will most likely
not be necessary for Smart Grids either.

While changes to the labor force are difficult to predict without an exact
definition of what a Smart Grid entails, the general consensus throughout
the interviews was that changes would mostly be necessary to the capabili-
ties of the labor force, rather than to the labor force itself. EK noted that
most of the technology is developed to be easy to install for consumers, and
that development of such technology is mostly done by market parties that
already have the labor force and capabilities necessary.

One important factor that determines the way companies that are part of
the electricity regime, Smart Grid development, or both, is their incentives.
This was mentioned often and in different ways. While some cited the
importance of a concrete business model, others focused on the necessity
of being in agreement with policy. Even though different companies have
different goals and interests, what they have in common is the fact that
they need incentives in order to align their method of operation with what
is necessary for Smart Grid development.

D.0.0.1.2 Falls within scope of knowledge base and has ability to
expand knowledge base

Removed Added

Part of formal research programs and groups

Within scope of review procedures and preferences

of established journals

Falls within current paradigm

Table D.2: Indicators added or removed from the Knowledge Base dimension

Most Smart Grid knowledge/research already exists and is part of the cur-
rent knowledge base. A number of interviewees have mentioned that Smart
Grids mostly require combinations of existing technologies into new con-
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cepts and approaches, and that the main potential can be found in IT.
Whereas disruptive innovations are a possibility, the shared expectation is
that development will mainly be found in applying existing communication
technologies on a large scale for a low price. Due to the applied nature
of this type of research, whether or not it falls within the scope of review
procedures and preferences of journals is irrelevant.

Nearly all research in this area takes place within formal research programs
funded by the government, which enforce the active sharing of knowledge.
Knowledge gaps and large disadvantages of knowledge development are
therefore not to be expected, rendering this indicator superfluous. Whether
or not this is the ideal method of knowledge development will be discussed
in the innovation policy part of the section Public Policy & Political Power.

Firstly, there is no real paradigm yet for Smart Grids. There is no agreement
on a definition, which makes a shared vision of the scope of the issue and the
solution impossible. Additionally, this indicator operates at a much higher
level of abstraction than the other two, reducing the insight it provides into
the knowledge base criterion.

Making effective use of the existing knowledge base remains vital to the suc-
cess of individual projects, but this will be covered using the different niche
processes. This section will therefore not be included in the framework.

D.0.0.1.3 Adequately take into account user preferences and con-
cerns

While minimal interference with routines and practices was often stated as
one of the most characteristics for Smart Grid technology, there were no-
table exceptions. A number of technologies will force its user to adopt new
routines, and the ease with which this happens is an important determinant
for the successful implementation of this technology. A prime example is the
electric vehicle. This vehicle requires plugging in for charging (a new routine
in itself), but in order to make optimal use of the flexibility this charging
offers, an additional routine of manually imputing when the vehicle should
be at full charge the next morning could turn charging the vehicle from a
vice into a virtue.

Consumers tend to be hesitant when it comes to giving up data they deem to
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Removed Added

Interference with routines and practices
Minimal interference with routines and practices,

or can easily form new routines and practices

Perception of privacy Privacy and cyber security

Perception of benefits and risks Perceived benefits

Effectiveness of feedback Safety

Table D.3: Indicators added or removed from the User preferences and con-
cerns dimension

be sensitive, whether it concerns companies or households. Their perception
of privacy remains important. However, an additional reason for them not
to want to give up their data has to do with increasing reports of data leaks
and other cyber security issues. The idea that their data won’t fall into the
wrong hands is therefore an important addition to this criterion.
The perception of both benefits and risks are important factors, but weigh-
ing them against each other in order to create a criterion that is evaluated
either positively or negatively is an oversimplification. Perceived and actual
benefits are important, but tend to be weighed against other concerns like
privacy. The benefits that are perceived differ per consumer, but the evalu-
ation has to be positive for them to accept Smart Grid technology. Safety
is in a category of its own; the benefits of Smart Grid technology are too
slim to outweigh any safety concerns. This criterion should therefore be
evaluated separately.

The effectiveness of feedback technology provides can be important, but
whether it is necessary is heavily dependent on the technology in question.
Generally, it is important with technologies that require a change in behav-
ior. However, these are now classified as part of the ease with which these
technologies can form new routines and practices.

D.0.0.1.4 Conformity with public policy and degree of political
power

Whereas the framework previously mainly included policies aimed at stimu-
lating development, or a potential lack of regulation such as lack of Intellec-
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Removed Added

Appropriating benefits of investment Legislative context

Path dependency of technology Adequate presence of supply-push policies

Balance of supply-push and demand-pull policies Adequate presence of demand-pull policies

Mismatch between long-term goals and real progress Smart Grid vision

Connectivity of networks External pressure on policy

Table D.4: Indicators added or removed from the Public policy and political
power dimension

tual Property Rights, the potential of legislation itself acting as a blocking
factor was overlooked. Rules and regulations are set in place to govern the
electricity regime as we know it at the moment, but might be wholly un-
suitable for a future Smart Grid-driven regime.

While a technology that is heavily dependent on network effects and economies
of scale is definitely path dependent, the nature of electricity as a basic need
means that most of the technological change associated with Smart Grids is
in the form of additions to a system that is already locked-in, rather than
forming new dependent paths.

A balance of supply-push and demand-pull policies tends to be beneficial to
technology development. However, it is both technology dependent and dif-
ficult to predict what kind of balance would be most beneficial. Therefore,
the present policies should be evaluated on their individual merit.

The mismatch between sustainability goals and real progress has often been
mentioned during interviews, but it is generally seen as a result rather than
a cause of one of the major issues with Smart Grid development. The pres-
ence of a vision of what Smart Grids are, or should be, is often quoted as
being necessary to guide development.

It has at times been mentioned that increased involvement of politics in
Smart Grid projects and development would be beneficial. However, this
doesn’t appear to be a lack of connectivity in networks, but a policy deci-
sion. It could also be argued that the presence of an influential ’old boys
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network’ and effective lobbying activities could be classified as connective
networks. These will be discussed under the indicators ’Organizational net-
works’ (Industry structure) and ’Behavior of actors with power’ (Public
policy & political power) respectively.

Most policies tend to be formed based on a number of factors, such as public
support. However, due to the globalization that has taken place over the
past decades, a part of national political power has diffused to centralized
entities such as the European Union. Global pressure on nations to change
their behavior through climate conferences may influence national policy,
but the European Union actually has the power to enforce changes. Their
stance on sustainability and Smart Grid policy should therefore be taken
into account.

D.0.0.1.5 Media- and public perception of the technology

Removed Added

Framing Public opinion on sustainability

Information reporting asymmetry Smart Grid technology acceptance

PR (Social) media involvement

Social proximity of media

Table D.5: Indicators added or removed from the Media- and public per-
ception dimension

Based on the interviews the issues are on a higher abstraction level. While
(social) media remains important, the interviewees tend to view the media
as a tool to effectively spread positive public opinions. Positive sentiments
with regard to sustainability and technologies associated with Smart Grids
are judged as more important than the accuracy and level of detail of the
information shared.
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Removed Added

Second order learning Depth of learning

Learning by doing Learning goals present

Table D.6: Indicators added and removed from Learning processes dimen-
sion

D.0.0.2 Niche processes

D.0.0.2.1 Presence of learning processes

Although second order learning might provide a positive contribution to the
effectiveness of learning in Smart Grid pilot projects, it has rarely been em-
ployed and is rarely seen as something that should receive a higher degree
of priority. The issues with learning in Smart Grid projects are judged to
be more fundamental.

While learning by doing is generally judged to be an effective method, it
doesn’t allow projects to distinguish themselves, as they themselves are all
examples of learning by doing.

According to a number of interviewees, having all stakeholders present in
the learning process isn’t enough. A number of people from a stakeholder
party that are involved with a project learning doesn’t guarantee that the
lessons learned resonate throughout their organization. While correlations
can certainly be drawn with the depth of the social network within the orga-
nizations involved, being provided with support and resources isn’t enough
if the organization isn’t involved in learning from the project and adjusting
their vision based on these lessons.

Learning is often stated as being one of the main goals of pilot projects.
Yet, according to a number of interviewees, what stakeholders actually wish
to learn is often unclear. While a formulated vision or expectation is a good
starting point, formulating concrete learning goals is important for guiding
the project and maximizing the utility that can be gained from it.
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Appendix E

Final social context
framework
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Regime dimensions 
 

Category Indicator Meaning Evaluation 

Industry 
structure 

1) Organizational 
networks 

Existing networks 
between incumbent 
firms in the regime 

Incumbent networks 
can act as blocking 
factor for new 
players 

 2) Shared industry 
routines 

Routines and 
practices shared 
between regime 
players 

Conservative 
routines can 
practices can delay 
development 

 3) Capabilities Regime players’ 
skills in handling 
Smart Grid 
technology 

Lack of capabilities 
or refusal to 
increase capabilities 
can delay 
development 

 4) Incentives for Smart 
Grid development 

Financial benefits or 
regulations for 
stimulating change 
in regime players 

Necessary to 
stimulate innovation 
and development 

User 
preferences 
and 
concerns 

5) Routines & Practices Minimal interference 
with routines & 
practices / ease of 
formation new 
routines & practices 

Behavioral change 
is difficult, minimal 
interference is 
necessary for 
acceptance 

 6) Perception of privacy 
and cyber security 

Sensitivity of data 
provided, and 
protection level of 
this data 

Data is necessary, if 
users are unwilling 
to provide data, the 
utility of a Smart 
Grid decreases 

 7) Perception of control Whether users feel 
a level of control, or 
have to surrender to 
full automation 

Users either need to 
be able to take back 
control or be willing 
to part with all 
control 

 8) Perceived benefits Benefits of user 
participation, i.e. 
financial or 
environmental 
benefits 

Benefits must be 
large enough to 
outweigh concerns, 
such as privacy and 
giving up control 

 9) Safety Safety of Smart Grid 
technology 

Users are unwilling 
to use potentially 
unsafe technology 

Public 
policy & 
political 
power 

10) Legislative context Rules and 
regulations that 
influence Smart 
Grids 

Legislation needs to 
be aligned with 
goals and 
development of 
Smart Grids to 
avoid it becoming a 
blocking factor 

 11) Lock-in current 
regime 

Are we stuck with 
our current 
infrastructure, and is 
this a negative? 

Lock-in means we 
have to continue 
developing based 
on our current 



infrastructure, 
instead of the 
generally preferred 
starting from scratch 

 12) Facilitation of market 
formation 

Does the 
government create 
new markets, or 
provide space for 
others to create new 
markets? 

New markets are 
necessary for 
creating incentives, 
i.e. for flexibility 

 13) Supply of resources What resources are 
supplied, and how 
do they affect 
development? 

Subsidies and other 
resources are 
necessary for 
stimulating niche 
development 

 14) Adequate presence 
supply-push policies 

Promoting 
innovation through 
R&D spending, 
private sector 
investment and 
pursuing a diverse 
portfolio of 
technologies 

Necessary for 
technology diversity 
and bringing 
technologies to 
market 

 15) Adequate presence 
demand-pull policies 

Protecting 
technologies in 
development 

Necessary for pilot 
projects and 
guarding 
technologies that 
are not yet mature 
against market 
mechanisms 

 16) Behavior of actors 
with power 

Do actors actively 
attempt to stimulate 
or block 
development of 
Smart Grids? 

Cooperation of 
actors with power is 
necessary for 
technologies to 
come to fruition.  

 17) Government vision 
on Smart Grids 

Is there a vision that 
is robust, specific, 
and based on 
ongoing projects? 

A concrete vision 
from the 
government is 
necessary to 
provide guidance 

 18) Degree of 
uncertainty policy 
stability 

Are policies viewed 
as stable enough to 
base investment 
decisions on? 

Uncertainty with 
regard to policy 
prevents 
investments 

 19) Degree of political 
support 

Is there 
governmental 
support, or public 
support that 
influences policy? 

Support from the 
government is 
necessary for 
effective legislative 
context 

 20) External pressure on 
policy 

What pressures are 
applied externally, 
i.e. from the 
European Union, on 
national policy 

EU regulations on 
sustainability are 
becoming more 
important, and can 



change national 
policy 

Media- and 
public 
perception 

21) Public perception 
sustainability 

Is there public 
support for 
sustainability, and 
can it influence 
policy? 

Public support is an 
important 
determining factor 
for policy 

 22) Smart Grid 
technology 
acceptance 

How are Smart 
Grids and 
associated 
technologies 
viewed? 

Technologies that 
are positively 
judged will diffuse 
quicker 

 23) (Social) media 
involvement 

How much, and in 
what way, is the 
public opinion on 
Smart Grids 
spread? 

People tend to 
follow innovators 
and the public 
opinion when it 
comes to 
technologies, more 
effective spreading 
of positive opinions 
leads to faster 
diffusion 

 
Niche processes 
 

Learning 
processes 

24) Diversity of 
stakeholders 
present 

Are all project 
stakeholders 
present in the 
learning process? 
And is there a 
diversity in the types 
of stakeholders? 

Stakeholders need 
to have a presence 
to adapt their 
capabilities, and to 
learn from each 
other 

 25) Learning in 
all regime 
dimensions 

Does learning take 
place in all regime 
dimensions? 

Beside technology 
and economics, 
learning about 
matters such as 
policy and user 
preferences is vital 

 26) Depth of 
learning 

How deep do the 
lessons learned in a 
project penerate 
within stakeholder 
organizations? 

A high depth of 
learning is 
necessary to gain 
support, resources, 
and to adapt visions 
and expectations 

 27) Learning 
goals 
present 

Are learning goals 
present, and are 
they concrete and 
specific? 

Learning goals are 
vital for guidance 
within a project 

 28) Active 
knowledge 
sharing 

Is all knowledge 
gained in projects 
being shared within 
the project and 
between projects? 

Adjusting learning 
goals, visions and 
expectations is 
ineffective without all 
knowledge 



Strength of social 
network 

29) Network 
broadness 

Are all relevant 
niche stakeholders 
part of the network 
and participants in 
development? 

All stakeholder 
should be present in 
order to take into 
account all different 
opinions and 
interests 

 30) Network 
depth 

How much of an 
organization is 
involved in or 
supports Smart Grid 
development? 

Depth is necessary 
for mobilizing 
support and 
resources within an 
organization 

Visions and 
expectations  

31) Robustness Are the visions and 
expectations shared 
by all stakeholders? 

Visions and 
expectations should 
be robust in order to 
work towards a 
common goal 

 32) Specificity Are visions and 
expectations as 
specififc as 
possible? 

Specific visions and 
expectations provide 
more guidance 

 33) Based on 
findings from 
ongoing 
projects 

Are visions and 
expectations being 
adjusted based on 
findings from 
ongoing projects? 

It is important to 
remain dynamic in 
visions and 
expectations, as no 
broadly shared 
consensus exists on 
Smart Grid 
development 

 


